
OUTER ISLES 

 

LEWIS SEA-CLIFFS, DALBEG AREA: 

Notes from Blair Fyffe:  Blessed are the Weak is definitely E5, agreed by other ascents. Mercury and Solace 

are only worth a star at most. Neptune is worth 3 stars. 

 

BEARASAIGH, Hadrians Wall Area: 

Step in Time   20m   HVS 5b. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 12 Jun 2009. 

Start as for Dancing Tiger but after 4m traverse right across a series of small ledges and niches. 

 

Last Man Alive   15m   Hard Severe 4c. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 12 Jun 2009. 

At the right end of the area, climb the broken crack on the right of the coal face slab to a large ledge. From 1m 

right of the arete climb through a small overlap to the top. 

 

The Last Hurrah   16m   VS 5a. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 12 Jun 2009. 

From the same start as the previous route, gain the large ledge and climb the ramp line to the right to a corner. 

Climb the short slab above. 

 

Lower Hadrians Wall, St Bees Sector: 

Long Time Passing   18m   Hard Severe 4b. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 12 Jun 2009. 

Belay at the farthest right end of the platform. Traverse right round the front of the buttress for 5m then 

follow a rising traverse on to the slab of Cool & Smooth & Curious. Climb the centre of the slab. 

 

Lower Hadrians Wall, North Sector: 

Should Have Known Better   30m   VS 5a. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 10 Jun 2009. 

Start 2m left of Grass with Everything. Make awkward moves to gain the ledge and from its corner, follow 

right and crank over the cleft. Follow the initial steep corner to the impending wall. Go over its left end then 

finish direct. 

 

Over The Rooftops   24m   Hard Severe 4b. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 7 Jun 2009. 

Start as for That Harry Potter Thing but after the initial wall trend leftwards following the left edge of the 

upper ramp, climbing through a short steep wall on the way. 

 

Dr Tourette’s Arete   36m   E1 5b **. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 9 Jun 2009. 

Start as for the previous route but upon reaching the corner of the large slab on the left, step onto the slab and 

traverse to its left edge. Climb the sharp left arete to the top. 

 

Pictland: 

Bollokof   17m   Severe. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 7 Jun 2009. 

From the base of the square-cut corner, climb the crack on the left to a large ledge at half-height. Continue to 

the right of its centre up the wall above using the right-hand crack. 

 

Weatherman’s Geodha: 

The big geodha in the centre of the eastern side of the island. Access is by abseil (from boulders and back 

rope) down the big vegetated slabby southern corner. Traverse around the geodha to the base of the big 

northern ridge with a slabby southern face. Access can also be gained via a 60m abseil down the northern side 

of the ridge which defines the northern edge of the geodha. Identify a large free-standing flake just below the 

lip of the cliff; abseil down between this and the cliff to a ledge just above the tide. It is then possible to 

scramble round to the following routes. 

 

Eat your Heart out Mick   55m   VS 4b. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 8 Jun 2009. 

Located on the northern side of the geodha northern ridge directly below the large free-standing flake. Start 

from a ledge below a large V-shaped notch just above the tide line. Climb directly up to the large free-

standing flake below the lip of the cliff over several short walls. 

 

Pete Hussey is a Weatherman   50m   Hard Severe. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 9 Jun 2009. 

Start from a large flat ledge just above the tide line below a roof and approximately half-way between the 

corner of the geodha and September Ends. 



1. 35m 4b  Climb trending leftwards into a crack system and continue up the cracks to a a sharp ledge on the 

ridge. 

2. 15m 4a  Continue up the ridge on the south side, through a notch and up the final slab (15m). 

 

The Dental Area: 

To the left of the NHS Sector is a small slab, “the waiting room slab”. This can be accessed by scrambling 

down the ill-defined stream bed on the south side of Weatherman‟s Geodha past the descent for the NHS 

Sector onto a slabby area then by descending a short gully to the base of the slab. 

 

The Waiting Room Slab: 

Trepidation   9m   VS 4c *. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 10 Jun 2009. 

Climb straight up the centre of the short slab, low tide and low swell required. 

 

A Place of Enchantment: 

The south face of the north wall of the large bay opposite Stac an Tuill. 

Approach:  Identify the cairn at the summit of the island. Just north and below this is a flat area of ground on 

the northern ridge of the large bay opposite Stac an Tuill. Walk out along the narrow ridge to the end and 

abseil down the left-hand corner to a large ledge at the top of the V-groove (12m). Abseil to the base of the 

routes from here. 

 

Doorway to a Place of Enchantment   45m   HVS 5b **. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 8 Jun 2009. 

Climb the obvious left-hand corner feature, good sustained climbing. 

 

Seen from Space   45m   HVS 5a **. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 9 Jun 2009. 

Climb the right-hand corner feature until a half-height ledge. Follow the left-hand crack to the top as for 

Doorway to a Place of Enchantment. 

 

Geodha an Tuill: 

This route is located on the next headland north of a place of enchantment on the northern face which defines 

the narrow in-cut zawn of Geodha an Tuill. Abseil to the base of the zawn from near the end of the ridge, 60m 

rope required. The top few metres of this wall are loose and vegetated; a back rope was used for the belay at 

the top. 

 

Remains of the Day   50m   E1 *. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 8 Jun 2009. 

Start from a ledge adjacent to the tide covered rocks. 

1. 20m 4b Follow a left-trending crack to a long wide ledge beneath a small overlap, belay to the left.  

2. 30m 5a  Traverse right for a few meters along the large ledge and continue up a corner-crack to a small 

niche. Pass a huge downward pointing rock spike above the niche on its left via a continuation crack. 

Continue around the top of a rock spike to a short wall above. 

 

TORASGEO: 

Das Boat   30m   E4 6a ***. Blair Fyffe, Tony Stone. May 2008. 

Takes the obvious diagonal cracked groove to the right of Generation Gap. Climb the cracks and block rib for 

as Ein Schiff voller Narren (SMCJ 2007). Step left and climb past a huge downward pointing flake, then 

continue up the excellent sustained groove. 

 

AIRD MOR MANGURSTADH, Painted Wall Area: 

Notes from Blair Fyffe:  Gneiss is Nice is very serious and bold at the start, not very nice, at least E4 5c and 

possibly E5. Significantly harder and scarier than Painted Wall or The Dreaded Dram. Painted Wall was 

thought to be at the lower end of the grade. 

 

Buaile Chuido, Screaming Geo, The Screaming Wall: 

The Wailing Wall   50m   E4 ***. Mark Garthwaite, Rab Anderson. 10 Jul 2010. 

Start at the same point as Necromancer. 

1. 25m 6a  Move left to climb a groove and wall, then step left to a small alcove barring access to an overhung 

left-leaning ramp. Follow this to a good flake above a short jam crack, then step right and climb to a small 

nose. Improbable moves across the smooth white wall on the left gains good holds visible at its top left edge. 

Pull up left to a small foot ledge, junction with Screamadelica. 



2. 25m 5b  Climb the red wall up and right in an amazing position to a short quartz groove, then a horizontal 

break. Move up and right to the arete and finish up the inset groove in this. 

 

Screamadelica   30m   E2 5c ***. Mark Garthwaite, Rab Anderson. 10 Jul 2010. 

This spectacular climb steps across the top of the cleft which separates Lighthouse Arete from the main cliff. 

Start from a foot ledge inside the cleft, some 5m from its top. Climb up and bridge the void onto a foothold 

below an overlap, then climb rightwards into a hanging groove. At the top of the groove step right to small 

foot ledges, junction with The Wailing Wall. Climb straight up via a down pointing tooth and its short right-

facing corner, then continue directly up the wall to a horizontal break where a step left gains the finishing 

holds. 

 

LEWIS HILLS: 

Sron Scourst   Grade 3 scramble ***. Grahame Nicoll. 8 Jul 2009. 

A very exposed and improbable scramble up a very imposing buttress. Good route finding is essential. 

Approach:  Follow a good track up Gleann Mhiabhaig to a point 300m beyond Loch Scourst. The route lies 

directly above at NB 105 099 but is not at all obvious; it may be worth ascending the hillside opposite, a short 

distance, to pick out the line. 

Scramble easily up to a steep grassy rake leading left and up to a large grass alp below a steep rock face. From 

the top of the alp, traverse right until it is possible to scramble up to a spectacular grass ledge which leads left 

to the crest of the buttress. Continue left and up into a gully (exposed), climb this for only a few metres then 

move left onto the rib. Follow this enjoyably to the top. 

 

CREAG DUBH DIBADALE, Note from Blair Fyffe: 

The first pitch of The Big Lick is serious, possibly the crux of the route. The second pitch is definitely 5c, not 

5b, and was as hard than the so called crux pitch at the top (which was not that bad). 

 

NORTH HARRIS, Sron Uladal: 

The Usual Suspects   130m   E8/9 7a ***. Dave MacLeod, Tim Emmett. 28 Aug 2010. 

A spectacular voyage up the steepest part of the steepest cliff in Britain, climbing terrain normally associated 

with hard sport climbing. The climbing is generally well protected and the rock excellent apart from a couple 

of metres on pitch 2. The first ascent was done in heavy rain after a long wet spell. Start with a short scramble 

up to a large sloping ledge beneath the largest overhangs of the lower part of the cliff, well down and right 

from the start of The Scoop and underneath a ludicrously steep left-facing groove. 

1. 40m 6b  From a large block, traverse right a couple of metres to a large flake and move up to a niche with a 

big loose boulder. Pull over the bulge and climb leftwards up the wall on improving holds to a big square jug 

(good gear). Hard moves though the bulging crack above gain a sloping shelf at the base of the left-facing 

groove. Climb the groove on good holds for some distance to a good bridging rest beneath an overhang. With 

excellent protection, make a desperate move to gain a standing position above the overhang but beneath the 

next bigger overhang. Traverse left to a stopping place and continue with hard moves getting established on a 

big undercut flake. Follow this left, then up to its termination and take a hanging belay. A big pitch. 

2. 25m 7a  Desperate moves on tiny holds straight off the belay (crux) lead rightwards without respite or 

protection to a superbly positioned flake-line on the lip and good cams. Turn the lip using the flake, then pull 

left to gain another flake/crack. Follow this with thuggy climbing to a block below a perched ledge above to 

the right. Arrange good cams, the last gear on the pitch. Pull right onto the ledge. Move up on big suspect 

holds and then climb diagonally leftwards (technical 6a) to gain the most welcome belay ledges of Knuckle 

Sandwich. Old aid bolt and small cams belay.  

3. 35m 6b  Start up the thin crack of Knuckle Sandwich for 4m (small wires) to a sloping shelf leading right to 

gain a huge detached flake. Layback up this and make difficult moves on slopers and edges over the bulge to a 

smooth rounded slab. Step right onto a spike (no hands rest and good cams). Return and climb the big flakes 

with difficulty at first to a junction with Knuckle Sandwich below a bulge. Arrange crucial gear and then make 

a long fingery traverse rightwards across the wall in a fantastic position. Mantel onto a big flat hold and move 

up to a belay directly above. 

4. 15m 6b  Climbs the roof and thin cracks just left of the arete looming overhead. Arrange crucial small cams 

in the roof then use crimps on the small sidewall to pull round into the roof and out on improving holds to a 

huge jug on the lip. Climb the wall cracks above with some technical moves but good protection to a ledge. 

5. 45m 6b/c  From the left edge of the belay ledge, clip a poor knifeblade and make a very tenuous move 

laybacking the small arete to gain better holds. More tricky moves on small edges lead leftwards to gain an 

obvious line of spiky jugs leading diagonally into a big open groove. Climb this past a couple of bulges to a 



right-trending line of jugs below bulges. Step up then left and go straight up the final 15m headwall (5b in the 

dry, possible but serious in the wet). 

 

SOUTH HARRIS, AIRD MHIGHE CRAG: 

(NF 123 928)   Alt 25m   West facing 

A good wee bouldering crag with 29 routes, with undercut starts and the potential for some scary highballs. 

Quick to dry, though the ground at the base is quite boggy. Clean and very rough on the fingers. Descriptions 

supplied by Andrew Moles and on the SMC web-site. 

Approach:  Turn off A859 a few miles south of Tarbert at a minor road on the left, signposted to Lacklee, 

Liceasto, Geocrab etc (NF 134 944). Follow this for a couple of miles to a scatter of houses signed Aird 

Mhighe, just after passing a junction and recycling facility. Park on a disused and overgrown loop of road (old 

bridge) about 30m before a postbox. The crag is partially visible up the hill beyond a fence. 

 
Routes are described from left to right, starting furthest from the road. 

 
CHIROPRACTOR ROOF 

 

1. The Chiropractor  font 6c  *** 

SS at common start. Pump along low line of holds above 

unfriendly blocks until they lead over and out. Useful to have a 

spotter, or multiple pads. A. Russell 19/7/10 

 

2. Project (Lip Direct) 

Move out from holds at the back of the roof directly below the 

positive crimp of 3. 

 

3. Stornoway Slapper  font 6c  ** 

SS on flat block. Move up and left until it is possible to make a 

long span through the roof for a positive crimp. Straight up from 

here. A. Russell 19/7/10 

 

4. Runridge   font 4   

SS on flat block. Move directly up then hand traverse left on 

jugs above roof. A. Latham 05 

 

5. Craic      font 4  * 

SS on flat block. Climb the crack direct. A. Latham 05 

 

6. Afro Celt Sloper System  font 6a+ * 

Pull up into small flake and climb the wall, trending slightly left 

to top. A. Russell 19/7/10 

 

7. Project (Wall Direct) 

 

8. Recreational Rioting   font 6a  

Climb thin cracks and the arête, without using the blocks on the 

right. A. Moles 19/7/10 

 

9. Project (Blunt Nose) 

SS as for next problem, move left and slap up the blunt nose. 

 

10. The Crystal Voyage  font 6c  *** 

SS at good handrail. Pull up to small sidepull and crimp, then up 

to a small sharp crimp and poor pinch, then to a good hold and 

the top. A. Russell 18/7/10 

 

11. Latham’s Ark   font 4+  * 

Hand traverse the sloping shelf, starting at the crack on the left 

and finishing easily on the right. A. Latham 05 

 

12. The Disleksyx Dictionary font 6b+ *** 

SS at a flat hold just right of the small corner. Move up on small 

holds to gain a good sidepull directly above, then span around 

the blunt arête to a good handrail. Move directly up from here 

with difficulty. A. Russell 18/7/10 

 

13. Project (Disleksyx Direct) 

Gain the handrail from a SS directly beneath. 

 

14. The Gospel According to Gary font 6a  ** 

Climb the obvious cracks. Deceptively hard to start. A. Moles 

18/7/10 

 

15. Project (Wall Direct) 

 

16. Treacherous Torquestra font 4+  * 

Climb the vegetated offwidth. Much more pleasant than it looks. 

A. Latham 05 

 

17. Bloody Fingers Sunday font 6b+ **  

Follow the thin crack in the wall right of the offwidth. 

Difficulties ease once the first break is gained. A. Russell 

18/7/10 

 

18. The Scabby Sheep’s Revenge font 4+   

The right-facing grooves. A. Latham 05 

 

 



The smooth wall further right with a black streak at its centre is 

appealing but has a steeply sloping base, and is much higher. 

There might be small gear available in some of the cracks. There 

is another undercut wall further right again.  

 

 
CENTRAL AREA 

 

 

AIRD MHIGHE EAST CRAG 

Grid Reference: NF 124 928  Aspect: W Altitude: 20m 

 

Description: A small slab rising out of the next depression about 50m behind the main crag, with the same aspect. Offers some decent 

warm-up problems. 

 

19. Sending on the Sabbath font 4 

Gain the rightward-slanting crack. 

 

20. Blasphemy on the Boulders font 4 

Climb the wall left of the dark streak directly between breaks. 

 

21. Priestmaker   font 3+ 

The dark crackline. 

 

22. Aird Mhighe Diff  font 3- 

Foot-traverse the obvious rightward-trending ramp. 

 

23. ...and the Hooded One   font 5 

      Strode Swampwards  

F. Earle 19/7/10 

Climb the wall direct via cracks to gain the top of the ramp. 

 

24. Partially Tidal   font 4 

The crack. 

 

25. Boggle   font 4 

The wall between the cracks. 

 

27. Mhighe Mhighe  font 3+ 

The big, slightly dirty crack. 

 

28. Queef   font 3 

The crack near the right-hand side of the wall. The thinner 

crack just to the left would make a harder eliminate. 

 

29. Walking on Bogwater  font 4+ 

Traverse an obvious line of holds across the slab. 

 



 
EAST CRAG 

 

 

BARRA: 

There is a guide at www.colinmoody.com/Site_2. This might be removed after the 

SMC guide comes out. 
 

MINGULAY, Sloc Heisegeo (NL 5507 8207): 

Shooting Straight   35m   E4 6a **. Felix Coxwell, Tom Green. 2 Sep 2009. 

Abseil to a brown ledge 30m down the face. Climb up via a large flaky nose past a small 

overhang to the main left-facing flake. Blast up the flake and at its end traverse left to a 

pink crack/seam and climb this to the top. 

Note:  A lower pitch was also climbed, starting from the base of the gully finishing on 

the ledge; HXS 5b - not recomended. 

 

DWS Crag: 

(NL 570 821)  South-facing 

It is located south of the bay on the east side of the island, approached by following the 

coast around from camping area. It is possible to climb trad style, but French grades 

have been offered for DWS ascents. The rock is typically good gneiss. There is a crag 

photo at http://www.ukclimbing.com/images/dbpage.html?id=129940 

 

Dave’s Route   15m   F5+ S0 *. Dave Turner. 22 May 2009. 

Climb the wall under the roof at the left side of the crag to finish left of the roof. 

 

L’Arete d’Amour   15m   F6a+ S0 ***. Sam Ponsford. 22 May 2009. 

The neat rightwards-slanting arete bounding the right side of the roof, continued on good 

holds to the top. 

 

Pwll Deri   15m   F6c+ S0 ***. Sam Ponsford. 22 May 2009. 

The wall to the right of the arete. 

 

Spearing the Bearded Clam   15m   F6b S0 **. Malcolm Scott. 22 May 2009. 

The crack-line right of the previous route. 



 

Way Down   15m   F5+ S3. Sam Ponsford. 22 May 2009. 

Possible descent route down a large corner system in the middle of the crag. 

 

Pete’s Route   15m   F6a+ S0 *. Pete Graham. 22 May 2009. 

The wall right of the corner. 

 

Tidy Like   12m   F6b+ S0 ***. Tom Luddington. 22 May 2009. 

Up the left side of the square slot and right over the overhang. 

 

Traverse In   F6a S0 **. 

The sea-level traverse in from the right-hand side of the crag to gain the routes by the 

line of least resistance. 

 

Traverse In (Low) F6a+ S0 ** 

Stay low after the square slot instead of climbing up out of it, a bit harder.  

 

Piffle   6m   4+ S1. Andy Moles. 22 May 2009. 

A short pillar to the right of a deep corner recess near the right-hand side of the crag. 

 

Dun Mingulay, Sron an Duin: 

Note:  Steve Crowe notes that The Swell (SMCJ 2009) is a longer and improved version 

of Oceanside Expedition (2001). He has now climbed all the pitches and thought the 

route to be superb. Donie o‟ Sullivan watched a Portugese climber free Perfect Monsters 

on the same day. 

 

PABBAY, The Bay Area: 

Traverse of the Cods   35m   E6 6b. Iain Small, George Ullrich. 9 Jun 2010. 

A wild trip traversing the prominent break above the big cave. Take many long slings to 

avoid rope drag, and a confident second! Follow Bart to the break below the main roof, 

then traverse right along this to where Every Cormorant is a Potential Shag crosses it 

(large Cams). Continue along the now wide break and pull into a niche. Cross the 

hanging slab to swing on to the arete and make hard moves up to below the roof. Follow 

the improving finger rail to eventually pull into and follow the upper corner of The 

Herbrudean. 

 

Banded Geo: 

My Neighbour   25m   HVS 5a. Tom Powell, Tom Everett. 17 Jun 2009. 

The route is on the left-hand side of the Banded Geo, non-tidal, and takes the first 

obvious line after the big corner at the extreme left. A tricky move gains the corner, 

climb upwards on improving rock to the leftwards trending crack below a roof. Follow 

this, bolder than it looks, to an exciting steep finish on good holds. A picture at 

http://www.wikitopo.com/crag.php?cragId=390&tId=1772. 

 

Note:  A repeat of Blo' na Gael, post rockfall, by Ian Jones & Dan Moore (HVS *). A 

new description is: Quit the chimney of Prominent Nasty Looking Off-Width Crack for 

the razor sharp fracture. Follow this rightwards to a more substantial flake. Jam and 

bridge up to the overlap which is passed with difficulty and so to the top. Somewhat 

disconcerting. 

 

RUM, Kilmory: 

Tottering Stack   35m   VS. Michael Barnard, Hannah Gibbs, Ron Dempster. 22 May 

2010. 



The large rectangular stack mentioned in SMCJ 2008 is located at NG 353 043 and is 

non-tidal. Climb via its landward arete. The top half is loose and serious. On the first 

ascent the leader reversed the top pitch and an abseil was made from the block belay. 

1. 20m 4a  Climb an obvious corner-crack on good rock to reach the loose arete. Follow 

this easily to a good block belay. 

2. 15m 4a  Continue up the arete to the foot of the upper tower. Move along a ledge on 

the east face and step onto a large block to reach the final arete. Swarm up this to the 

top. 

 

Just west of this is an impressive channel cutting into the cliff. The narrow promontory 

formed as a result is attached to Rum by two arches. The following route takes the fine 

west-facing wall of the promontory, well seen from the other side of the channel. Cross 

either of the arches and abseil to gain the non-tidal ledge. 

 

Double Trouble   12m   E3 5c **. Michael Barnard, Hannah Gibbs. 22 May 2010. 

Start below the centre of the wall. Move up and traverse left between two overlaps to 

gain a prominent line of flakes. Follow these up and right to reach a final thin vertical 

flake. Climb this and continue boldly to the top. Pre-practiced. 

 

CANNA: 

There is a guide at www.colinmoody.com/Site_2. This might be removed after the SMC 

guide comes out. 

 
TIREE: 

The routes are just south of Dun Shiaber, on the west side of Half Dome Crag (NL 965 

388). 

 

Thrift   15m   Difficult. Andy Spink, Joe Thurgood. 25 July 2009. 

An obvious chimney at the back of a recess. Start up the wide chimney-crack with a 

chockstone. Move out left onto a mossy slab and so to the top. 

 

Hey Joe!   10m   Very Difficult. Andy Spink, Joe Thurgood. 25 July 2009. 

Up a crack and walls in the left wall. Nice climbing in solid rock with easy and good 

protection. 

 

MULL: 

The Abhainn na Uamha (NM 516 358, Ben More) was first canyon descended by Andy 

Spink & Liam Irving in 2009. Description saved possibly for the SMC web-site. There 

are guides for Calgary, Balmeanach and Ardtun at www.colinmoody.com/Site_2. These 

might be removed when the SMC guide comes out. 

  

Ardtun, The Jungle: 



Left (east) of Yellow Block is a broken wall with willow trees at the base (Alt 10m, 

North facing). 

 

Still Snow   8m   Severe. Colin Moody. 7 Mar 2010. 

At the left end of the wall are two wide cracks. Climb the left one, set in a right-facing 

corner. 

 

Ardtun, Sheiling Crag: 

About 200m north of the crag at Dunan Mor is another crag. Another crag north again 

has been developed (Alt 10m, West facing). 

 

Curving Crack   8m   VS 4c. Andy Hyslop, Cynthia Grindley. 7 Oct 2009. 

Climb the left-facing corner using the crack on the right wall of the corner. Mantel up 

and right, then climb the short wall to finish. 

 

The White Goose   10m   VS 4c. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 30 May 2010. 

At the right-hand end is a large ivy. Climb the wide crack right of the ivy to a ledge, then 

climb the thin corner-crack above. 

 

Ardtun, Dunan Mor: 

About 5mins from the road. 

 

Dropping Runners   8m   HVS 5a *. Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody, Steve Jones. 12 

Jun 2010. 

The steep crack at the left side of the bay. 

 

Tower Crack   8m   HVS 5a *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Steve Jones. 12 Jun 

2010. 

Climb the crack on the left side of the tower. 

 

Left Twin   8m   VS 4c. Colin Moody. 19 Sep 2010. 

The left-hand twin cracks round left of Like a Blanket. 

 

First   8m   E2 5c *. Colin Moody, Steve Jones 3 Jun 2010. 

Climb the arete, protected with RPs. 

 

First Again   8m   VS 4c *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Steve Jones. 12 Jun 2010. 

Climb the crack to the left of the twin cracks. 

 

Right Twin   8m   VS 4c. Colin Moody. 19 Sep 2010. 

The right-hand twin cracks. 

 

Like a Blanket on a Man   10m   E1 5b *. Daniel Stavert, Colin Moody. 16 Jun 2010. 

At the left side of the bay is a crack right of a large ivy. Climb the crack with a bulge 

low down to an awkward exit going left or right. 

 

Flotsam and Jetsam   10m   E1 5b *. Ewan Lyons, Colin Moody. 22 Jul 2010. 

Climb the finger crack to the right. 

 

High Tide and Green Grass   10m   HVS 5a *. Colin Moody, Ewan Lyons. 22 Jul 2009. 

Climb twin cracks, mostly using the wider right-hand crack. 

 

Pathetic   8m   VS 4b. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 2006. 



A poor route up cracks in a corner on the left side of the recess to the left. Move up to 

grass ledge then climb the twin cracks. 

 

Bull Run   10m   E1 5b *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 7 Jul 2009. 

The second crack left of The Gannet in the Gansey is climbed on awkward jams. 

 

Angus the Bull   10m   HVS 5a ** Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 8 Aug 2009. 

The crack left of The Gannet in the Gansey gives interesting climbing. 

 

Gannet in the Gansey Area: 

Ant Dancing   9m   E1 5b *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 7 Jul 2009. 

The thin crack right of Gannet in the Gansey is worthwhile. 

 

Not So Good   10m   HVS 5a. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 8 Aug 2009. 

Climb the crack to the right. 

 

Wait till 7.30   9m   Severe * Colin Moody. 15 Jul 2009. 

The third crack right of Gannet in the Gansey. 

 

EILEAN A’ GHEARRAIN (NM 296 214): 

This is a rocky island 300m west of the shore at Fidden Campsite. This island has been 

climbed on before but nothing has been recorded. The rock is excellent granite and the 

setting idyllic. The routes on the south face are longer than they look while the shorter 

routes on the west face provided some technical climbing. 

Approach:  Park near Fidden Farm without causing an obstruction. Walk through the 

campsite to the coast and out across the sands to the second rocky island. The South 

Face is round to the left and the other routes are accessed by climbing up and over the 

right side of the island. The access and the south face routes may be affected by high 

tides. 

There is a guide with crag photos at http://info.rockrun.com/erraid-update.html. 

 

South Face: 

Excellent rock, reminiscent of the Sierra Nevada. 

 

Gratification Crack   20m   VS 4c *. Andy Hyslop, Cynthia Grindley, John Topping. 7 

Jun 2010. 

Start up the left of the recess and pull through into the wide crack above which is 

followed to the grass ledge. Climb a steeper crack in the headwall. 

 

Fidden Crack   20m   VS 4b *. Chris Pasteur, Grahame Nicoll. 6 Jul 2008. 

Climbs the crack out of the right side of the recess finishing up a hanging crack above 

the grass ledge. 

 

Sierra Nevada   20m   VS 4c **. Andy Hyslop, Cynthia Grindley, John Topping. 7 Jun 

2010. 

The crack-line just right of the recess. A difficult start. Climb a scoop above the grass 

ledge to finish. 

 

Lee Vining   20m   Severe 4b *. John Topping , Cynthia Grindley, Andy Hyslop. 7 Jun 

2010. 

Nice climbing up the next crack to the right. 

 

West Face: 



This is a short wall just round to the left of South Face. There is a non-tidal wave-cut 

platform at the base. 

 

West Face   10m   VS 4c. John Topping, Cynthia Grindley, Andy Hyslop. 7 Jun 2010. 

Climb the wall and short crack. 

 

Hanging Groove   8m   VS 4c. Andy Hyslop, Cynthia Grindley, John Topping. 7 Jun 

2010. 

Round to right there is a nice looking groove line with a steep start. 

 

There is a large boulder at the western tip of the island which has an excellent steep 

crack on the seaward face of the boulder. Tidal. 

 

Sea Grit Crack   HVS 5a **. John Topping, Cynthia Grindley, Andy Hyslop. 7 Jun 

2010. 

Climb the diagonal crack to a steep finish or climb the crack for the first few moves and 

pull into the upper diagonal crack (slightly easier). 

 

MULL, Torr Mor a’ Chonairst, Beach Crag: 

(NM 31223 18518)   East to South-East facing   Non-tidal 

Above and right looking out from small isolated beach approx 300m SE of School Crag 

(SMCJ 2009). It can be identified by a large perched boulder with good problems in 

front of the crag. It has an obvious large tappering triangular pillar in centre. 

 

Cracker-Jack   20m   VS 4c. Adrian Henderson, Andy Spink. 12 Apr 2010. 

Follow a left-hand corner-crack to a jammed block. Climb into an awkward off-width 

corner and so to top of pillar. Make exposed committing moves left and so to the top. 

 

Crown of Thorns   20m   Mild VS. Andy Spink, Adrian Henderson. 12 Apr 2010. 

Follow corner-cracks to a small ledge, then make steeper moves up cracks and left to 

finish. 

 

Note:  The map ref of School Crag (SMCJ 2009) is NM 31079 18629. 

 

Torr Mor a’ Chonairst, Unnamed Crag: 

(NM 31579 18685)   Alt 30m  South-West facing  

There are some pleasant routes above birch and oak trees. 

Approach: Park at Knockvologan. Walk down the track for about 100m, then cross the 

bridge on the left and walk south to find the crag in about 30mins. 

Descent: Walk down right (west), or scramble down an ivy corner left (west) of Peak 

Potential, or set up an abseil. 

 

Shorties Crack   6m   VS 4b. Andy Spink, Danny Goodwin. 28 Apr 2010. 

At the left end of the crag is a birch tree. Follow the left slanting jamming crack up the 

steep short wall. 

 

Petite Arete   6m   Very Difficult. Danny Goodwin, Andy Spink. 28 Apr 2010. 

Start right of the birch tree and climb the open groove up left. There is a route of the 

same grade up a short corner to the right. 

 

The ivy corner is a useful descent. The arete just left of Peak Potential has been 

climbed. 

 

Peak Potential   8m   HVS 5a. Andy Wardle, Cherie Pumphrey. 28 Apr 2010. 



To the right is a striking rib then a recessed bay. Climb the thin finger crack in the 

middle of the rib. 

 

Tread Lightly   8m   HVS 5a. Andy Wardle, Cherie Pumphrey. 28 Apr 2010. 

The right arete of the rib. Start on the boulder and follow an undercut to the arete. 

 

Shipwreck   8m   Hard Severe 4b. Andy Spink, Danny Goodwin. 28 Apr 2010. 

Start from the same boulder as the last route. Follow the flake rightwards to the corner 

and so to the top. 

 

Over Jam   10m   HVS 5b. Adrian Henderson, Andy Spink. 12 Apr 2010. 

The left-hand line at the back of the recess. Steep strenuous climbing gains a fine hand-

jamming crack to a good rest on the block ledge. Follow a steep thin crack-line to finish 

up left. 

 

Kidnapped   10m   HVS 5b. Andy Spink, Danny Goodwin. 28 Apr 2010. 

The right-hand line at the back of the recess. Make steep moves over a small block to 

gain the steep finger crack. Finish in a wider hand-jam crack and rounded top. An 

excellent route. 

 

Gneiss Rib   7m   Severe. Colin Moody. 21 Aug 2010. 

Start at the base of the rib at the right-hand side of the recess. Climb the start of the rib 

then the wall above. 

 

Rambling Wall   20m   Very Difficult. Danny Goodwin, Andy Spink. 28 Apr 

2010. 

Further round to the right-hand end of the crag an obvious pinnacle can be seen. Follow 

up the slab to behind the pinnacle and so up the wall on the left. 

 

ERRAID, Sloch Dubh Wall (NM 293 199): 

A series of slabby walls interspersed by heather cracks. Good rock and nice climbing. 

 

Trod on me Knob   20m   VS 4c ** John Topping, Cynthia Grindley, Andy Hyslop. 6 

Jun 2010. 

A clean line up the slab at the left end of the wall. Climb shallow cracks to a steeper 

headwall which is climbed by standing on a knob. 

 

Tripped on me Xenolith   20m   VS 4c *. John Topping, Cynthia Grindley, Andy Hyslop. 

6 Jun 2010. 

Climbs a pink slab in the middle of the wall via a basalt zenolith at the start followed by 

shallow cracks above. 

 

Slipped on me Feldspar   20m   VS 5a *. Andy Hyslop , Cynthia Grindley, John 

Topping. 6 Jun 2010. 

A heather-free line to the right of the heather crack is started by a short steep crack and 

finished up wider water worn cracks. 

 

Sea Grass Buttress (NM 294 195): 

Located 100m behind Pink Wall. 

 

Adolescent Crack   6m   E1 5b * Andy Hyslop, John Topping, Cynthia Grindley. 6 Jun 

2010. 

The obvious short steep jamming crack in the front of the buttress. Tape recommended. 

 



Asphodel Wall: 

(NM 290 195)   Alt 40m 

This is above and left of Mink Wall. The left end of the wall is clean but short. Right of 

this is some scruffy rock, then a wall with two crack-lines. 

 

Unnamed   12m   E1 5b **. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 5 Jul 2009. 

Climb the left-hand crack. 

 

Grass Crack   12m   VS 4c *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 5 Jul 2009. 

Climb the fairly wide right-hand crack. 

 

Fang   16m   HVS 5a *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 5 Jul 2009. 

Start below a downward pointing spike. Climb up towards the spike, then move left and 

climb up another spike. Pull right and finish up the crack above the downward pointing 

spike. 

 

Unnamed   16m   VS 4c *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 4 Jul 2009. 

Climb twin cracks just left of the arete at the right side of the face. This is left of a green 

corner. 

 

Erraid in the Woods: 

(NM 290 195)   Alt 40m   South facing 

This wall is between Asphodel Wall and Lizard Slab and has some short steep cracks. 

 

Forest Construction   6m   HVS 5a *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 4 Jul 2009. 

Climb the leftmost crack.  

 

Brutal   8m   HVS 5a **. Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 5 Jul 2009. 

The second crack bends to the left and gives fine jamming. 

 

The Wandering Lumberjack   8m   HVS 5a *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 4 Jul 

2009. 

The third crack bends slightly right. 

 

Vicious   8m   HVS 5a *. Andy Hyslop, Cynthia Grindley. 16 Sep 2009. 

The last crack is right-slanting. 

 

Y-Crack Wall  (NM 291 195): 

Just to the right of Erraid in the Woods is an outcrop with an obvious Y-Crack. 

 

Left Crack   7m   HVS 5a. John Topping, Cynthia Grindley, Andy Hyslop. 6 Jun 2010.  

Climbs the left crack to an awkward finish. 

 

Right Crack   7m   VS 4c *. Andy Hyslop, John Topping, Cynthia Grindley. 6 Jun 2010. 

Climbs the the straight right crack with some holds on the wall. 

 

Lizard Slab: 

(NM 291 194)   Alt 50m   West facing 

The first two routes have protection. 

 

Unnamed   10m   HVS 5a *. Daniel Stavert, Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 25 Apr 

2009. 

At the left side of the slabs is a bush. Start down and right of the bush. Climb the red 

seam then go up left using the slanting break, then up to the top. 



 

Tinkle   10m   HVS 5a *. Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 25 Apr 2009. 

Start left of the flake. Climb a short right-leaning crack, then continue on the left to a 

flake ledge. Climb up to the top. 

 

Unnamed   10m   5b *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 25 Apr 2009. 

Start at the right side of the flake. Climb the slab using a fairly large grey hold. 

 

Unnamed   9m   5b *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 25 Apr 2009. 

Gain the right end of the flake ledge. Step up right and climb up linking the grey holds. 

 

Right-Hand Slab: 

The routes are short and unprotected but the landings should be OK. 

 

Grey Patch   8m   5b/c. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 25 Apr 2009. 

Climb through a diagonal crack, then continue up to a grey patch of rock. Make an 

awkward move to stand on the patch, then up to the top. 

 

White Patch   8m   5b *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 25 Apr 2009. 

Climb up through the white patch to the top at the left side of a slight overlap. Pull over 

to the top. 

 

Unnamed   7m   5b *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 25 Apr 2009. 

Start 2m right of White Patch and climb up linking grey holds. 

 

Unnamed   7m   5b *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 25 Apr 2009. 

Start 2m right and climb up to grey holds near the top. 

 

Unnamed   6m   5b *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 25 Apr 2009. 

Left of the birch bush. Climb to a notch in the skyline left of the boulder. 

 

Karen’s Slab: 

Note by Gary Latter:  The grid reference originally cited is incorrect and should be NG 

287 197, also the location which should be west of the stream/valley (not east) and 

north-west of the beach. 

 

Rowan   10m   HVS 5a **. Gary & Karen Latter. 24 Jun 2009. 

A short offwidth crack and direct continuation at the right side of the main wall (right of 

Sophie). 

 

Heather   10m   VS 4c *. Gary & Karen Latter. 24 Jun 2009. 

A fine pillar between two deep vegetated crack systems just left of Sophie. 

 

Mink Walls: 

Note by Gary Latter:  Need an Inch is more like E1 - very well protected; perhaps 5c. 

 

CANYON ON BEN MORE, Abhainn Na Uamha (NM 516 358): 

First descent by Andy Spink and Liam Irving. Descended in relatively dry conditions, 

water levels were low, no rain for three days, and snow on the hills.  

Section One. [Descent only] NM 516 358. Furthest away from the car park. 

Start at approx 110m contour line. Below obvious waterfall step. 

Entry is made from river right [looking down]. There is a large platform of rock above 

an 8m waterfall. Belay is a block and two wires, making a three point belay. This needs 



to be left in place and collected afterwards. Rope can be pulled through. Abseil down 

steep smooth wall into pool, waterfall at back of gorge „inescapable unless jumar out‟. 

Walk along floor of gorge until obvious thread belay is seen. Threads available and in 

situ on 17 Mar 2010; 15m abseil follows into a deep still pool; swim out across to easy 

small waterfall descent. 

Easy ground follows.  

Egress can be made on river right up muddy corner 6m to grass [no belay option but 

walk far back to body belay]. It is seen by large tree split with two trunks. 

After some walking / wading, jam wee boulders appear threads available? 

Slide; climb down small waterfalls etc into deep small pool, sump here for the brave! 

Cave on right to sit in. 

Easy pools follow to „sheep‟ cave and crawl under. 

 

Section Two or continue down. [This section could be ascended or descended.] 

At this point egress can be made on river left up grass scramble; this is marked by red 

white tape on tree and at top of banking. 

Crawl under „boulder sheep cave‟ or walk around and down small waterfalls, pools and 

waterfalls to easier gorge section and a deep swim across pool. 

Very easy section continues to an obvious rock crag on right and pool. This can be entry 

or egress and can be made from here easily. Red tape can be seen on tree on river left. 

Easy section follows to an obvious tree stump on river left. Egress / entry. 

Note: River makes obvious change in direction here. Approx 50m contour line. 

 

Section Three. [descent only] 35m contour NM 509 366. 

The river obviously disappears down over a large waterfall. This is the start point for 

section three. 

Belay. Thread round boulder in stream bed and connected to number four wire on river 

left rock bank. Connect with tat. 12m abseil follows on river right of waterfall, to cave 

behind it at bottom, deep pool and swim follows to shallow area. 

Easy ground follows to small waterfall close to road and nice plunge pool area. Five 

mins from road.  

 

THE GARVELLACHS, Eileach Naoimh: 

(NM 633 093)   Non-tidal   West facing 

The south-west to north-east running ridge on which the lighthouse sits has a small col 

15m north-east of the lighthouse. The next two routs climb the buttress north-east of this 

small col. 

Neoprene Groove   25m   Very Difficult. Brian Davison. 12 Jun 2010. 

From the west side of the ridge facing the lighthouse this climbs a black groove in the 

buttress left of the col. Climb a wall up to the groove then make some steep moves up the 

groove to a ledge above and follow easier ground to the top. 

 

Where’s me Paddle   25m   Severe. Brian Davison. 12 Jun 2010. 

The buttress immediately left of Neoprene Groove offers pleasant wall climbing to the 

ledge above the groove. Continue more easily to the top. 

 

Note:  Lightning Conductor was also climbed to a ledge system at two-thirds height where 

an easier escape left could be made to the top. The top crack section containing the 

lightning conductor looked steep for Severe unless the conductor was indeed used for aid. 

 

COLONSAY, Uragaig (NR 391 983): 

At the back of the beach below the hamlet of Uragaig lies a 20m bright lichenous wall, 

prominent from the opposite headland of Meall na Suiridhe. Approach the beach via the 



track through Uragaig and take a grassy track right off this by a pair of adjoined 

cottages. 

 

Uragaig Wall   20m   E3 5c ***. Ellis Ash, Tim Loftus. 7 Aug 2010. 

Excellent sustained climbing linking various flakes and diagonal cracks right of the 

centre of the wall. Microwires and a full set of medium to very small cams useful. Start 

below and left of a grassy ledge. Pull onto the grassy ledge and move directly up to a 

small ledge. Move up to another small ledge and a triangular niche. Follow the diagonal 

crack leftwards until moves up and right lead to good sidepulls. Move up and right to the 

bottom of a diagonal crack and follow this to the top. Belay 20m back. 

 



NORTHERN HIGHLANDS NORTH 
 

BEINN DEARG, Glensquaib Cliffs: 

The Pastor Glass Reconciliation Gully   280m   IV,4 **. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 19 Feb 

2010. 

A good natural line taking the slender curving gully to the right of Storming Stormont giving a 

variety of climbing and some steep turf or rock sections interspersed amongst more 

straightforward gully climbing. 

1. 50m  The easy narrowing gully (as for Storming Stormont) to the base of the buttress. 

2. 45m  Curve around rightwards to enter the gully by a short step. Climb the steep pitch above on 

turf to a cracked block. 

3. 30m  Continue up the gully to a barrier pitch split by a narrow chimney. Climb this to belays up 

left. 

4. 50m  Continue up the gully to a terrace and an excavated block below the barrier walls. 

5. 25m  Move up to the walls and climb blocky ground in the same line as the gully below to good 

thread belays under an overhang. 

6. 30m  Climb up the wall parallel to Storming Stormont’s exit ice pitch heading for a steep 

headwall which is climbed direct on good turf. 

7. 50m  Easy ground to the top, then walking leads to the wall. 

 

West Buttress: 

Gastronomical   300m   III,5 **. Neil Wilson, John Mackenzie. 24 Jan 2010. 

A very good climb taking the obvious ridge to the right of Gastronomes Gully Direct. Perfect 

conditions of well frozen turf, good ice, plentiful protection and solid belays. Some short hard 

passages but not sustained. 

1. 50m  Start in the gully/bay that lies to the right of the icefall of Gastronomes Gully Direct. 

Climb over a tricky chockstone and up the corner-gully to spikes. 

2. 40m  Continue in the same line up turf. 

3. 40m  Climb the iced chimney to more broken ground. 

4. 40m  Move up below the top section of the ridge climbing around a slabby rib en route. 

5. 40m  Above is a spiky wall with an undercut start. Climb this and the spikes/flakes above. 

Move up and left to a cosy niche overlooking Gastronomes Gully. 

6. 50m  Aiming for the pronounced notch on the skyline up right, climb onto the pedestal, 

then turf ledges to a difficult short wall and further turf to reach the notch via a short sharp 

chimney, all this well protected. Easier climbing leads to the final headwall. 

7. 40m  Climb a groove on the right, move left and finish up the spiky headwall to a sudden 

finish. Easy ground now leads to the wall at the top (not included in length). 

 

Gastronomes Gully, Mixed Start   350m   II. John Mackenzie. 18 Apr 2010. 

The actual gully of Gastronomes Gully begins a third of the way up the cliff. The described 

route (Northern Highlands North p35) takes a very long traverse left from the Cadha Amadan 

to reach it. There are two much more direct alternatives. When iced, the icefall that issues 

direct from the gully forms a fine Grade IV,4. This is quite rarely in condition. A Grade II 

mixed start on turf to the right is often well frozen and gives a logical line. Start in the narrow 

bay left of Inverlael Gully (as for Snowseekers Allowance) and take the left-slanting ramp line 

to its top to a small snowfield. Climb up and right on turf to reach the gully which is then 

followed to the top. 

 

LOCH BROOM, Creag Mhor, South Face (NH 180 873)  Alt 150m: 

Lower Cascade   80m   III. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 3 Jan 2010. 

A broken band of crag lies roughly centrally, easily reached from the road. A broad icefall 

occasionally forms and this gave two pitches taking a left of centre line. Rarely in condition. 

 



Note:  John Mackenzie repeated Bonar Icefall and thought the first pitch worth Grade IV, the 

approach much longer than 5mins, but the pitches longer and better than the description 

suggests. 

 

ALLADALE, Meall nan Fuaran: 

Fuaran Tioram   220m   III *. Dave Allan. 4 Mar 2010. 

An obvious ice-filled groove which starts up rightwards from the start of Campsite Cleft. The 

groove becomes a gully which emerges on to the upper face. Follow this to the top. 

Note:  Double Barrel on nearby Sron Gun Aran (guidebook p46) should be downgraded to II. 

 

SEANA BHRAIGH, Luchd Coire: 

The Road   275m   VI,6 ***. Malcolm Bass, Simon Yearsley. 10 Mar 2010. 

A natural icy line up the steep ground to the left of the crest of Flowerpot Buttress. Varied and 

excellent climbing. Start in the snow bay with an icy slab/corner at its top left. 

1. 30m  Easy snow to the foot of the ice. 

2. 55m  Climb the icy slab/corner with a steep pull out of the left side of the cave/recess to a 

good belay on a turfy ramp. 

3. 40m  An easy turfy ramp rightwards leads to the foot of an icefall (Saxifrage joins this 

point from below before moving right round the crest). Climb the icefall and belay on blocks 

at the foot of the amphitheatre. 

4. 55m  Go up ice to below the top wall. Traverse tenuously left across the black slab (mixed) 

until possible to break through the top wall via a short steep slot. Continue up to the foot of 

the obvious black icy corner. Climb the blocky left arete in a superb position to the terrace.  

5. 40m  The climb changes character, becoming turfy/rocky above the terrace. Move 5m left 

and climb the left-trending turfy corner (not the right-trending corner). Belay at the base of a 

steep blocky corner. 

6. 55m  Climb the steep blocky corner and continue in a direct line to the plateau, passing a 

chokestone in the steep final wall. 

Note:  Saxifrage (SMCJ 1999) was accidentally missed out of Northern Highlands North. 

 

SEANA BHRAIGH, Coire Mor: 

Carn Ban Fall   230m   III,4 *. Dave Allan, Simon Nadin. 31 Dec 2008. 

A frozen burn at the head of Coire Mor (NH 331 866 at its top). On the crux second pitch, the 

right branch was taken. To descend, go north, then north-west along a ridge until a descent 

can be made to the bothy at Loch a’ Choire Mhoir. 

 

OYKEL BRIDGE: 

Oykel Icefall   75m   VI,6 **. Dave Allan, Simon Nadin. 11 Jan 2010. 

One of the lowest ice climbs in the country starting at alt. 20m at NC 405 002.The crux 

second pitch is 23m long of which 16m is vertical (2 rests used). The climb is visible from the 

A837 to the north. Approach via Oykel Bridge. 

 

ARDGAY, Wester Fearn Burn: 

Gregor’s Waterfall   40m   II/III. Dave Allan, Davie Moy. 3 Jan 2010. 

A waterfall marked at NH 609 865. It could be climbed on thick ice either side of the water 

flow. Reach the base from trees on the appropriate side. 

 

RHUE, Main Cliff: 

Nogbad the Bad   25m   E6 6b **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 18 May 2010. 

A line up the centre of the wall right of Rhue Corner. Climb easily for 5m to a ledge with a 

big flake. Follow a thin crack diagonally rightwards, then straight up to the big break 

(Camalot 5). Move left, then go up boldly to good holds below a small roof (poor Camalot 2 

under the roof). Hard moves gain better holds and gear, then head for the top with a final 

difficult move. 

 



ARDMAIR, Laggavoulin Buttress: 

More Bowmore   25m   Very Difficult. Jason Hoffman, Jacqueline Jeffrey. 30 Apr 2010. 

From the top of Bowmore (either climb Bowmore or walk up the descent path at the top of 

Laggavoulin Buttress), step left 3m and follow the obvious corner to a small ledge at 7m. 

Climb the face with good holds and protection for 8m. Pull through heather and rock 5m to a 

recess (20m). Head to the right and scramble behind a large boulder to reach the top of The 

Raven on Monster Buttress; pull through heather to reach the top of the crag. 

 

SGURR AN FHIDHLEIR: 

The Bow Direct   250m   VII,8 ***. Pete Macpherson, Guy Robertson, Martin Moran. 8 Jan 

2010. 

Takes the obvious corner in the centre of Magic Bow Wall direct all the way. A classic 

companion to Nose direct, every bit as good, and about the same grade overall. Start as for 

Magic Bow Wall but where this breaks right stick to the corner for two long sustained pitches. 

A further easier pitch leads to broken ground near the top. There were thin streaks of ice on 

the first ascent, but these appeared far from essential, the hooks being reliable and the angle 

not severe. 

 

CUL MOR, Creag nan Calman: 
(NC 158 113)   Alt 700m 

The west-facing crags that ring the summit of Creag nan Calman are quite often in condition, 

finishing just short of the summit cairn. Approach is easiest by following the normal route to 

Cul Mor then traversing to and gaining the col between the two peaks. A shelf lies below and 

girdles the crags; allow between 2 and 2.5hrs from the road. 

 

Opening Gambit   130m   III. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 1 Dec 2009. 

This follows a line near the left or north end of the crags. To the left of a tiered ridge is a 

shallow gully blocked by a wall and to its left a shallow rib.  

1. 40m  Climb the rib and broken ground to a wall. 

2. 40m  Move left to a narrow entrance to a depression which leads easily to a steeper three-

tiered slab that gives good mixed climbing and some ice but better runners. Move left to a 

thread. 

3. 50m  Continue up the turfy funnel to a short wall and chockstone; climb this to the top. 

 

CUL MOR, Coire Gorm: 

Cul Moon   190m   VII,7. Simon Richardson, Roger Webb. 31 Jan 2010. 

The line of grooves and chimneys left of Cul Cats. 

1. 50m  Start 20m left of Cul Cats and move up turfy steps into a prominent right-facing 

corner. Climb the corner to a blank-looking bulge, then make a difficult step left. Continue up 

the left-facing ramp system to a small terrace. 

2. 50m  Continue up the ramp system to a broad terrace crossing the face. Move up to below 

the line of chimneys cutting through the headwall. 

3. 50m  Climb up turfy cracks, easily at first, until below the chimney-line cutting through the 

roofs above. Move up to the roof, step left and climb the steep bulging corner to a ledge. 

4. 40m  Easy ground leads to a terrace. Traverse left easily from here. 

 

CUL BEAG, West Face: 

Lurgainn Edge   320m   III,4 *. Neil Wilson, John Mackenzie. 8 Feb 2009. 

An interesting mountaineering route following Dr Bell’s route fairly closely. The ridge which 

lies to the right of the Y shaped gully is in two parts separated by a terrace. Start at the foot of 

the ridge. 

1. 2. and 3. 150m  Follow its edge to the terrace. Walk to the upper ridge. 

4. 45m  Climb an open chimney, then move up left to a ledge. 

5. 45m  On the skyline is a prominent block. Climb up walls and turfy grooves always parallel 

to the edge on the right to below a straight turfy chimney. 



6. 50m  Climb the chimney to arrive at a little col overlooking a corner. 

7. 30m  Move left to a turfy groove and climb this back right to the edge and finish up this 

more easily in a fine position. 

 

CUL BEAG, Lurgainn Slabs, West Face: 

(NC 13714 07690)   Alt 300m   South-West facing 

Thee tiers of slabs, fairly quick drying. There are many potential slabby routes if given a 

brush of the ubiquitous lichen but the rock is good and the lines too. Best reached via a grassy 

gully, well seen from the road and which has a buttress on its right which forms the gully’s 

right wall. Allow 30mins. Descents are best on the right (looking up) traversing around the 

various tiers. All the routes climbed on sight but a brushing would give fine climbs. 

Lower Tier: From the gully exit, move left below a more broken lower section to a break 

which gives access to the main slabs, identified by a shallow left-facing corner. 

 

Forgotten Groove   40m   VS 4c *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 4 Jun 2010. 

The corner is blocked by a lower bulge. Pull over this and continue up the corner to its top. 

Move left and climb a well positioned headwall slab to a crack above. Pleasant climbing in a 

good position. 

 

Middle Tier: This lies directly above and is lichen free save for a dirty central corner and 

heathery cracks, but the pink rock between is excellent.  

 

Precambrian Doddle   20m   Very Difficult *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 4 Jun 2010. 

Between the dirty central corner and a heathery crack is a clean slab which is climbed direct 

to the top. 

 

Top Tier: This is above and left of Middle Tier and is the biggest of the tiers containing a 

large left of centre left-facing corner with a prominent overhang. 

 

G.F.C.   55m   VS 4c *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 4 Jun 2010. 

1. 25m 4c  The corner is bottomed by a steep slab. Climb the bold slab just right of a scoop to 

an alcove (possible belay). Climb the short overhanging wall above on jugs to the slab and the 

foot of the corner. 

2. 30m 4b  Climb a diagonal crack to a roof above, move up and left into the upper corner 

which is climbed to the next roof, split by a horizontal chimney. Burrow under this past 

yardarms to a ledge and good threads. A great friendly corner, definitely unusual, but slow to 

dry, allow two dry days in the summer after heavy rain. 

 

STAC POLLAIDH, Upper Number 2 Buttress: 

Cold Shoulder is wrongly described in the guide. It is actually in the recess just right of Pretty 

Pollaidh. The description should read: At the LEFT end of the buttress is a large recess. 

Climb the very steep crack-line out of the LEFT side of the recess etc. 

 

Scabs   25m   E2 5c *. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 20 Aug 2008. 

Climb the twin cracks in the right wall of the Pretty Pollaidh chimney joining Cold Shoulder 

at the top. 

 

Note:  Although Ol’ Red Eyes is on Upper No.2 Buttress, it is on the right flank and is 

actually accessed by going up past Calum the Clansman. 

 

STAC POLLAIDH, West Buttress: 

The Ghost Road   45m   VI,5 (grade uncertain). Barry Middleton (unsec). 24 Dec 2009. 

Climb as for summer taking the corner direct, avoiding the option of a steep section at mid-

height (approx 5m). For the upper section after the crux corner at half-height, bridge using the 



right foot onto small bunches of frozen turf. No protection was placed, or found. The route 

had frozen turf in the corner and thin ice on the slabs. 

 

Ghostbusters   45m   IV,6. Martin Hind, Roger Webb. 4 Feb 2010. 

Start as for Ghost Road. Climb Ghost Road to the striking chimney-corner that breaches the 

impending wall on its left. Climb the chimney-corner to a ledge. Battle the bulge above to a 

sudden finish. 

 

STAC POLLAIDH, East Peak, North side: 

One Ping Only   70m   III,5. James Gordon, Nick Ord. 24 Dec 2009. 

1. 30m  Start at the lowest toe of the buttress. Tricky moves up the first 5m, then follow the 

crest. 

2. 40m  Traverse up and left to foot of an obvious wide chimney and finish straight up (a 

crack to the left looked inviting but was too easy!). 

 

RUBHA DUNAN SEA-CLIFFS, Wake Wall: 

Where was Jonathan?   13m   Severe. Tom Sharp, Pete Amphlett. May 2009. 

Start at the foot of Descent Chimney and climb short walls straight up from there to finish in a 

short right-facing corner on black rock. 

 

ALTANDHU BOULDERING:  

Topos for two more sectors are available. 

 

REIFF, Stone Pig Cliff: 

Crossfire   8m   Hard Severe 4c. Mark Bannan, Ewan Lyons. 29 Jul 2010. 

Start halfway between Broadside and Limey. Climb the fault, stepping right onto an obvious 

nose of rock, then move up to a ledge. Move right to finish easily up Broadside. Well 

protected. 

 

Camus Crag: 

To the right of Double Bluff is an overhanging wall split by a thin crack and further right a 

ramp. 

 

Terrorist   11m   E2 5b **. John Mackenzie (unsec). 29 Jul 2008. 

A good sustained route up the wall with the crux at the top. Start just right of Double Bluff 

and climb up and right to the horizontal break. Move right along this and climb the thin crack 

to the top. 

 

Codebreaker   12m   HVS 5a *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 29 Jul 2008. 

The innocuous ramp leads to a foothold; foot traverse right along the flake top, then climb the 

recess with the slot on the left to the top, crux. 

 

Rampant Wall Left: 

To the left (facing in) of the first short routes on Rampant Wall is a square-cut bay with a 

rectangular pinnacle and a west facing black back wall with two hidden corners on the right 

and a central crack. A short but steep overhanging prow lies on the north side of the bay. 

Descent is on the right or north (facing out).  

 

Black as Sin   10m   HVS 5b. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 6 Jun 2010. 

The north face of the pinnacle has a slender groove near the left end. Tricky to start, then 

easier to the top. Descend the short back wall on the left. 

 

Central Crack   12m   Severe 4a. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 6 Jun 2010. 

The obvious central crack-line which has a steep start and an easy finish. 

 



On the right is a pair of slender excellent corners with some paler rock. 

 

Horny Wee Devil   15m   VS 5a **. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 6 Jun 2010. 

The left-hand disjointed corner. Climb to an alcove, move up and right using the pair of 

horns. Move up and right again to another alcove below a slender corner. Climb this, crux, to 

the top. Great fun and well protected. 

 

Typically Reiff   15m   VS 4c *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 6 Jun 2010. 

The tight narrow corner to the right. Move up to the lower corner and climb this to the top one 

which has good holds and protection. 

 

Leaning Block Cliffs: 

Mr Bridger   20m   E2 5c *. Michael Barnard, Hannah Gibbs. 14 Aug 2010. 

The “unclimbed steep right-angled corner” to the right of Goldeneye and mentioned in the 

description for Gilt Edge (SMCJ 2009). Quite bold in places. 

 

Blockover   12m   Very Difficult *. Michael Barnard, Jonnie Williams. 31 May 2008. 

Climbs the outside of the Leaning Block chimney. Start on the ledge below the west wall of 

the block and bridge up between it and the right-hand wall (exposed but much easier than it 

looks!) to finish up a corner right of Wall of Silence. 

 

ASSYNT, Loch Dubh Crag: 

Note:  Steve Hill & Tim Dickenson climbed the route Fisherman’s Friend in 1989 and named 

it Out of Africa. A route near Travellers Paradise Wall was also climbed the same day. The 

guidebook does mention unknown earlier ascents. 

 

Ardroe Crag: 

Flowerpot Men   15m   Hard Severe 4b. Andy Nisbet, Brian Davison. 2 Sep 2010. 

At the right end of the crag is a big corner just before the crag turns into a gully which 

separates this crag from Loch Braigh Crag. Climb the well protected corner. 

 

Perky   15m   E3 6a. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 2 Sep 2010. 

At the final turn into the gully is an overhanging groove with an arete either side. Climb the 

more prominent right arete to a ledge. Step right on to a steep wall and climb this to a 

finishing groove (or, much easier, step left and return right to the groove). 

 

Loch Braigh Crag: 

Pinky   10m   VS 4c. Brian Davison. 2 Sep 2010. 

The left arete of the crag, across the gully from Perky. 

 

Clean Cut: 

Flightless   18m   E3 5c **. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 2 Sep 2010. 

The next arete right of Flawless. Climb the arete to a bulge. Move left and pull into a fine 

jamming crack which leads to an easier upper slab. 

 

SUILVEN: 

Terror   230m   VI,6. Roger Webb, Simon Richardson. 21 Dec 2009. 

A logical line up the centre of the buttress, probably approximating to the line of Gray’s 

Route. 

1. 20m  Start as for Erebus and climb up to a terrace. 

2. 30m  Continue up the groove of Erebus, but where this breaks left continue up the vertical 

corner-crack above to a ledge. 

3. 30m  Move right along the ledge for 25m to a weakness. Climb this (hard to start), to reach 

a ledge system. 



4. 50m  Climb the obvious corner-crack on the left for 20m. Continue zig-zagging up through 

the walls and corners above to reach a large terrace. 

5. 50m  Move left and climb a chimney-gully left of a prominent rock prow. 

6. 50m  Continue up turfy grooves to where the angle eases. Another 100m of scrambling 

leads to the summit. 

 

POINT OF STOER, Clashnessie Bay, Clashnessie Arch Crag (NC 068 321): 

Park at NC 069 317 and walk north along the coast. After 10mins a prominent sea-arch is 

reached. The first two routes are on the south facing wall to the right of the arch, seen on 

approach, the third route starts on this face and traverses left through the arch, and the final 

three routes are on the north-west face beyond the arch. A large boulder well back from the 

cliff edge provides an abseil point for accessing both faces. An abseil down broken ground on 

the right-hand side of the south face gains sloping ledges safely above the sea. 

 

First Steps   25m   VS 4c. Bob Brown, Neil Wilson. May 2009. 

From the sloping ledges, climb the left side of the south face, initially by a corner and 

thereafter straight up. 

 

Over-Arching Ambition   40m   E1 **. Simon Nadin, Bob Brown, Neil Wilson. Jul 2009. 

From the same stance as the previous route, traverse diagonally up leftwards to belay on a 

ledge above and right of the sea arch (4b). Teeter horizontally left along a shattered ledge 

system and finish up a cracked slab (5b). 

 

Blue Lagoon   120m   VS 5a ***. Bob Brown, Neil Wilson. Jun 2009. 

A lovely sea-level traverse. Start from the same point as the previous two lines and keep 

going horizontally left, across the base of the south face, through the arch and onwards until 

you run out of cliff. Climbed on Bob Brown’s 75th birthday. 

 

The next five routes are on the north-west face, which the latter part of the previous route 

traverses under. Access by abseiling down the obvious V-groove (Clashnessie Monster) to a 

handy flat ledge. 

 

Brokeback   30m   HVS 5a * Neil Wilson, Bob Brown, Simon Nadin. Jul 2009. 

From the ledge, follow the obvious right-trending line to the top. 

 

Guanano Grooves   25m   E2 5c. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 27 Jun 2010. 

Start up Brokeback but go steeply straight up through two bulges to the top. 

 

Clashnessie Monster   25m   E1 5b **. Neil Wilson, Bob Brown, Simon Nadin. Aug 2009. 

Gain and climb the V-groove directly above the belay ledge, and finish by dubious rock. 

 

Quartz 'n' All   25m   E4 5c **. Simon Nadin, Neil Wilson. Aug 2009. 

To the left of the V-groove is a quartzy wall taken by this line. Sustained, strenuous and 

adequate gear. 

 

More Foosty than Feisty   25m   E2 5b **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 27 Jun 2010. 

Left of the big quartz patch is a narrow wall. Climb a line of thin cracks up the left side of the 

wall. A great wee route, very helpful where it matters. Take a good supply of small wires. 

 

POINT OF STOER, Clashnessie Bay, Rose Root Crag (NC 070 322): 

A small vertical wall of good gneiss with small incut holds, slightly scruffy with the odd loose 

block, but pleasant nonetheless. Going north from Scourie, park at Loch na Bruthaich, cross 

the stile and contour northwards. The crag faces north-west and is in a great setting set back 

from the sea. It gets the sun by late afternoon. The crag has a smooth face with a shorter thin 



crack on the left and centrally a rockfall crack with debris. A narrow buttress is split by a 

crack to its right and right again shorter walls. 

 

Terminal Panicles   12m   E1 5b **. John Mackenzie, Bob Brown, Eve Austin. 8 May 2010. 

Start below the thin crack and climb up to a diagonal break. Move right along this to below 

the headwall split by a blind crack. Climb this, crux, to the top, spike belay above. Exciting 

and surprisingly good for its length, definitely the route of the crag. 

 

Rose Root   12m   VS 4c *. John Mackenzie, Bob Brown. 8 May 2010. 

Climbs the left-hand narrow buttress squeezed in between the rock-fall crack on the left and a 

narrow crack on the right. A steep and pleasant wander up incut holds. 

 

Primrose   12m   Severe. Bob Brown, John Mackenzie. 8 May 2010. 

The right-hand narrow buttress to the right of the narrow crack is a little scrappy after a good 

start. 

 

TARBET SEA-CLIFFS, Raven’s Crag: 

Yellow Belly   35m   E4 6a **. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 23 Jul 2010. 

1. 25m 6a  Start left of Deep Water Blues and climb up and right to a ledge (junction with 

Deep Water Blues), then follow the immaculate golden ramp on the left. At its top go steeply 

up a thin diagonal crack and continue in the same line to the big ledge above. 

2. 10m 5b  Climb the right side of the wall above, escaping rightwards near the top. 

 

TARBET SEA-CLIFFS, Balmy Slabs, White Slab: 

White Wizard   20m   E5 6a. Brian Davison (unsec). 1 Sep 2010. 

A line up the smooth slab between Camouflage and Jeepers Creepers. Start near the right end 

of the ledge at the cliff base, just where it drops down to near the high-tide mark. Climb 

straight up to good holds which lead left from Jeepers Creepers. Make thin moves up towards 

an overlap, then move left again and climb a crack through the overlap. Finish straight up. 

Variation: E4 6a. Start up Jeepers Creepers for 5m, then traverse left on the good holds to 

join the direct version. Low in the grade, Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet, 30 Aug 2010. 

 

Jeepers Creepers Variation   20m   E1 5b. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 30 Aug 2010. 

Climb Jeepers Creepers to the overlap. Instead of moving right, take a thin ramp diagonally 

left across the wall to the top. 

 

TARBET SEA-CLIFFS, Dolphin Crag: 

Fishy   30m   E3 6a. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 31 Aug 2010. 

The slab between Meal for a Seal and Last Train to Satansville. Climb straight up to the 

lower overlap and through it (crux). Continue to a higher overlap via a small right-facing 

corner (below and left of Satansville’s one). Traverse left under it to finish up a right-slanting 

crack system right of a groove. 

 

TARBET SEA-CLIFFS, Acarseid Mhic Mhurchaidh Oig: 

There are three distinct south facing slabs on the north side of the inlet. Approach by a 30m 

abseil down the west slab. Reach the others from this by descending to near sea-level and 

traversing on boulders. 

 

Shellsuit   30m   Very Difficult. Andy Nisbet, Brian Davison. 31 Aug 2010. 

Climbs the left side of the west slab taking a prominent left-slanting crack at half-height and a 

vertical crack to finish. 

 

Skelp   30m   Severe 4a. Andy Nisbet, Brian Davison. 31 Aug 2010. 

Start up the right edge of the west slab, then follow vague cracks to near the centre and finish 

up a thin crack (crux). 



 

Peekaboo   40m   VS 4b. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 31 Aug 2010. 

Start lower and just right of the main west slab where there is an inset corner. From the top of 

the corner, climb the right edge of the main slab. 

 

Coalition   50m   VS 4b. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 31 Aug 2010. 

Start on the right side of a huge boulder at the base of the central slab. Climb left of centre on 

the slab before finishing up a smoother but lower angled section. 

 

Anchorage   50m   Severe 4a **. Andy Nisbet, Brian Davison. 31 Aug 2010. 

The east slab is steeper but with better holds and rock quality than the others. Step from a 

tidal block on to the right edge of the east slab. Go up 5m, then traverse left into a stepped 

corner. Go up this and on to the main slab. Climb up the right of two main cracks to a grassy 

finish but still on good rock. 

 

TARBET SEA-CLIFFS, Geo an Amair, Grey Slabs: 

Fast Food   30m   Difficult. Andy Nisbet, Brian Davison. 30 Aug 2010. 

The left edge of the main slab. Climb the slab direct passing immediately left of the main 

overlap. Open to variation. 

 

Wedgie   35m   Hard Severe 4c. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 30 Aug 2010. 

A direct line up the slab right of this and left of Prawnconnery. Climb up to a rectangular 

block wedged in the overlap. Cross the overlap here (crux by far) and continue direct. 

 

TARBET SEA-CLIFFS, Geo an Amair, Red Wall: 

Marinator Direct   35m   HVS 5a **. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy. 22 Aug 2009. 

Climbs the short vertical crack situated about 8m right of The Boardmaster above a flat ledge. 

The crack leads onto the lower part of the arete of Marinator which is followed to the top.  

 

Blackbeard   20m   VS 4c *. Steve Kennedy, Bob Hamilton. 22 Aug 2009. 

The leftmost crack-line on the wall immediately right of Marinator. Climb the initial ramp of 

Marinator for a few metres, then pull out right into the crack-line. Follow the crack which 

develops into a short right-facing corner to reach easy ground. 

 

Barbarossa   35m   E1 5b **. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy. 22 Aug 2009. 

Climbs the steep wall right of Quartz Pinnacle. Start near the lowest point of the buttress 

below a wide crack. Traverse right into a small alcove then make strenuous and awkward 

moves up and right into the wide crack (crux). Follow the crack for a couple of moves, then 

traverse right onto the wall following a line of small flakes. Finish directly up the wall. 

 

TARBET SEA-CLIFFS, Geo an Amair, Dog Crag (aka Upper Tier): 
Hound Dog   20m   HVS 5a. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 30 Aug 2010. 

Starting from the left and upper end of the cliff, initially the crag is small but reaches full 

height at a pocketed wall. Climb the wall. 

 

Kennel Club   20m   VS 4c. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 30 Aug 2010. 

A full height groove which bounds the pocketed wall on the right. 

 

Pooch   20m   VS 4c. Andy Nisbet, Brian Davison. 30 Aug 2010. 

Between this groove and another to the right is the pillar of Ben Boy/Sundance Kid. The next 

groove is Son of a Pitch. This route takes a shorter pocketed pillar to the right to a ledge. 

Climb a shallow groove and crack in an upper wall to finish. 

 

FAR NORTH-WEST CRAGS, Ridgeway View Crag: 

Between Oars Aft and Classic Crack is a shorter wall bottomed by a large overhang. 



 

Ridgeway Phew   15m   HVS 5b *. John Mackenzie, Bob Brown, Andy Tibbs. 5 Jun 2010. 

Climb the overhang by a well protected crack just right of a central blocky crack. Climb the 

good wall above, all well protected. 

 

Hornblower   12m   Hard Severe 4b. Andy Tibbs. 5 Jun 2010. 

Between Oars Aft and the descent gully is a short right-facing corner. From a small rock at the 

crag base, climb diagonally left to the top of the corner. Finish direct. A start can also to the 

left of the corner up a slab with a narrow right-leaning flake at a similar grade. 

 

SHEIGRA, Treasure Island Walls: 

Whoomf   15m   E1 5b **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 31 Jul 2009. 

Climb the excellent wall left of Spare Rib. 

 

Fear of the Dark   20m   E2 5c *. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 31 Jul 2009. 

Follow After Dark to the move left, then go steeply straight up, keeping right of the black 

vein. 

 

FOINAVEN, Lord Reay’s Seat: 

The Long March   185m   VIII,8 **. Malcolm Bass, Simon Yearsley. 9 Jan 2010. 

A great climb taking a parallel winter line to Breakaway to join it for its final corner. Start 

15m left of Breakaway/summer Pobble at a left-facing open corner with two perched blocks 

at its base. 

1. 40m  Climb the corner and continue up blocky ground to belay in the corner line. 

2. 20m  Climb to a cave below the obvious triangular roof. Go up, swing out left, and climb 

the sensational overhanging crack (bold) to a large ledge. Move 2m right to below a corner. 

3. 40m  Climb the delicate wall up and right to the obvious crack in a large block. Surmount 

this, move right, and climb the poorly protected tenuous groove to a snowfield. Belay at the 

top right-hand corner of the snowfield. 

4. 30m  Climb the easy snowy gangway up and right round the crest. Climb the short corner 

and continue right to beneath the obvious final corner of Breakaway. 

5. 15m  An inch by inch struggle up the corner. Belay on a pedestal. 

6. 40m  Step down left from the pedestal and turn the arete to easy ground, and continue 

direct to belay on the summit. 

 

DURNESS, Balnakeil Bay: 

Routes are on the central outcrop, (NC 391 696, tidal but sandy). Access is easy and clear of 

water for around 3hrs around low tide. 

 

Para Heady   15m   Difficult. Nick Cole. 2007. 

On a slabby slope to right of a corner with algae run-off. Trend left towards the obvious 

escape groove at the top of the corner. 

 

Easy Start   15m   Very Difficult. Nick Cole. 2007. 

To the right of Para Heady there is a detached sloping rock. Climb this, then move to 

overhanging horizontal slabs on the outside corner. 

 

Simple Crack   15m   Difficult. Nick Cole. 2007. 

An off-width crack on the right side of a narrow cave or cleft in the rock. Climb in and out of 

the crack to the top. 

 

Sango Bay, Creag Ruadh: 

In and Out   30m   Severe. Nick Cole. 21 Jul 2009. 

To the right of the slabby depression, there is a slanting shallow corner and crack heading 

right towards the end of a dry stone wall and fence posts, starting about 10m up the from 



where the grass meets the sand. Head up alongside the corner taking care on some fragile 

loose rock and small grassy ledges. NC 4102 6744, non-tidal. 

 

BEN HOPE: 

Note:  John Mackenzie & Eve Austin climbed the North Ridge to the “Bad Step” – same step 

as on Brown’s Ridge, and climbed it direct at Severe. Very Difficult possibly refers to going 

further on to the west face. 

 

BEN LOYAL, Summit Tor: 

The north (right) end of the east face of the summit tor forms a steep smooth slab split by an 

obvious deep crack. Five metres to the right, starting above a boulder, is a narrower crack. 

Both routes are very well protected and very sustained, and both routes would be classics 

anywhere, but with the added element of the great situation, are something special. 

 

Top Hat Crack   30m   E2 5c **. Simon Nadin, Neil Wilson. 26 Jun 2010. 

The wider left crack. Climb the shallow crack before stepping left into the main crack. A 

sustained mauling with excellent protection (two sets of Friends). Needs traffic. 

 

Top Crack   25m   E3 5c ***. Simon Nadin, Neil Wilson. 26 Jun 2010. 

The right crack starting above the detached block. A bouldery start up the wall (Friend 4) 

gains the diminishing crack. Follow this with increasing difficulty to the crux at the top. 

 

SKERRAY SEA-CLIFFS, Arches Bay: 
Nautilus   25m   E6 6b ***. Simon Nadin (unsec). 2009. 

Fantastic and committing climbing above the arch via the right-hand wall. Start at a small 

ledge 5m left of Arch (stance as for Sidestep) at a ramp with a crack running up its edge. 

Follow the ramp and swing left to prominent flakes at a shallow corner. Small wires protect 

awkward moves up this before traversing left to a good hold and Friends above the centre of 

the arch. Now commit to increasingly difficult climbing aiming slightly rightwards past a 

shallow groove and into the bottom of the overhung niche (small Friends on left). Spectacular 

bridging leads to better holds over the roof. Good, but hard to find protection. 

 

A few hundred metres west of Arches Bay, at NC 676 634, is a headland with a prominent 

slabby point facing north. The first two routes are on the north-facing point, the third is on the 

wall on the east side of the point (Exfoliation Wall). 

 

Cracked Arete   20m   VS 4c. Neil Wilson, Simon Nadin. 2009. 

Climb the crack-lines just to the right of the left edge of the face. 

 

Grey Slab   20m   VS 4c. Neil Wilson, Simon Nadin. 2009. 

A few feet right of the previous route is an obvious line of weakness up the slab. 

 

The Slit   25m   E4 5c. Simon Nadin, Neil Wilson. 2009. 

Adventurous climbing based on the striking chimney-crack line. Climb rounded cracks to 

gain the defile directly. Follow this until it feels wise to exit rightwards with difficulty around 

a bulge. Climb carefully to the top. 

 

SKERRAY SEA-CLIFFS: 

(NC 6711 6355)   North-West facing 

Approach:  Walk easterly round the coast from Skerray Harbour. The climbs are found 

approximately 250m past the first major bay of Port an Fheadairigaig, hugging the coast and 

crossing a fence on the way and ignoring the footpath heading back south towards the bend in 

the road described for the starting point of other climbs in this section. Alternatively park at 

the bend in the road and walk direct. 



The climbs are on a cliff in the last bay before two large rock fingers one of which has a large 

cave. The routes are accessed either by the obvious open gully/corner (Moderate) leading to 

the sea or by abseiling down the obvious seaward facing corner (also Moderate) in the middle 

of the face. Suitable anchors are found at the top of a small knoll where this open corner tops 

out. All climbs start at an obvious weakness around 18m down the face. The climbs are very 

pleasant with excellent protection. The climbs are described left (seaward) to right (landward) 

when at the base. 

 

Wizzes Birthday   18m   Difficult. Paul Airlie, Sarah Boxall. 4 Jun 2010. 

This follows the crack-line (the bottom of which is quartz filled) about 4m left of the very 

obvious seaward facing corner. 

 

A Carpentier   16m   Very Difficult. Paul Airlie, Sarah Boxall. 4 Jun 2010. 

The twin crack-line in the slab 1.5 meters left of the obvious corner. Use the right crack for 

feet. 

 

Ginger Slab   18m   Severe. Paul Airlie, Sarah Boxall. 4 Jun 2010. 

The grey and rusty looking slab featuring several cracks 3m right of the obvious corner. Start 

low at the base of the slab and follow the obvious crack-line on the left side of the slab. 

 

ARD BEAG: 

The area (guide p340) is best described in two geos, East and West. Cabin Fever and Greased 

Lightning are in the West Geo (best approached by abseil), Black Betty in the East; GL & BB 

are worth a star. The following routes are all in the East Geo – topo provided. The next three 

routes finish up the ridge to the cliff-top as for Black Betty. 

 

Grace Schiehallion   18m   Difficult. Andy Tait, Steve Perry. July 2010. 

One metre left of the main chimney-crack running down from the neck of Black Betty is this 

distinctive crack. 

 

Triceratops   18m   VS 4c *. Steve Perry. Sept 2010. 

One metre to the left again are three pin scars; climb with interest. 

 

Fist of God   18m   VS 4b *. Steve Perry, Andy Tait. July 2010. 

A clean-cut corner to the left leads to a shallow roof; boldly follow it rightwards, then 

upwards to gain the ridge. 

 

Handful   18m   Hard Severe *. Andy Tait, Steve Perry. July 2010. 

Climb the same corner, then pull out over the roof and gain the next corner leading to the 

ridge. 

 

Leap to Begin   Difficult. Andy Tait, Steve Perry. May 2010. 

Three metres left of the corner is a wide scrappy looking crack that gives better climbing than 

first appears. 

 

CAITHNESS, South Head of Wick: 

Riding the Waves Direct   10m   E3/4 6a **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 1 Aug 2009. 

Climb directly up the left-hand cracks avoiding the dogleg to the right. 

 

SARCLET, Heithe Buttress: 

The large cliff with the grey pillar and routes Lithium Fry-Up, Hats off to the Catman, Donnie 

Darko etc is now named Heithe Buttress (ND 341 418). It lies between Tilted Ledge to the 

south, and its north edge is bounded by Heithe Geo. By the same reasoning, the headland with 

routes Kaleidoscope and Tug of the Tide is named Heithe Headland (ND 341 419) as it forms 

the north edge of Heithe Geo. 



 

Heithe Buttress: 

Heithe Cliff   35m   Severe 4a. Raymond Wallace, Stuart Ross, Rob Christie. 8 May 2010. 

Follow a series of right-trending brown streaked grooves running up the middle of the grey 

pillar, past an inverted hollow spike, to a ledge at four-fifths height, then straight over the 

blocky headwall. 

 

Shedmania   35m   Severe 4a. Rob Christie, Stuart Ross, Raymond Wallace. 8 May 2010. 

Climb the deeply cracked left-facing corner on the left side of the grey pillar, then up the top 

vertical corner. 

 

Frank the Rabbit   35m   VS 4b. Raymond Wallace, Rob Christie. 8 May 2010. 

Climbs cracks up the centre of the wall to the right of Donnie Darko, joining that climb at the 

black chute. 

 

Cave Bay: 

A slab at the back of Cave Bay, with a view from its base to The Haven and Just Visiting. 

Probably non-tidal. To descend, scramble down to the top of the slab where abseil anchors 

can be assembled. An abseil can be made down to a ledge just above water level. 

 

The Patent   30m   Mild Severe **. Stewart Munro, Paul Freudenthal. 16 May 2010. 

The route trends up the right side of the slab. Follow a crack and move leftwards around a 

slight overlap to a large ledge. Step off the ledge onto the upper slab using a large pocket. 

Continue up using left-trending cracks to top out at the upper right corner of the slab. 

 

MID CLYTH, Skerry Mor, Stack Area: 
The Waterboys   20m   E2 5c. Finlay Wild, Rob Christie. 6 Jul 2010. 
From Strange Attractor, boulder round (or walk at low tide) north for about 10m to an 

obvious left-facing corner. Climb this to below a small roof. Move left to pass the roof, then 

follow an improving crack which trends slightly left to finish easily by some blocks. 

 

South Caithness Sea-Stacks, Cleit Bheag: 

A 30-50m swim depending on the tide. Both routes are on the seaward face and are harder 

than they look. 

 

Yeah Right   35m   E1 5a. Ross Jones (unsec). 14 Aug 2010. 

Climb the stepped corner of the original route to overhangs at 15m. Pull up and leftwards to a 

grassy ledge. Climb the wall and crack on right to pull through on a hanging block onto a 

large ledge just left of the chimney. Climb the wall above and leftward to finish. 

 

Cleit Ruadh: 

The northern stack is short and pleasant, a 55m swim and climbed on its seaward face. 

 

Direct Variation   15m   HVS 4c. Ross Jones, John Sanders. 15 May 2010. 

After the short crux wall of the original route at 4m, climb the crack-line directly above. 

 



NORTHERN HIGHLANDS CENTRAL 

 

BONAID DHONN: 

Safari   VI,6. James Edwards, Gareth Hughes. 1 Jan 2010 

This climb has excellent moves and positions. Two long pitches at Grade IV were done from 

the bottom of the crag to the base of the route. Then follow the summer line. The crux is the 

first main pitch getting to the bottom of the chimney. Pitch 2 is spectacular and leads to a 

good stance at the top of the chimney (peg). Pitches 3 and 4 continue in the line and lead to 

easy ground. 

 

STONE VALLEY CRAGS, Caterpillar Crag: 

Colin Moody notes climbing the left crack at Very Difficult (Benny Blanco climbs right of 

it). The middle crack was thought Severe and the right-hand crack was agreed at Hard Severe. 

 

BEINN AIRIGH CHARR: 

Brodie’s Climb   150m   II. Allan Gorman. 20 Dec 2009. 

High up on the left of Coire nan Laogh is an easy angled buttress to the right of the route 

Comic Relief. A fun route up turf, heather and easy rock steps. 

 

GRUINARD CRAGS, Car Park Area, Triangular Slab: 

There are now several routes on the slab, all VS except for two V.Diffs at the right end. 

There are now two stakes at the top for belaying and Centre has been cleaned giving a much 

better route with good protection. 

 

So Gniess   12m   VS 4c *. 

Climbs the slab at the left end just right of parallel cracks, stepping right to finish (crux) up a 

pale scoop. 

 

Gneiss to Know You   15m   VS 4c.  

Squeezed in between Gneissest and Not Bad. 

 

Quite Gneiss   20m   Very Difficult. 

Climbs just right of Not Bad and finishes up the slab to the right of the crack. 

  

GRUINARD CRAGS, Creag Carn an Lochain Dubh, Front Face: 

Just to the right of Pink Streak is a faint rib taken by Humbug Rib (SMCJ 2007) and well 

right of this by a large shallow scoop is The Artful Dodger. In between these routes is a 

steepening wall with the route below taking a direct line passing just right of a narrow 

heather strip three-quarters of the way up and starting just left of a small triangular heathery 

block. Brushing would reveal an excellent route that would also knock a grade off. 

 

Stirling Moss   45m   E1 5b *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 31 Aug 2010. 

Climb into a shallow depression; briefly traverse right before moving back up and left. Climb 

straight up on hidden holds to steeper ground, a flake-crack and on the left a steeper wall with 

a shallow right-facing flake crack. Climb this to move up left to a tricky mantel which leads 

to a ledge with a round stone. Step left and climb flakes to the top. Good protection where 

needed but awkward to find. 

 

GRUINARD CRAGS, Creag Carn an Lochain Dubh, Amphibole Crag: 

To the immediate left and forming a spur below the main crag is a „mini-dome‟ of a crag, 

easily identified by a large overlap above and with large boulders below. A shorter but 

steeper smooth slab extends to the right. 

 



Actinolite Slab   30m   Severe *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 9 May 2010. 

1. 25m  A very pleasant and varied climb, steeper than it looks. Start at the lowest point of 

the buttress and move onto the slab, initially rightwards and climb up to the smaller overlap 

above. Big holds lead over this and up a gentle slab to below the top tier, belays in a recessed 

corner. 

2. 5m  Climb just left of the corner-crack to the top. 

 

Metamorphic Crack   30m   VS 4c. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 9 May 2010. 

To the right of the crags base is a long steep slab and at its left end is a left-slanting crack. 

Climb the crack and up to the overlap, taken just to the right of where Actinolite Slab steps 

over, on more big holds and up the slab to the right-hand side of the top tier. Climb the 

deceptive rock just left of a crack to the top. 

 

Creag Carn an Lochain Dubh, Windy Gully Sidewall: 

The following are upper tier finishes to routes in SMCJ 2007. Full descriptions are in the 

Northern Highlands Central notes on the SMC web-site. 

 

Dusty Rib Direct Finish   10m   E1 5b *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 31 May 2010. 

Climb the crack to the top. Good varied climbing with contrasting styles. 

 

Little by Little Direct Finish   10m   Hard Severe 4b *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 31 May 

2010. 

Climb the deceptive groove on huge jugs to the top. Varied, good and unusual rock 

formations on the lower ramp. 

 

Sleuth’s Buttress: 

Between Riverside Slabs and Creag Carn an Lochain Dubh is a narrow steep crag with a rose 

bush growing horizontally low down and a run of scree below. It provides two very 

contrasting climbs. Routes described from left to right and a descent to the left (looking up). 

 

A Cracking Case   20m   E2 5c **. John Mackenzie, Bob Brown. 18 May 2010. 

The front face of the crag has an undercut crack-line just to the right of the rose bush. Gain 

the crack with difficulty and up to a horizontal crack. Move right to the jam crack and climb 

this to the top slab and follow the crack to the top. It has more than adequate protection. 

 

Inspector Detector   25m   VS 4c *. Bob Brown, John Mackenzie. 18 May 2010. 

The right-hand end of the front face has a hanging brown slab. Climb a short groove to the 

slab, move right to the arete and up this to the top. A route with some good positions and 

pleasant climbing. 

 

AN TEALLACH, Ghlas Tholl: 

The Silver Fox   90m   VII,8 ***. Pete Macpherson, Martin Moran. 21 Jan 2010. 

Just below the split in Hayfork Gully, about two-thirds of the way up, there is a steep slabby 

wall on the left. Start at the right end of the wall below a shallow groove with smooth side 

walls and a thin seam of turf going up to a turf ledge. 

1. 40m  Climb direct up a shallow groove using a thin crack under turf to a turf ledge (bold). 

Continue direct up a steepening groove to a niche below a roof. Pull strenuously through the 

roof via a crack and continue steeply up the crack to a ledge.Continue up a left-facing slabby 

corner and belay on the right on slab under a cave-niche. An amazing pitch. 

2. 50m  Climb direct through a bulging wall above onto a slab. Go up a left-facing corner for 

2m until it is possible to pull out left onto a wall. Climb on good hooks up to a roof in a very 

exposed position. Step left onto an arete, then pull left through the roof (easier than it looks). 

Continue more easily up an icy groove on the left to easy ground. 



 

Toll an Lochain, Forgotten Face: 

Lobotomy   150m   IV,3. Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 12 March 2010. 

Climbs slabby ground on the right side of the face, left of the recess with Monumental 

Chimney. Requires a good build-up. Start at a short gully as for Monumental Chimney 

(although it is easier to start this higher up). Find a way up the face above, unprotected and 

the difficulty depending on the build-up, to a terrace below steep ground (50m). Traverse left 

along the terrace, slightly descending (40m). Follow a snow ramp leading right and becoming 

progressively easier to arrive at the summit of Sail Liath. 

 

Corrag Bhuidhe Buttress: 

Tulach Ard   220m   V,6 **. Dave McGimpsey, John Mackenzie, Andy Nisbet, Roger Webb. 

9 Feb 2010. 

A left-facing corner high on the Constabulary Couloir wall of Corrag Bhuidhe Buttress, well 

seen from the Ridge (top of Corrag Bhuidhe South Buttress) but not from the corrie. Climbed 

when icy. Start up Constabulary Couloir, then move right and approach via short ice pitches 

and big terraces (some 300m but not included in length). 

1. and 2. 60m  Climb ice through a steep tier below the corner (easier lines can be taken 

further left) and continue up snow which steepens to a big pinnacle below the corner. This 

was banked out but may involve some steep turf. 

3. 30m  Move right and go up a deep roofed groove. Move left round the roof (crux) to gain 

the main corner and follow it to a big chockstone. 

4. 35m  Continue up the icy corner. 

5. 35m  Continue in the same line to easier ground. 

6. and 7. 60m   Easy ground to the crest of Corrag Bhuidhe Buttress. 

 

Monster Raving Loony   400m   V,5. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 11 Feb 2010. 

An icefall and icy grooves up the right side of the Constabulary Couloir wall of Corrag 

Bhuidhe Buttress. Good climbing but escapable in the lower part. Gain the triangular 

snowfield as for Corrag Bhuidhe Buttress but immediately move left along a terrace. Climb 

the next tier on its left side to reach steeper ground (90m). There was a prominent icefall 

above but its lower continuation was too thin. Climb a steep turfy corner on the right to gain 

and climb the icefall (50m). Continuation ice led to the the terrace from which Tulach Ard 

starts further left. Move left to below icy grooves (40m). Climb these to below a right-

slanting ramp (50m). Climb the ramp and snow to below the crest of Corrag Bhuidhe Buttress 

(50m). Trend left to gain the crest in about 70m and follow it to the top for another 50m. 

 

Lady’s Buttress   250m   III *. Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 12 March 2010. 

Start inside Lady’s Gully at the first easy point where the buttress on the left can be gained 

(long approach at Grade II not included in length). Climb three long pitches in grooves on the 

crest, then two pitches on the crest, common with Corrag Bhuidhe Buttress. 

 

Badrallach Crag: 

Stalker’s Struggle   35m   E1 5b *. Andrew James, Conor Brown, James Karran. 12 Sep 

2009. 

The obvious groove between Laird's Loss and Pillar of Society is varied and worthwhile. 

Head directly to the crack with a long reach required to grab the horns and surmount the roof. 

Pull onto the slab and continue pleasantly between the crack-lines of the neighbouring routes 

with a serious move just before safety. 

 

Rustler’s Reward   35m   E1 4c. Conor Brown, Andrew James, James Karran. 12 Sep 2009. 

An eliminate between Pillar of Society and Poacher’s Prize. Sustained and bold but never 

too tricky, side runners would reduce the grade.  



 

Note:  A direct start by the same team to Lapsang Suchong up the juggy arete at 4c. 

 

SAIL MHOR, North-East Face: 

The following routes are twin icefalls which form at the right end of the face at about NH 

037 890. 

 

WonderFall   90m   V,5 ***. John Lyall, Barry Middleton, Andy Nisbet, Stu Charlton. 15 Jan 

2010. 

The left icefall, climbed in three steep pitches. High in the grade. The first pitch was an iced 

corner (30m), the second a steep pillar (35m) and continuation ice for the third (25m). 

 

Silver Screen   80m   V,5 **. John Lyall, Andy Nisbet. 15 Jan 2010. 

The right icefall. An initial column was passed by traversing left along a ledge to gain the 

icefall. Climb this to a ledge (35m). Above the ledge the icefall splits into a very steep 

column on the right and slightly less steep but thinner ice on the left. Climb the thinner ice 

with a steep start and continue up heathery ground to the top (45m). 

 

THE FANNAICHS, Creag Dubh: 

(NH 215 764)  Alt 300m   NNE facing 

Park at the Braemore Junction car park and walk up for about a mile to the crag which forms 

numerous icefalls. The line below, though escapable gives the longest stretch of ice but is 

invisible from the road. On the left of the face is a shallow gully that starts halfway up and to 

its left is an icefall. It gives some steep ice and thin slabs with good rock belays save below 

the top pitch. Ice forms quite readily on this otherwise wet face from various seeps. 

 

Deertrack   150m   IV,5 *. John Mackenzie, Neil Wilson. 14 Jan 2010. 

1. 40m  Climb mixed ground up and left of an isolated slabby icefall to reach the start of the 

ice on the left. 

2. 30m  Climb a short vertical section to a thin slab, climbed up and left to below an icefall. 

3. 30m  Move up a iced scoop to reach the gully, belays to the right of another icefall. An 

escape up the gully is obvious but the ice is better; Grade III,4 to here. 

4. 30m  A steep icefall flows down the left wall of the gully a little higher up. Climb this, 

crux, to another thin slab to ice screw belays below the top icefall. 

5. 20m  The avoidable but good icefall, bulges and all to the top. 

 

SGURR MOR: 

There are two sections of crag in the north-east facing corrie between Sgurr Mor and Carn na 

Criche. They regularly form ice. They are maked on the 1:25000 map as Eag nam Fear-bogha 

and the corrie beneath is marked Coire Leacan Dubha. 

 

Isolation Crag: 

A long low crag lies up and left of Creag a‟ Mhadhaidh at NH 202 724. In prolonged cold 

conditions this can form considerable amounts of ice. 

 

Grand Isolation   40m   V,5 **. Colin Wells, Penny Clay. 25 Jan 2010. 

This route takes the most prominent icefall which cascades down the cliff towards its right 

side. It gives a continuously exposed and sustained pitch. Start at the right side of the icefall 

and gain a steep left-trending ice ramp via a short vertical section. Follow the ramp steeply 

until it is possible to go up a steep groove to another ice ledge. Trend back right to a steep 

finish up a hollow ice tube and the top. It is possible to walk off the to left (looking out) 

along turfy ledges. Warthogs useful for belay in turf at the top. 

 



Keep Calm and Carry On   30m   III. Colin Wells, Stephen Reid. 3 Feb 2010. 

The right side of Isolation Crag is bounded by a gully. This route takes a short icefall that 

spills down the left side of the gully and involves a short steep traverse right from a cave at 

half-height to gain the upper part of the route. Belay using Warthogs. 

 

Icicle Works Crag: 

This is the upper left-hand tier of the crag. 

 

The Icicle Works   60m   V,5 ***. Stephen Reid, Colin Wells. 4 Feb 2010. 

The following route takes a central line up the impressively icy (and icicle festooned) tier. 

Potentially quite a serious route due to the copious number of large and fragile icicles and ice 

daggers hanging over the key traverse. 

1. 30m  Climb up icy slabs to a steep right-trending ice ramp that leads to a ledge half way up 

the crag. Gaining the ledge can be tricky due to large fragile icicles barring the best way 

which forces awkward flanking manoeuvres beneath and right of them. A good belay can be 

made in an icy grotto protected by an overhang. 

2. 30m  Traverse right from the belay under more fangs of ice to gain a steep scoop between 

massive icicles. Continue straight up to two short free-hanging ice sheets. Pull up strenuously 

to gain a bridging position between the sheets and climb straight up to the top to a finish on 

good turf. Belay using Warthogs. 

 

THE FANNAICHS, Creag an Fuar Tholl Beag: 

Ptarmigan Grooves   80m   II. Martin Hind. 11 Dec 2007.  

A gully near the right end of this long low crag leading up to Beinn Liath Mhor Fannaich 

(NH 218 713). Climb easy snow with a 5m iced chimney groove to finish. There were two 

ptarmigan also heading up the gully but they cheated at the crux by flying over the 

difficulties. 

 

THE FANNAICHS, Creag Dubh a’ Gorm Lochain (NH 237 693): 

Wilkinson Sword   100m   IV,4. Martin Hind. 2010. 

A fairly obvious icefall looking like a sword with a hilt on the west side of the face above the 

loch. It was accessed from a diagonal ramp. Descent was by traversing eastward and down a 

gully below the upper crags and contouring round below the route. 

 

Just Another Thursday   130m   IV,4. Martin Hind. 2010. 

The next obvious continuous icefall to the right. Descent was by a rising diagonal into the 

same descent gully and round below the routes above a lower crag. 

 

THE FANNAICHS, Sgurr Breac, North Face (NH 159 713):  
Ready Breac   300m   II/III. Roger Robb, Peter Biggar 19 Jan 2010. 

Takes the initially easy slopes well to the left of the buttress containing Chill Out Chestnut 

(SMCJ 2008 p133) and aims for a rocky outcrop on the skyline. Slant right towards an icefall 

in a shallow corner and climb either this or the turfy rib to its left. Thereafter climb straight 

up by turfy steps to a shoulder below the rocky outcrop. There is a choice of finishes; easier 

to the right by a snowfield and short gully, to end on the slopes east of the east top of Sgurr 

Breac. The upper pitches are much better than they look from below. 

 

Note:  Malcolm Airey and Nick Kaczynski climbed a 10m ice pitch on a roadside cutting on 

the A832, at a layby opposite a cutting at Loch a‟ Chuillin (NH 284 616). Stepping on your 

Toes was vertical for last 4m (IV,4, 12 Jan 2010). 

 

STRATHCONON, Glenmarksie Crag: 

Cerberus   25m   E7 6c. Andrew Wilby. 25 Jul 2010. 



Start 4m right of Strategic Arms Limitation. Sustained well protected climbing up a dog-leg 

crack. Reachy moves up the first initial crack to gain a horizontal break. Traverse right across 

this to finish up a cracked wall. 

 

Scatwell River Slabs: 

The Lance   25m   E2 5c. Ray Wilby, Claire Hayden, Andrew Wilby. 3 Jul 2010. 

Start 4m left of the river level start of Northern Line, at a small pine tree with a bulbous base. 

This is 3m right of the direct start to Circle Line. Climb a rib for 8m (peg runner, crux) to 

gain a thin crack on the slab (micro wires required). Step right onto the slab and climb 

straight up to the bottom of the crack of Circle Line. Traverse 2m right along a small overlap 

and go centrally up the slab to climb the wall crossing Northern Line at the double overlap. 

Gain the slab above and go straight up to finish.  

 

Note:  The large birch tree at the top of Grand Central and the pine tree at “Clapham 

Junction” are both now in the river. Two medium sized Friends and a long sling advised for 

the belay at Clapham Junction as the remaining small birch tree may be unreliable.  

 

CANNICH: 

Cannich Falls   III. Matt Smith, Vicky Hayes. 3 Jan 2010. 

On Allt Coillte (NH 342 325). Start at a small humpback bridge at NH 343 321, 5mins east of 

Cannich along the A831 towards Beauly. Access the stream from the right-hand side (facing 

up) and follow over small steps at Grade II. Any steps/sections of stream that appear unsafe 

can be turned on the right. At a fork, turn right. The main fall is located at approx. alt. 160m, 

a bit above the fork. Access from the left side by skirting a plunge pool and climb left to 

right, giving 20m of Grade III. Descent is by following the stream over one more step and 

then escaping right out of the stream bed. 

 

GLEN AFFRIC, Sgurr na Lapaich: 

Swansong   150m   I/II. Matt Smith, Pete Collins. 3 May 2010. 

The guidebook refers to an easy slope between the two buttresses in the centre of the face. 

Go up this easy slope for 100m, then take a rising traverse left on steepening snow, passing a 

small rock island, to a choice of finishes. The alternative finishes are either into a snow bay 

top left, and finish left on easy mixed ground to join top of the buttress on the left (Grade I) 

or finish through a small tricky rock band at the top of the snow bay (Grade II). 

 

BEN WYVIS: 

The lower section of No.2 Spur, to the left of Fox Gully, is much shorter then the main upper 

section but has a steep frontal face. Above this steep face a long arete leads parallel to Fox 

Gully to the top. Being lower down it is less likely to be in condition. 

 

Earls before Swine   210m   V,6 ***. John Mackenzie, Simon Nadin, Neil Wilson. 13 Feb 

2010. 

The steep buttress left of Fox Gully has a pair of left-slanting hanging ramps. To their right is 

a shallow corner/groove leading up to the centre of the buttress. An excellent, strenuous and 

varied climb with all sorts of entertainment climbed under well frozen conditions. Good 

stances, belays and protection. 

1. 30m  Start below the undercut shallow corner/groove, pull over this and step left into the 

groove proper. Continue in the same line to below a steep wall. 

2. 30m  Gain an undercut alcove and move up then left across its top and climb an 

overhanging wall. Continue up a steep groove. 

3. 40m  Above the stance is an overhanging off-width crack. Climb this, predictably 

strenuous and up the groove above to an overhanging exit. Snow then leads rightwards to the 

rocky arete (junction with Fox Gully Arete). 



4. 60m  Continue up the pleasant arete to its top. 

5. 50m  Climb the snow arete to the top. 

 

Serf’s Route   200m   II/III. Andy Nisbet. 7 Mar 2010. 

A promising line but the difficulties end too quickly. Start under the left of the left-slanting 

hanging ramps. Climb up, then traverse left into a prominent left diagonal fault line (there is a 

large sharp flake below and left of this). Follow this through a steep groove to a barrier wall. 

Go out left to a platform and pull through the wall to easier ground. Go straight up to reach 

the top of Fox Gully Arete. 

 



NORTHERN HIGHLANDS SOUTH 

 

LADHAR BHEINN, Stob a’Chearcaill, North-West Face. 

Tohatsu   315m   IV,4. David Ritchie, Mark Shaw. 27 Dec 2009. 

This good route takes a direct line up the buttress between Bottleneck Gully and 

Gaberlunzie starting just left of Gaberlunzie. 

1. 50m  Climb the obvious corner to below a wall. 

2. 60m  Move up left, then back right to gain a snow shelf. Climb the wall above by a 

shallow chimney to gain easier ground. 

3. and 4. 130m  Continue up the easier angled buttress above for two long pitches to 

belay just left of Bottleneck Gully. 

5. 60m  Climb the steeper rib above surmounting an obvious perched block. 

6. 15m  Easier ground leads to the ridge. 

 

Headstone Buttress   285m   III. David Ritchie, Neil McGougan. 27 Feb 2010. 

Climbs the buttress right of Gaberlunzie. Start midway between Gaberlunzie and 

Marguerite gaining the shallow fault line, then follow turfy grooves taking a fairly direct 

line up the front face of the buttress to the ridge. 

 

French Connection   185m   IV,4. David Ritchie, Neil McGougan. 1 Mar 2010. 

This climb is based on the deepest fault line running up the face right of Marguerite and 

finishes at twin pinnacles well seen from below the face. Start in a snow bay 50m right 

of Marguerite. 

1. 40m  Climb grassy grooves and short walls to belay on the left.  

2. 55m  Continue up the grassy fault line, turn a steepening on the right then move back 

left across the main fault line to some blocks. 

3. 60m  Move back right crossing the main fault line and climb a shallower turfy line. 

4. 30m  Continue straight up to finish just right of the twin pinnacles. 

 

Coire Dhorrcail: 

Penny Wheep Gully, Direct Finish   60m   IV,4. David Ritchie, Neil McGougan. 28 Feb 

2010. 

From the amphitheatre, climb the obvious short steep chimney to gain easier ground and 

the main ridge. 

 

Wild West   230m   VII,6. Roger Webb, Simon Richardson. 3 Jan 2010. 

The prominent right-facing corner on the front face of Landlubber’s Buttress. A strong 

line and very vegetated but difficult to protect. 

1. 40m  Enter the groove from the right and climb it to a steep wall. 

2. 50m  Step left and climb the steep corner-crack and continue over steep bulges to 

belay below a steep chimney-slot. 

3. 50m  Climb the slot and continue up the chimney above to where it ends. Move up the 

open turfy corner above to a poor belay. 

4. 50m  Continue up the open groove and trend left to reach easier ground. Move up to 

below the final steepening. 

5. 40m  Turn the final steep wall by a chimney system on the right and continue up 

easier ground to the top. 

 

Note:  The icefall right of Summit Route as shown in the current guide was climbed in 

thin conditions by David Ritchie & Neil McGougan on 23 Jan 2010, 300m IV,4. The 

route description for Summit Route fitted the line taken. 

 

SPIDEAN MIALACH, Coire Leacach Mor (NH 062 046): 



The following routes are situated on a small buttress tucked into the north-west side of 

the north-east ridge which leads to the top (marked as 977m) west of the main summit. 

Best reached by descending the top section of the ridge just beyond a short level section 

before dropping down a narrow gully on the left (looking down) to the foot of the 

buttress. The buttress contains a prominent left-facing corner. The north-east ridge itself 

offers a pleasant winter scramble from the north side with a fine snow arete in the upper 

section. 

 

Black Ice   80m   IV,4 *. Pete Harrop, Steve Kennedy. 7 Feb 2010. 

 

The prominent left-facing corner. The corner provides a good pitch with a short step at 

mid-height forming the crux. Traverse left under the overhang at the top of the corner to 

reach easier snow slopes and a block belay high on the right (55m). Continue directly up 

grooves to join the north-east ridge (25m). 

 

Ruff Stuff   80m   II. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 31 Jan 2010. 

Start in the narrow gully on the left side of the buttress. Climb mixed ground just right 

of the gully then take the first feasible line going out right onto the buttress edge. Finish 

up mixed ground just right of the buttress edge. 

 

DRUIM SHIONNACH, West Face: 

Sophisticats   90m   III,5. Sandy Allan, Sonya Drummond, Andy Nisbet. 12 Dec 2009. 

A line crossing Capped Gully and finishing up a big groove on its left. Start in a bay 

right of Capped Gully and climb the left edge of Boxer’s Buttress to a spike in snow 

(40m). Traverse left across Capped Gully and climb steep turf to gain the big groove. 

Climb this to a steepening, then take a left exit over a tricky overlap (50m). 

 

The Gruffalo   80m   V,6 **. Pete Macpherson, Martin Moran. 21 Dec 2009. 

This route climbs the line of corners just right of Cave Gully, finishing up a chimney in 

the sidewall. Start at the base of the first step in the gully. 

1. 35m  Climb turfy grooves in the right wall, and continue to the base of the subsidiary 

chimney taken by Cave Gully. Move right and climb to a ledge under an imposing crack-

line. 

2. 45m  Go up the slab corner on the left for 10m then pull up right into a deep chimney, 

which gives a superb pitch. 

 

AONACH AN CHRITH, North-West Face 

Boa Constrictor, Left-Hand Variation   270m   IV,4. David Ritchie, Neil McGougan. 26 

Feb 2006. 

Follow the initial shallow gully of Boa Constrictor, then move up left to gain the 

obvious rib. Follow this to reach a short steep wall then descend 15m rightwards to join 

Boa at the foot of the big left-facing corner. Follow Boa to below the wide slot, then 

continue up left-trending grooves left of the tower to the top. 

 

FIVE SISTERS, Sgurr na Ciste Duibhe: 

Big Sister   200m   V,6. John Lyall, Andy Nisbet. 13 Jan 2010. 

A low altitude stream produces an icefall, rarely frozen, at NG 975 146. It starts from a 

gully which runs up rightwards under its base. After 10m is an overlap, hidden from the 

road, which on this occasion was climbed via a fragile screen (crux, V,5 if solid). This is 

the key to the route being in condition. Continue steeply to gain a thinly iced slab 

leading to the left edge of a double overlap (50m). The first overlap was passed by an 

iced groove leading rightwards to the second which was climbed on steep ice to a gently 

angled ledge. More steep ice led to a groove and a belay well to the right (50m). Return 



to the groove and climb it to below a steep upper icefall (50m). Climb this to easier 

angled ground (50m). 

To descend traverse left to a tree and abseil for 40m to less steep heather. Traverse left 

again to a ridge which forms the left side of the initial gully and descend this to the base 

of the route (all directions facing down). 

 

SGURR NA FEARTAIG: 

The Bonker   85m   VI,6 **. Blair Fyffe, Andy Turner. 4 Mar 2010. 

The fine icicles above Aerial Runway (clearly seen on the photo on page 95 of the Northern Highland 

South guide). Start directly below the Icicle. A short (10m) pitch up icy steps to belay on Aerial 

Runway just left of the icicle. Climb a pillar into a bit of an cave (small wires in the rock at the left 

side of the cave). Pull steeply round an icicle fringe onto easier angled ice above. Climb this to a large 

ledge on the left (25m). Continue up easier ice and mixed ground to the top (50m). 
 

Coire Leiridh: 

Silver Lining   55m   III. Ben Carter, Paul Firth, Simon Watchman. 26 Feb 2010. 

Walk 50m up the side of the burn on the west end of Coire Leiridh until the ground 

steepens and there is a tree and below it a good ice terrace (NH 016 455). Ice screw 

belays. 

1. 30m  A bulging ice pitch with a wide start narrowing to an obvious exit. 

2. 25m  A fine pitch of good ice that narrows towards the top. Exit the gully to the right.  

 

FUAR THOLL, Mainreachan Buttress: 

A Melon Entry Dear Watson   VII,7. Rich Cross, Andy Turner. 1 Mar 2010. 

Go up Moriarty for a pitch to the block belay on Sherlock. Climb the second pitch of 

Sherlock to the stance on the arete. Start up the third pitch of Sherlock (up the steep 

corner) to the compact rock band. Traverse left with an awkward downwards 

mantelshelf to belay in a corner. Go out left on awkward ramps to turn the left side of 

the compact band; belay on a big ledge system. Go out right towards the edge of the 

buttress and up over short walls and grooves (a long pitch). Go leftwards then 

rightwards up ramps to a final awkward undercut wall leading to the top. 

 

Sherlock   VIII,8 ***. Iain Small, Guy Robertson. 4 Mar 2010. 

An outstanding and sustained outing, mostly on snowed-up rock, so a very good 

plastering is required. The scene of several earlier attempts. Start up the Sleuth Start but 

where this breaks out left keep going directly up the groove line to belay beneath a short 

overhanging chimney slot (40m). Climb the slot, then move up then slightly right past a 

pile a stack of flakes to belay by the gigantic block of Sherlock. Follow the summer line 

of Sherlock to the top. 

 

SGORR RUADH, Central Couloir: 

Old Kent Road   250m   III. Sonya Drummond, Andy Nisbet. 21 Feb 2010. 

The diagonal snow fault which runs across the left wall of the Central Couloir. Start up 

the icefall some 10m right of Post Box Gully (as for East End, SMCJ 2008). Traverse 

right and climb another icefall and ramp which leads to the start of the fault. Follow this 

diagonally right across the face to finish at the same point as the following route. 

 

Speakers’ Corner   120m   V,7. John Lyall, Andy Nisbet. 16 Feb 2010. 

The buttress between Croydon Chimney and High Gully. Climb easily up left as for 

High Gully to start left of its initial icefall. 

1. 45m  Climb a short wall to gain a groove and a ledge. Continue up a groove on the 

right of the next steep section to reach a roof overlooking Croydon Chimney. 

2. 30m  Move up right under the roof to reach a big ramp leading up right to end below a 

steep V-groove. 



3. 20m  Gain and climb the groove (a definite crux), then step right and climb a cracked 

wall on the crest to a good ledge. 

4. 25m  Finish up an easy groove. 

 

MEALL GORM, Creag a’ Chumhaing, The Smooth Wall: 

(NG 797 403)   Alt 430m   East facing 

An obvious wall of clean rock with a prominent right-slanting fault lies at half-height on 

the walls left of the main buttress of Creag a’ Chumhaing, in between two deep 

chockstoned gullies. It is well seen from the Bealach na Ba road as it swings into Coire 

na Ba. The wall offers some excellent routes, which warm in the morning sun. 

Approach:  Park at a layby at NG 804 407, walk across the corrie bottom, crossing the 

Allt a’ Chumhaing and climb steeply to the base using the heathery rib just left of the 

right-bounding gully, 30mins. 

 

Main Wall: 

This is the highest and most impressive section of crag with four crack-lines and is 

bounded on the left by a slabby shield of lichenous rock. 

Descent:  A 35m abseil from fixed anchors in-situ above Fingerpicker. 

 

Midsomer Madness   30m   E2 5b *. Murdoch Jamieson, Martin Moran. 21 Jun 2010. 

The rightmost crack leans awkwardly to the right and is more engaging than it looks 

with sustained technical moves to a roof, then fine jamming to a ledge. A bold swing up 

left on juggy rock leads to easy ground. 

 

Line in the Sand   30m   E2 5c ***. Martin Moran, Robin Thomas. 29 Apr 2009. 

The main right-slanting corner is a little mucky but provides an excellent sustained route 

with a technical start, superb jamming in the mid-section and an exciting exit up the 

wider finishing crack. Belay 8m higher. 

 

Fingerpicker   25m   E3 6a ***. Martin Moran, Robin Thomas. 29 Apr 2009. 

The enticing thin crack in the central wall is technical and strenuous but well protected. 

Belays and abseil point 8m above the exit. 

 

Double-Edged Sword   35m   E3 5c **. Martin Moran, Robin Thomas. 29 Apr 2009. 

The sharp-edged off-width 4m left of Fingerpicker would be a Peak classic. A Friend 5 

or equivalent is required; otherwise E4! Layback and jam over a bulge with a wobbly 

chockstone, wedge the crack and hand-jam strenuously over a bulge. Move slightly left 

and finish up a crack-line with sustained interest. 

 

Lichenography   25m   HVS, 5b *. Alex Moran, S.Wall. June 2009. 

Start 5m left of Double-Edged Sword just right of a corner with a rocking block. Climb a 

short wall and slab to the bottom of the large black corner. Climb this with interest and 

finish up cracks above; slow to dry. 

 

Left-Hand Walls: 

Routes on the walls further left are shorter but still worthwhile. Descend by traversing 

the ledge to the left. 

 

Back in the Swing   15m   VS 4c. Martin Moran, Martin Welch. 15 Sep 2009. 

A good warm up route starting in the corner just left of Lichenography. Climb up left on 

the wall and follow this with interest to a large terrace.  

 

Visa Crisis   16m   HVS 5b *. Martin Moran, Martin Welch. 15 Sep 2009. 



The slim corner-line near the left end of the wall is hard to start but enjoyable and well-

protected thereafter. 

 

House of Puzzles   15m   E3 6a *. Murdoch Jamieson, Martin Moran. 21 Jun 2010. 

The arete just right of Visa Crisis has a perplexing start. The E3 way is to start up Visa 

Crisis and place runners at 5m then step down and swing right into the groove on the 

arete (runner in finger pod). Swing up left and gain a big flat hold on the arete. Stand on 

this, and then make a fine move (technical crux, good protection) up the edge to easy 

ground. 

 

Creag a’ Chumhaing: 

Peace on Earth   275m   VII,7 ***. Alex & Martin Moran. 24 Dec 2009. 

This grand adventure climbs a direct line up the frontal face of this prominent cliff at the 

entrance to Coire na Ba, and is repulsive and exhilarating in equal measure. Pitches 3, 8, 

9 are technical 7, making for an arduous outing, but difficulties are mitigated by the 

15min walk-in from the road. Fresh snowfall and a few days of sea-level freeze create 

the required conditions. Start at the big corner, which cuts through the first tier. 

1. 45m  Climb the open-book corner with sustained interest to below the first terrace. 

2. 15m  Move up to the terrace and traverse right to a detached flake left of a chimney 

and crack-line. 

3. 50m  Climb the chimney, then move up left and climb a steep corner-crack to gain the 

Spiral Gully terrace. Belay on blocks 10m higher. The headwall above looks scrappy but 

don’t be fooled! 

4. 25m  Follow a crack-line 5m right of an icefall to a higher terrace. 

5. 25m  Go up a turfy depression on the left past a tree to a cluster of flakes (ancient 

abseil sling). 

6. 30m  Take the right-trending line between imposing roofs, traverse left for 3m and 

ascend a groove to a turf ledge. Belay on the left. 

7. 20m  Go up to the terrace below the formidable final tiers and traverse to its right end. 

Belay beneath a crack. 

8. 25m  Climb the steep crack to a projecting gargoyle and continue up a chimney with 

chockstone to a large block. 

9. 40m  Go up then left to reach a right-slanting gangway, which splits the final 

overhangs and is climbed to an abrupt finish. 

 

Upper Cliff: 

Gorm Gully Variation Finish   45m   IV,4. Ben Carter, Simon Watchman. 27 Feb 2010. 

Climb Gorm Gully up to the final easy ice pitch. Head left up the escape for 10m, then take a steep ice 

line above. Follow a right-slanting ice ramp at the top to a ledge. Traverse left round a large block go 

up to a a niche on a ledge (25m). Move right up a groove to the top (20m). 

 

SGURR A’CHAORACHAIN, South Face, No.1 Buttress: 

Old Wounds   40m   E3 5c **. Alex & Martin Moran. 19 Jun 2010. 

The overhang and enticing crack-line on the left arete of Patey’s Wall gives a good 

challenge. Scramble up to a belay at a crack in the initial wall. 

1. 25m  Climb the crack to the halfway ledge, pull boldly through the roof and layback 

the crack to a finishing bulge. 

2. 15m  Climb easy rocks on the right to the top. 

 

BEINN BHAN, Coire na Poite: 

Wonderland   370m   VII,7 **. Simon Yearsley, Malcolm Bass. 28 Dec 2009. 

This fine route cuts through the steep walls between Realisation and Harlequin Rib for 

five pitches before joining Harlequin Rib for the final 145m. Start at icefalls on the right 

side of the frontal face. 



1. 45m  Climb the icefall and move up and right to a second icefall. Climb this until it is 

possible to break right onto a steep wall, which is climbed on tufts and ice to reach a 

terrace. Traverse right for 4m to a fine exposed stance on the rib. A serious pitch. 

2. 50m  Step right onto a steep turfy slab, and climb this (tenuous) to a terrace. Move 3m 

left and climb a steep groove immediately left of a grey flaky arete, pulling steeply onto 

the arete at the top. Continue up moderate ground over a short steep step to a grey bay 

beneath the next steep tier 

3. 45m  Climb up to and through a left leaning corner slot. Above the slot, make a 

difficult move right, climb up to easier ground, and continue to a terrace. Move 5m left 

to beneath a triangular roof on a rib. 

4. 35m  Climb the superb open corner on the right, then moderate ground to the next 

steep tier. 

5. 50m  Move right to enter the bottomless groove 2m left of the arete. Climb the fine 

groove on spaced turfs and positive hooks. Continue up easier ground to a junction with 

Harlequin Rib. 

6. to 8. 145m  Follow Harlequin Rib to the summit. 

Note:  Photodiagram provided. The nearby route Realisation does remain independent 

from Adventures of Toad, despite the entry in current guidebook. 

 

BEINN NA-H-EAGLAISE, East Face: 

Crescent Gully   300m   II. Peter Biggar. 27 Dec 2009. 

This lies a short distance to the right of Summit Gully (SMCJ 2008); it starts in a classic 

Torridonian cleft with one or two icy steps and then enters a more easily angled bowl 

from which there are several exits. On the first ascent the steps in the lower gully were 

avoided on the steepish ground to the left; it would make no difference to the grade. 

 

Hogmanay Buttress   300m   II. Peter Biggar, Ronnie Robb. 31 Dec 2009. 

The obvious buttress line directly to the right of Crescent Gully; it improves with height. 

The initial rocky step was avoided on the right, thereafter easily by snowfields, turfy 

grooves and more interestingly by a narrowing rocky arete higher up. 

 

Note:  All the lines climbed so far on this hill seem surprisingly long for such a 

diminutive mountain, but there were some nine run-outs on Hogmanay Buttress and a 

glance at the contours on the map confirms the length. Summit Gully is probably also 

300m rather than 250m as reported in SMCJ 2008. 
 

BEINN ALLIGIN, Horns of Alligin: 

The Waterhorse   320m   VII,6. Roger Webb, Simon Richardson. 28 Feb 2010. 

The prominent buttress to the right of Diamond Fire. 

1. 30m  Start at the foot of the buttress below a prominent right to left ramp. Climb the 

ramp past a couple of steepenings to a ledge below a prominent left-facing corner. 

2. 50m  Climb the steep corner, then move up to a terrace. Move left along this to belay 

near the left end of the second tier. 

3. 50m  Climb the stepped corner system on the left flank of the tier to an easing. 

4. 50m  Move on to the terrace above, traverse right to reach a left to right ramp cutting 

through the tier above. Follow the ramp and steep step above and move up to a steep 

prominent wall. 

5. 60m  Turn the wall on the left and continue up mixed ground close to the buttress 

edge. Belay below a steep wall. 

6. 60m  Step right round the wall and climb mixed ground to a snowfield. Climb this and 

continue up mixed ground above to reach a ledge line just below the summit ridge. 

7. 20m  Move left along the ledge and then climb easily up to the summit of the Third 

Horn. 

 



The Christening   300m   IV,4 *. James Edwards, Andy Wardle, Roger Webb. 4 Mar 

2010. 

Climbs the centre of the face right of Diamond Fire. In the middle of the face right of 

the line of Three Legged Waterhorse is an icy depression that runs directly from the 

summit of the western horn down to the steep initial wall. A direct start would be 

possible but on the day of this ascent there was insufficient ice. Right of centre of the 

face the lower tier of rock is breached by a right to left-trending fault. Climb this to 

reach the central depression (40m). Climb the depression to the summit. 

 

LIATHACH CRAGS, Creag nan Leumnach: 

Gift Horse   30m   E2 5b **. M.Jamieson, Martin Moran. 2 Jun 2008. 

Start at a layback crack 12m left of Torridown Man. Climb the crack, traverse 4m right 

and pull up to a ledge. Continue up a crack, then move delicately up left to finishing 

slabs. A varied outing, seemingly ignored by earlier visitors. 

 

LIATHACH, Stuc a’ Choire Dhuibh Bhig - North: 

Zeta Ridge   200m   II. Sonya Drummond, Andy Nisbet, Helen Rennard. 12 Feb 2010. 

A prominent ridge which forms the right side of Chi Squared. Approach up Chi Squared 

or broken ground on its right. Take a left-slanting ramp to just below the crest (55m). 

Continue up the ramp to the crest and follow it approximately in two long pitches to a 

level section. Continue over a step to where the ridge joins the upper slopes. 

 

LIATHACH, Coire Dubh Beag: 

Sniffter   200m   III,5. Andy Nisbet. 17 Jan 2010. 

A less significant line left of and parallel to The Snotter. Start up a short steep icefall about 20m left 

of The Snotter. Follow snow up left, then climb another short steep icefall rightwards and some easier 

angled ice to snow. Climb easily to a short steep groove on the left in the next tier. Climb this, then up 

to another tier with a line of weakness. Continue to easy ground. 

 

LIATHACH, Coire na Caime: 

Dru Chimney   100m   IV,5 *. Martin Hind, Roger Webb. 23 Jan 2010. 

Start about one third of the way up 3rd Pinnacle Gully at the base of an obvious and 

prominent chimney. Climb the chimney (50m) and the continuation fault to easy ground 

(50m). 

 

Shining Glory   200m   VII,7. **. Martin Hind, Andy Wardle, Roger Webb. 18 Feb 

2010. 

Start at the bottom left corner of the buttress between Jerbil and Andes Couloir. 

1. 40m  Climb up and rightwards to gain a ledge after 10m. Follow a fault back 

diagonally leftwards until forced into a tricky rightward traverse to gain easier ground. 

Continue to a good ledge. 

2. 20m  From the left end of the ledge, climb a right-slanting fault to the foot of a 

prominent chimney-crack. 

3. 45m  Climb the chimney-crack to its finish below a steep wall, then move right to gain 

a weakening and climb this to a good ledge beneath overhangs. 

4. 35m  Move left to a steep groove. Climb this and the wall above to gain easier ground 

and a large terrace. 

5. 55m  Climb a blunt rib above to gain the Am Fasarinen ridge. 

 

INVERALLIGIN SEA-CLIFFS: 

Small Pocks   15m   E1 5a. Michael Barnard, Hannah Gibbs. 12 Jun 2010. 

The steep left wall of The Lum. Climb the initial 'pocky' wall to a large undercut flake, 

reach up for the mid-height break and continue straight up the wall above. 

 



DIABAIG, Charlie’s Dome: 

Hull Wall   80m   E1 ** Michael Barnard, Mike Rycroft. 7 Jun 2010. 

To the right of Oor Wullie is a large overhung corner, the main feature of the lower half of the wall. 

This excellent route climbs this corner before continuing up cracks right of Oor Wullie. 

1. 30m 5b  Climb the steep corner to below the roof (Friend 0 underneath). Bridge out left, aiming for 

an obvious large foothold on the arete. Gain this and move up to step right into a heathery niche (as 

for Oor Wullie). Traverse right to break through the overlap at its right end and move up. 

2. 50m 5b  Go up to the right end of a short steeper wall above. Climb a left-slanting diagonal crack to 

reach a ledge at the foot of the main crack-line, well seen from below. Follow this upwards and out 

right to easier ground. Finish rightwards up pleasant scooped corners. 

 

Note:  The same team thought Calcite Corner to be E2 5b (not HVS 5a). 

 

BEINN EIGHE, Far East Wall: 

Little Nipper   60m   VI,8. Ian Parnell, Ines Papert. 19th February 2010. 

1. 30m  Boldly climb the shallow right-facing groove 5m left of Far East Gully to ledges 

and then the steep crack to belay below a prominent corner with a crack in its left wall. 

2. 30m  Climb the corner and then cracks trending slightly left to easier ground. 

 

Eastern Ramparts: 

Pale Rider   VIII,9 ***. Martin Moran, Robin Thomas. 5 Feb 2010. 

The winter ascent climbed thin cracks to gain the main corner from the right side on 

pitch 1. The summer crux (pitch 2) was sustained but highly co-operative. The 3rd pitch 

moved right from the summer line after the left traverse and thin ramp, climbing a vague 

crack rightwards then traversing delicately right along a footledge to gain a terrace. A 

short easy chimney at the right end of the terrace led to the final slopes (50m, serious 

and sustained with big swing potential for the second).  

 

Note:  After an ascent of Boggle by Andy Nisbet & Simon Yearsley in September 2009, 

it was thought worth three stars and a modern description is available. 

 

Fear of the Cold and Dark   VIII,8 **. Pete Macpherson, Iain Small. 2 Mar 2010. 

1. 35m  Climb the summer line up the right side of the chimney via a crack to pull 

through a roof. Belay up and right at large block. 

2. 15m  Move down and right to foot of a left-facing groove. Climb the groove to the 

Upper Girdle and belay on the right below the corner at the left side of the white wall. 

3. 25m  Climb up the corner about 3m, then pull precariously left onto the cracked arete. 

Climb up via a shattered crack until forced right to join a large flake in the corner. 

Layback up the flake to the end of the corner, then move diagonally up and left for about 

8m via steep grooves to beley as for Fear of the Dark at a good ledge below and right of 

an orange coloured steep groove with capping roof. Sustained and quite serious pitch. 

4. 40m  Crux. Climb up the orange groove to its capping roof. Pull out left and climb up 

a left-facing corner until you can pull out right to gain a sensational standing position on 

the left edge of a wall under a small roof. Pull through the roof (strenous) and climb left 

into a wide crack. Continue direct up steep grooves and corners to the top. 

 

East Buttress: 

East Buttress Left-Hand   Very Difficult. Sonya Drummond, Andy Nisbet. 7 Aug 2009. 

By the winter line (SMCJ 2009). This may have been done before, and certainly all the sections will 

have been, but it seems worth recording as a separate route on a popular buttress. 

 

Note:  Iain Young wonders whether he & Simon Osborne were first to climb the direct 

start to East Gully in mid Feb 1978. 

 



Fuselage Wall: 

War Games   55m   HVS *. Andy Nisbet, Simon Yearsley. 18 Sep 2009. 

A left line up the pillar with Spitfire. Based on the winter route War Games with a finish 

up Bandit. 

1. 40m 4b,4c  Pitches 1 and 2 of War Games (some hollow blocks) and belay as for 

Spitfire at the right end of the roof. 

2. 15m 5b  Step left and pull through the roof 1m left of Spitfire (crux by far; starting as 

for Spitfire, then stepping left would drop the grade to VS). Go diagonally left up the 

wall above to finish left of a capping roof. 

 

Ace   VS *. Sonya Drummond, Andy Nisbet. 22 Aug 2009. 

Based on the winter line. 

1. 25m 4a  As for the winter line except that the “short square-cut chimney” was passed 

by moving right and back left above it. 

2. 25m 5a  Climb a shallow right-slanting ramp just left of “the compelling steep crack” 

to join and follow the winter line. 

3. 10m  Scramble to the top. 

 

Tail-End Charlie   70m   VI,7. Malcolm Bass, Simon Yearsley. 21 Feb 2010 

Start at same place as Bombs Away. Climb straight up a groove immediately right of the 

start of Bombs Away and exit left. Go straight up to belay ledge of Ace (30m). Go up the 

groove of summer Ace (left of the “compelling crack”), then go leftwards to the 

cave/niche of Fight or Flight. Instead of going left as for this route, go awkwardly right 

under the roof to squeeze out right onto a diving board in a great situation. Finish up to 

easy ground. 

 

Bombs Away   Severe. Andy Nisbet. 7 Aug 2009. 

Based on the winter line, except going further right on pitch 1 to join directly the short 

roofed groove of pitch 2, then avoiding the descending traverse on pitch 3 by going up 

first then right. Low in the grade. 

 

Far West Buttress: 

Chocks Away   105m   V,6 **. James Edwards, Andy Wardle, Will Wilkinson. 1 Dec 

2009. 

This route, which comes into condition very quickly, follows a left then right-facing 

corner system on the right side of the buttress. Start in the bed of Far West Gully at the 

second left-facing corner about 20m up and right of the toe of the lower tier of the 

buttress. 

1. 30m  Climb up to the left-facing corner. Exit right at the top on chockstones. 

2. 20m  Go up easy ground to the base of the right-facing corner. 

3. 25m  Climb this, stepping around the roof on its left to a good ledge. 

4. 30m  Climb a slab moving back left at the top and climb a hanging chimney (difficult 

to start) to the end of the difficulties. 

 
Pineapple Cliff: 

Pina Colada   110m   VII,7 **. Andy Nisbet, Helen Rennard. 28 Feb 2010. 

The buttress between the left and central chimneys. Start well up the snow slope which 

leads up into the back of the deep central chimney. 

1. 20m  Traverse out left to the crest of the buttress and follow it to a huge block below 

steep ground (a serious pitch). 

2. 30m  Gain the top of the block and climb the cracked groove above to turf. Step left to 

turf in a parallel groove. Climb this groove and twin grooves above to reach turf on the 

right leading into a right-slanting ramp. Climb it to a ledge. A sustained and steep pitch, 

might be VI,7 overall with less icy cracks. 



3. 20m  Climb a continuation corner to a ledge. Traverse right above the central chimney 

and climb a steep groove to a terrace. 

4. 30m  Continue up a corner and step right to a ledge. Go right along this for 5m, then 

climb a groove to easier ground and the start of upper snow slopes. 

 



CAIRNGORMS 

 

COIRE AN T-SNEACHDA, Mess of Pottage: 

Mixed Message   90m   V,7. John Lyall, Andy Nisbet. 4 Dec 2009. 

A left-hand version of The Message, including some grooves which have been climbed before 

and an exciting section on one which is on the summer line of Truncator (SMCJ 2009). Start 

as for The Message. 

1. 30m  Climb the blocky chimney, then the left-hand of the two grooves (the normal 

Message climbs the right) and continue to below a roofed groove in the rib left of The 

Message. 

2. 20m  As for Truncator. Climb the worn groove (The Message has been climbed this way, 

but harder) but continue up the groove to the roof. Make exciting moves out left into the 

corner-crack. Go up this to an awkward belay on the right. 

3. 20m  Continue up the corner-crack until forced into Trunk-Line. Go up this to below the 

top corner of The Message. 

4. 20m  Finish up the top pitch of The Message. 

 

The Messenger   100m   Hard Severe. Sonya Drummond, Andy Nisbet. 9 Aug 2009. 

Three good sections of climbing separated by grass. 

1. 30m  Climb easily to below its corner. 

2. 30m 4c  Climb the corner and continue to below the right-facing corner of winter. 

3. 40m 4b  Climb a left-slanting chimney left of the corner and continue in the same line to 

finish up a steep crack (as for Droidless winter). 

 

The Three Decrees   100m   Severe 4a. Andy Nisbet. 14 Sep 2009. 

Based on the winter line but climbing ribs either side of its corners to maximise clean dry 

rock. Start up slabs below its crack and corner and pick as dry a line as possible into a short 

deep V-groove. Pull out on to its left rib and gain the base of the crack above. Move up left of 

the crack, then step across it. Climb up the wall right of the crack and continue up the rib right 

of the left-facing corner of the winter route. Go easily up to the right-facing corner of The 

Messenger (winter). Climb the first section of the corner to a ledge, then continue up the left 

arete of the next section. This leads to blocky ground and the top. Climbing the arete left of 

the first section of Messenger corner looks better but more than Severe. 

 

Terracotta   30m   VS 4c. Allen Fyffe, Iain Peter. 5 Sep 2010. 

Takes the fine left-facing flake left of Pot Doodles and finishes at the abseil point on the 

Haston Line.  Start at the foot of Tasker and climb up and right below a small overlap to reach 

the crack of Pot Doodles.  Move back left on to the slab and up to the fine flake. Climb this 

and go left under the overhang then up and then left to finish. 

 

Aladdin’s Buttress: 

Note:  Greg Boswell & Adam Hughes climbed Paramedic free on 19 Dec 2009. It is not 

known if this is the FFA, as it is thought that there was a second ascent previously. The 

guidebook omits to note one rest point on the first ascent. 

 

Tom Thumb   100m   IV,5 *. John Lyall, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 27 Nov 2009. 

A ridge immediately left of Pygmy Ridge. It gives similarly pleasant climbing but is more 

escapable, especially with a bigger build-up. Start at its base, 10m left of Pygmy. 

1. 30m  Climb an easy groove, then go more steeply right on to the crest. Follow this to an 

exposed platform leading to the next section. 

2. 30m  Climb a groove and ramp leading up left of the sharp crest. Gain the crest and follow 

it to near Pygmy’s horizontal arete. 

3. 40m  Go left and climb a steep wall over a distinctive wedged block. Head up left but when 

easy ground is reached, go right up a steep groove which leads to the final crest of Pygmy 

Ridge. 



Note:  There was no evidence of this being climbed before, even on a previous semi-winter 

ascent when much more was visible. Unlike an icy groove right of Original Summer Route’s 

upper ridge and leading on to its final step, where a big old peg was found in April 2009. This 

gave a good quality Grade III which would make a fine finish to routes from below. 

 

Paddy Whack   60m   III. Andy Nisbet. 10 Dec 2009. 

Left of Tom Thumb and another sharp ridge is a curving ramp come gully which leads easily 

up right to the end of Pygmy’s horizontal arete. Start up this but soon move up left to gain a 

slab which sits under a steep wall on the next buttress to the left. Gain the slab and go up it 

rightwards to a chimney-gully. Climb this over a bulge to gain the final crest of Aladdin’s 

Buttress True Finish. Climbed in good conditions of snow and ice. 

 

Note:  Genie was first climbed in winter by Gordon Smith & Gary Ball in January 1979. 

While such a late claim might normally be treated with doubt, the 1982 ascent is also in 

doubt. 

 

Fluted Buttress: 

Wavelength   Very Difficult. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 27 Aug 2010. 

Start next to Fluted Buttress Direct and climb the alternative winter start. Continue up to the 

traverse but then move left and climb the rib overlooking Spiral Gully to the top. 

 

Fluted Buttress   150m   Severe **. Andy Nisbet. 19 Aug 2010. 

Follows the rib immediately right of the winter route Fluted Buttress Direct, on surprisingly 

clean and solid rock. Maybe only Very Difficult but seemed short on runners. Start up clean 

rock and turf ledges right of a shallow groove which is the winter approach. On reaching the 

main winter groove, climb the rib on its right (this is between Fluted Buttress Direct and 

Piccolo). Where this begins to peter out, step across Sax Appeal groove and go up to below a 

smooth slabby area. Go up into the slabby area, then traverse left across it to a sharp 

continuation rib (bold). Follow this (again just right of Fluted Buttress Direct) to where it 

ends. Step left across Fluted Buttress Direct and climb a steep wall on jugs, then up near 

another crest to where it joins F.B.D. Finish up this. 

 

COIRE AN LOCHAIN, No. 3 Buttress: 

The Snowpimp   50m   VIII,9 *. Guy Robertson, Greg Boswell. Apr 2010. 

A very strenuous route, but with thankfully short hard sections, taking the crack in the arete 

right of Hooker’s Corner then continuing directly up the grooves which Conundrum avoids. 

Start at a short corner below the initial overhanging crack. Climb the corner to a ledge just 

right of the arete, take a breath then swing left into the crack and climb this past a particularly 

long and powerful move (crux) to a junction with Conundrum at the ledge on the arete. 

Follow this until where it goes left again then continue directly up steep grooves to a belay 

below the obvious acutely overhanging corner-crack (30m). Climb the overhanging corner-

crack with difficulty, then continue directly up the central thin groove to the top (20m). 

 

STACAN DUBHA: 

Panama   120m   V,5. Sandy Allan, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 11 Dec 2009. 

A steep hidden gully forming the left side of the buttress with Havana (SMCJ 2009). Go up 

the ramp which is the start of Havana and continue round left to the start of the gully. 

1. 30m  Go over a short steep step to gain the base of an overhanging section. If this was 

frozen and icy it might tempt you. Otherwise climb a crack-line about 3m to the right until 

possible to step left into the gully above the overhanging section. Go up to a chokestone, over 

this and reach the crest on the right. 

2. 40m  Go diagonally back into the gully and climb a V-groove and a steepening  to reach a 

mixed section leading to easier ground. 

3. 50m  Continue in the same line, then left to reach the top. 

 



Panatella   150m   II. Andy Nisbet. 30 Jan 2010. 

A gully forming the right side of the buttress with Havana. Start up a wide easy gully, which 

has been climbed and descended at Grade I, then take its narrow left branch. In excellent 

conditions there were four very short ice pitches. 

 

STAG ROCKS: 

Note:  Gordon Smith notes that when he did The Tenements in winter 1978/79, he started up a 

prominent corner system just right of Stagnant Gully and joined the summer route above its 

clean first two pitches. John Lyall has winter climbed the summer start at a higher grade but 

the normal winter route starts to its right. 

Gordon Smith also notes that he and Gary Ball climbed a route left of Central Route, not 

Central Route itself in early February 1979. 

 

STAC AN FHARAIDH: 

Glassy Cherry   120m   V,5 **. Guy Robertson, Jason Currie. 18 Jan 2010. 

A quality pure ice route up the centre of Stac an Fharaidh West Flank. Obvious features are a 

thin icefall up the central barrier wall, and a steep ice finger in the same line near the top. 

Gain and follow an obvious, easy angled left-trending groove leading up to below the thin ice 

fall and belay below this on the right (50m). Go left and climb the icefall then continue in the 

same line over iced slabs and bulges to belay below the finger (50m). Climb the finger to the 

top (20m). 

 

Note:  Michael Barnard climbed Pippet Slab variation (the wide crack) in June 2010 and 

thought it HVS 5a. 

 

LURCHERS CRAG: 

Fang   60m   III,5. Andy Nisbet. 7 Dec 2009. 

A sharp ridge which is the highest ridge going left (north) out of South Gully. Start in the 

centre of its flat-fronted base facing South Gully. A tricky short wall leads into a shallow 

chimney, then another tricky wall on the right which leads to a sharp but less steep crest and a 

final pinnacle also on Husky. 

 

Skittles   80m   III. Sonya Drummond, Andy Nisbet. 1 Nov 2008. 

The left of two shorter ridges between Pinnacle Ridge and Punchdrunk, starting at its base on 

the right. 

 

Pup   60m   II. Andy Nisbet. 7 Dec 2009. 

The rightmost ridge on the cliff, apart from a small one further right, and next right of the 

ridge with the Canis routes. A steep start leads to easier ground. 

 

Note:  The first ascentionist of Desperate Measures (SMCJ 2009) should have been Joe 

Omond (not Ormond). 

 

SGÒRAN DUBH MÒR, Fan Corrie: 

Note:  Sparkler (SMCJ 2007) was an ascent based on Bell’s Variation, not the original route 

which was the 1986 ascent. 

 

SGOR GAOITH, No.4 Buttress: 

Gaia   200m   III,5. Sonya Drummond, Andy Nisbet. 28 Nov 2009. 

The ridge on the opposite side of the descent gully to Enchanted Ridge (SMCJ 2009). i.e. 

on the left facing down. Start near the base of the descent gully. Move out right on turf to a 

ridge and step down into a groove beyond. A better start with consolidated snow would be 

to descend further into the main gully and climb the groove from its base. Climb the 

groove (45m), and continue up it (50m) towards a crest on the right. Follow the crest to a 

summit and descend from its right edge. Go left to a col and back right up a steep groove 



to a big flake (50m). Stand on the flake and make a thin move up a short slab before 

returning right to the crest (10m). Follow the crest to where it becomes walking (45m).  

Continuing left from the col into a long wide groove would make the route Grade II in 

good conditions. 

 

SGOR GAOITH, Summit Buttress: 

Cassin Ridge   90m   III,5. John Lyall, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 30 Nov 2009. 

A short but well defined ridge which runs just south of east from the summit cairn. There 

is a short hard corner on the right after 15m, otherwise follow the crest fairly easily. 

 

COIRE GARBHLACH, Lower Corrie: 

Note: A big icefall right of Dirich Uisge was used as a lower tier start to that route by Chris 

Ensoll and party in February 2010. 

 

Humphrey   140m   II. Mark Bull, Gillian Duncan. 13 Feb 2010. 

Right of the "terrace come amphitheatre" is a shallow gully. Climb an icefall on the lower tier 

(about 50m right of Dirich Uisge Right Start – see above) to enter the gully, and follow it to 

the top, passing another short ice pitch. It was Grade III on the day but normally has more 

snow and less ice. 

 

Upper Corrie: 

Quattro   250m   III,4. Andy Nisbet. 13 Mar 2010. 

The furthest left (fourth) of the ridges. Start at the left corner of its base. After an awkward 

start trend slightly right to pass a steep corner and wall. Return left and climb the centre of the 

steepest tier (crux), then move left to the crest which leads right of the broken upper section of 

the buttress. Where the crest peters out, move left on to the upper buttress and climb this to 

snow slopes leading to the cornice. 

 

EINICH CAIRN, Coire nan Clach: 

The following three routes are to the right of Alaska Highway on the front face of the central 

rib. 

 

Klondike   60m   III,4. Dave Hesleden, Simon Richardson. 6 Nov 2009. 

The next break right of Alaska Highway consists of a narrow slanting gully leading to a ledge 

at mid-height (30m). Continue up and left up the easy corner above. 

 

Living the Dream   60m   IV,4. Dave Hesleden, Simon Richardson. 6 Nov 2009. 

Start just right of Klondike, climb a flake then step right into a chokestoned crack. Climb this 

to the mid-height ledge (30m) and finish up the easy central corner above. 

 

Yukon Gold   60m   III,4. Simon Richardson, Dave Hesleden. 6 Nov 2009. 

Climb the deep left-slanting gully, approximately 25m right of the previous routes, and pull 

over the capping chokestone to the mid-height ledge. Finish right up an easy corner. 

 

CARN CLOICH-MHUILINN: 

Both routes are on the right half of the slabs on Carn Cloich-Mhuilinn. Quite a few other lines 

looked possible at varying levels of difficulty, mostly looking hard to protect. With a max 

height of 60m most of the routes are single pitch, but the views are great and it has a nice, 

open friendly feel (except when you can't find any protection!). 

 

Razor Cut   60m   Very Difficult. Neil Reid, Walt Black. 5 Jun 2010. 

At the right of the highest section of the slabs a prominent thin line cuts obliquely left, 

branching two-thirds of the way up. Scramble easily up the first 10m and belay in a small 

niche just below the wide ledge. Follow the crack-line past a rectangular overlap on the right 



and take the more prominent right branch where the crack divides in two. Protection minimal 

for the first half of the climb. 

 

Not Bothered   50m   Difficult. Walt Black, Neil Reid. 5 Jun 2010. 

A diagonal rake crosses the right side of the slabs, rising from right to left. This route starts 

directly below the top of this rake, following a stepped crack through a triangular niche at 

mid-height and turning a final wall on the right to finish on broken ground (the wall direct 

looks about Severe). 

 

COIRE SPUTAN DEARG, Snake Ridge Area: 

Adder Rib   120m   III. John Lyall, Andy Nisbet. 18 Dec 2009. 

The ridge to the right of The Ladders gives a natural line but escapable, particularly with a 

good snow build-up. Keep to the crest as much as possible. A short section is common to the 

original line of Mousehole Gully but this now goes direct through the mousehole. The upper 

buttress was the highlight and was eased by some consolidated snow. 

 

Terminal Buttress: 

Last Waltz Variation   25m   Very Difficult *. Michael Barnard. 26 Jun 2010. 

A variation start to Terminal 5 (SMCJ 2008). On the left flank of the lower buttress is an 

amenable looking groove, bounded on its right by an enormous flake. Start up the left side 

of the flake and climb the groove to a ledge. Step right and go up a short corner to the slabs 

left of Terminal 5. Go right to join Terminal 5. 

Note:  The winter line of April Wall probably starts up this line. 

 

Terminal Corner   40m   VS *. Michael Barnard. 26 Jun 2010. 

Takes the obvious left-hand entry to the Terminal Buttress groove before continuing up a 

corner-crack to its left. 

1. 20m 4a  Start left of Terminal Buttress at a slabby line of weakness. Follow this up and 

right, then move into the right-hand of two grooves which leads up to the base of the main 

Terminal Buttress groove. 

2. 20m 4c  Climb the fine corner crack in its left wall and continue up cracks to the crest of 

the buttress and junction with Terminal 5. 

 

BEINN A' BHUIRD, Coire an Dubh Lochain: 

Garba’s Return   90m   III. Duncan Tunstall, Simon Richardson. 15 Nov 2009. 

A winter version of Shipton. The buttress left of Alpha Gully comes into condition fast and is 

a good early season venue. Later in the season it develops a huge cornice. 

1. 30m  Start near the right side of the buttress below a narrow turfy groove. Climb the 

groove, with a step right at 10m, to broken blocks. 

2. 60m  Move up and left over the blocks below the headwall, to reach a shallow gully leading 

to the plateau. 

 

LOCHNAGAR, Southern Sector: 

Kanevvluk   100m   II. Gwilym Lynn, Caroline Lynn. 13 Mar 2010. 

Follows the right edge of the first buttress in the Southern Sector. Take easy ground up to a 

more defined rib further up. Follow this is the top. 

 

Red Lightning, Left-Hand Start   50m   II. Gwilym Lynn, Caroline Lynn. 5 Dec 2009. 

To the left of the stepped corners of Red Lightning, follow a series of broken grooves to join 

the arete of Red Lightning near the top. 

 

Pea Soup Chimney   130m   IV,4. Gwilym Lynn, Andrew Inglis. 6 Feb 2010. 

Climbs the small buttress lying to the left of The Sentinel and to the right of the gully 

bounding Red Lightning buttress.  



1. 40m   Climb the obvious square-cut chimney in the centre of the buttress through a small 

roof at its top to reach easier ground. 

2. and 3. 90m  Easy snow leads to the plateau.  

 

The Sentinel: 

Eagle Eye   60m   VS. Simon Richardson, Duncan Tunstall. 3 Aug 2008. 

Good climbing up the left edge of the buttress. 

1. 30m 4c  Start as for Paladin but move left to below an overlap defending the left side of the 

face. Climb this using a rounded flake and continue up and left to grassy niche. 

2. 30m 4a  Continue up the slab on the left, then step right on to the headwall and follow a 

right-trending crack to the summit of the buttress. 

 

Sunset Buttress: 

D’Artagnan   100m   III. Simon Richardson, Duncan Tunstall. 5 Dec 2009. 

A line up the right side of the shallow buttress taken by Aramis. 

1. 50m  Start just inside the gully of Iffy and follow a ramp leftwards to the centre of the 

buttress. Continue up right-facing grooves until below a steep wall overlooking the gully of 

Iffy. 

2. 50m  Break left through this and finish up the final gully of Aramis. 

 

Note:  Will Wilkinson returned to Sunset Buttress and decided the direct variation in SMCJ 

2008 is too close to the normal route to be worth recording. 

 

Shadow Buttress A: 

Maron’s Buttress   200m   V,6. Dave Almond, Duncan Tunstall. 5 Feb 2010. 

A link between Polyphemus Gully and Giant’s Head Chimney. 

1. 30m  Climb the first pitch of Polyphemus Gully. 

2. 40m  From the top of the ice step left and climb a wide crack direct for 10m. Traverse left 

onto a slab and follow this up and left. 

3. 50m  Climb back right and climb the narrowing buttress direct. 

4. and 5. 80m  Finish up Feathered Arete. 

 

THE STUIC: 

Slot Machine   60m   III. Simon Richardson. 11 Apr 2010. 

The prominent fault-line between Unblocked and The Slot, Left-Hand. Move up the fault and 

climb it to a steep bulge. Step left onto a rib overlooking Unblocked and climb up steeply to 

easier ground. Trend up and right to the crest of the buttress and finish as for The Slot. 

Note:  Unblocked banks out to a Grade I gully later in the season and no through-route is 

required. 

 

Glottis   60m   I. Simon Richardson. 11 Apr 2010. 

The prominent clean-cut gully to the right of Glottal Slot. 

 

Whaleback   60m   II. Simon Richardson. 11 Apr 2010. 

The broad ridge right of Stegosaurus Rib. Start up steep turfy steps leading to an easy snow 

finish. 

 

CREAG AN DUBH LOCH: 

Valentine’s Buttress   80m   I/II. Harry Holmes, Thomas Rust. 14 Feb 2010. 

An area of crag east of South-East Buttress at NO 239 822. The crag is made up of three main 

buttresses split by two gullies. There is a large icefall on the left edge of the crag with smaller 

falls on the right buttress. The route is on the central buttress starting at an ice bulge and 

taking a line straight up the middle past a cave. Start below a bulge of ice and move straight 

up on good turf and ice. Gain the small cave (50m). Continue straight up over several bulges 

and an ice wall (30m). 



 

The Sword of Damocles   VIII, 9. Iain Small, Doug Hawthorn. 13th February 2010. 

Climb the summer line throughout. Useful ice above the chimney pitch on this ascent. 

 

Central Slabs: 

Minotaur   300m   VII,7. Dave Hesleden, Simon Richardson. 13 Feb 2010. 

A direct version of the summer line. Good varied mixed climbing. 

1. 50m  Start at the pillar as for the summer route, but climb its left side and exit steeply at its 

top onto a steep slab. Move up and left to join a right-trending line up snow to the apex of a 

triangular snow slope. Pull through a steep section and belay below an overhung recess. 

2. 40m  Climb the recess and steep corner above, then continue up an easier groove to reach a 

terrace below a right-facing corner system. 

3. 30m  Climb the corner and exit left at its top. Move up the terrace to the next tier. 

4. 60m  Climb the final groove of The Titan then continue up an easier snow groove to join 

Theseus Grooves. Follow this to the top in another 120m. 

 

Central Gully Wall: 

Black Diamond   200m   E5 ***. Guy Robertson, Pete Macpherson. 22 Jun 2010. 

Superb sustained climbing up the faint crack-line between Dubh Loch Monster and King Rat. 

Low in the grade, but with a hard crux and some bold sections. Start as for Dubh Loch 

Monster. 

1. 30m 4c  Climb cracks as for Dubh Loch Monster but veer right and climb a short crack to a 

small ledge under a leaning wall with a short corner defining the left end of the King Rat roof. 

2. 30m 6b  Step up and use an undercut to gain the leaning wall then make a desperate move 

right to get established in the corner. Move up left into then up a short groove and continue up 

slightly right to a hidden jug at a steepening. Pull directly over this and a second bulge 

directly above to a good ledge and in-situ peg on The Prowl. 

3. 30m 6a  Step left across the gap, then move up to follow the obvious blind flake and cracks 

which lead to a small niche below and left of a cracked red wall. Climb the superb wall to a 

ledge, and continue up the crack until a mossy bulge forces a traverse right to a junction with 

King Rat and belay below a steep crack. 

4. 40m 5c  Climb the steep crack-line direct over the right side of the bulging nose to a 

junction with King Rat, and follow this to a ledge. 

5. etc. 70m 4c  Finish up King Rat. 

 

Super Rat   IX,9 ****. Pete Macpherson, Guy Robertson. 18 Feb 2010. 

A superlative tour de force with outstanding climbing all the way. The more ice the better, but 

should be possible without (but harder).  The summer line of King Rat is followed (free) to 

halfway up pitch 4. Instead of going left into Waterkelpie corner, keep going directly up steep 

cracks to the belay. On pitch 5, instead of going left below the roof, pull directly through just 

right of the nose using twin parallel cracks, then regain and follow the summer line to the top 

in a further three pitches. 

 

Danger Mouse   240m   VII,7. Iain Small, Simon Richardson. 21 Feb 2010. 

This winter line based on Kraken is probably the easiest winter route on Central Gully Wall. 

1. 60m  Start 10m below The Mousetrap Winter and climb a steep crack and pull onto a steep 

slab. Move right along this to gain the prominent Mousetrap recess. (This section was first 

climbed by Ross Hewitt & Neil Morrison 13 Feb 2010). Climb this to the spike belay at the 

top of pitch 2 of The Mousetrap. 

2. 30m  Climb the right side of the recess as for Kraken and exit onto the turf moustache. 

Hand traverse right to join the corner of Waterkelpie Wall. Climb the corner then traverse 

right to a good belay on King Rat. 

3. 30m  Climb the crack directly above through the roof to gain a turf ledge. Continue up the 

mixed groove above to reach a terrace (This pitch is common with Super Rat). 

4. to 6. 120m  Continue up icy grooves as for Super Rat to the top. 



 

GLEN CALLATER, Coire Kander: 

Tora Bora   100m to easy ground   IV,5. John Higham, Iain Young. 30 Nov 2008. 

Right of Twisting Gully is a broad buttress that merges with steep turf/snow slopes above. The 

buttress is split by a shallow vertical fault line that starts at the base of the lowest rocks. This 

surprisingly enjoyable, early season route follows this fault in three pitches, with only minor 

deviations, over turf ice and the occasional hook move, to easy ground. 

 

GLAS MAOL: 

Craig Herrich Buttress   200m   III,4. John Higham, Iain Young. Feb 2008. 

Relationship to the summer route uncertain. Start just right of the lowest rocks and climb up 

and right over slabs to snow/turf which leads upwards and left through a short narrow 

chimney come gully to gain the crest. Climb snowy grooves initially left of the crest to 

ultimately gain the fine arete which eases to merge with the plateau. 

 

Note:  The same team climbed in Dec 2009, the fine spur which drops at NO 207 773 from 

the Tom Buidhe plateau into Canness Glen on the true left bank of the Canness Burn, Grade 

II. A fine winter scramble reminiscent of the East Ridge of Beinn a’ Chaorainn, though with 

one short much steeper section taken direct. A rusting peg at the base of this (together with 

the obviousness of the spur) suggests we are unlikely to have been the first. 

 

GLEN CLOVA, Winter Corrie: 

Sun Rock Blues Direct   50m   IV,6 *. Henning Wackerhage, Adam Henly. 17 Jan 2010. 

1. and 2. Follow the original line.  

3. 50m (direct variant). Climb a turf groove right rather than traversing left. At the top of the 

groove climb the well protected crux corner and overhang to easier ground. 

4. Easy climbing remains. 

 

Moon Ice Jazz   145m   VI,7 **. Adam Henly, Robbie Miller, Henning Wackerhage. 31 Jan 

2010. 

A line between Sun Rock Blues and Wiggle. 

1. 45m  Climb the right side of the recess between the two routes. 

2. 50m  Climb left and then directly up the steep wall to the icefall above. Climb the icefall in 

an exposed position to reach easier ground. A stunning pitch. 

3. 50m  Easy climbing to the top remains. 

 

Corrie Fee: 

B-Sutherland Variation   100m   II/III. Mat Dowsett, John Mehers. 17 Jan 2010. 

Climb B Gully until B Gully Chimney is passed on the left. Another 15m further up, before B 

Gully begins to steepen, there is a short but steep snow ramp on the left. This leads to a 

narrowing gully/chimney that eventually meets the top of the ridge and overlooks B-Gully 

Chimney. 

 

Coire Sharroch: 

Sharroch Groove A   255m   II. Sonya Drummond, Duncan M. McCallum. 27 Dec 2009. 

Coming round left from A Gully Buttress in Corrie Fee, one enters Corrie Sharroch. Sharroch 

Groove A takes the first groove in the cliffs on the right side of the Corrie (looking up). NO 

253 746. 

1. 25m  Scramble up to the base of the groove, then climb the groove itself. 

2. 50m  Climb the continuation groove more steeply, crux. 

3. 60m  Carry on up the left groove easily, then traverse left and upwards to a steepening. 

4. 60m  Avoid the steepening by moving left and upwards. 

5. 60m  Carry on up a final groove and onto easier ground on to the top of the crest of A 

Gully Buttress. 

 



GLEN ESK, Earn Craig: 

This is the name on the 1:25000 map for the cliff named in SMCJ 2009 as Bruntwood Craig. 

Bruntwood Craig is the cliff to the right. 

 

Earn Gully   200m   II/III. Dave Adam. 19 Jan 2010. 

The gully immediately right of the main face of Earn Craig (Eagle Rocks), at NO 385 807. 

The gully narrows in its upper reaches and is overhung dramatically by the north-east facing 

buttress. It terminates in a steep icy cul-de-sac with a 10m ice pitch exit. Photo of lines 

provided. 

 

Bruntwood Gully   200m   I. Dave Adam. 19 Jan 2010. 

The main gully to the right of Earn Gully and left of Bruntwood Craig (NO 385 807). In 

descent. 

 

GLEN ESK, Craig Maskeldie: 

Maskeldie Buttress   250m   III,4 **. Andy Nisbet, Duncan Tunstall. 27 Dec 2009. 

The big buttress which provides the skyline as you walk up the glen along Loch Lee and 

beyond. Start up on the right of a steep lower buttress and climb an easy ramp followed by a 

traverse left into a left-slanting shallow chimney. This led to the crest and a short awkward 

step back right. Follow the crest as directly as was reasonable, including a short difficult wall. 

This short crux could have been bypassed on the left making the route an easier Grade III. 

 

Lee Gully   300m   II. Dave Adam. 9 Jan 2010. 

The first gully to the right of Maskeldie Buttress. Climb to the first small cul-de-sac, then 

move right. Follow the narrow gully to the second rock cul-de-sac and exit left to the main 

ridge on a narrow terrace. Continue directly through the blocky outcrops to the top of Craig 

Maskeldie. 

 

Shaula Ridge   150m   III,5 **. Andy Nisbet, Duncan Tunstall. 5 Mar 2010. 

The buttress to the right of Lee Gully. Start at the right side of its base and climb a big easy 

ramp (hidden on the approach) leftwards. Gain a crest on the left and skirt round a steep 

capping band. Follow the crest to a short steep wall taken direct and finish up the easy crest. 

Bypassing the short steep wall on the left would make the route Grade II. 

 

Unich Buttress (NO 387 796): 

The steep buttress to the right of Unich Gully. 

 

North Ridge   200m   VS. Andy Nisbet, Duncan Tunstall. 16 Aug 2010. 

Start on the left edge of the north (front) face up a ridge which forms between the steep front 

face and a heathery left side. 

1. 40m 4c  Take the ridge mainly on good clean rock but vegetated as the angle eases at 25m. 

2. 30m 4b  Continue up the right side of the ridge to the angle easing and vegetation 

increasing. Tree belay. 

3. 45m 4b  Up and right on easy vegetation past a short rock step to the ridge, which can be 

accessed by another tricky step.  

4. 35m  The crest of the ridge can be followed to the first step. 

5. 50m 4c  Drop into the step and exit taking the left side of the steep wall. Follow the ridge 

for 15m to a clean step which is climbed direct (crux). Follow the crest of the ridge to where it 

flattens. 

The ridge continues for another 50m but is gentle and wide. The gully on the west of the ridge 

provides an easy descent. 

 

Once in a Blue Moon   300m   VII,7. Duncan Tunstall, Simon Richardson, Henning 

Wackerhage. 30 Dec 2009. 

Start in the centre of the steep triangular front face below a left-slanting vegetated groove. 



1. 50m  Climb the groove, past a couple of steep slabs, to a ledge on the left. 

2. 30m  Move up and right to a vegetated overhung scoop. Climb this with difficulty (first 

crux) and pull onto a narrow ledge. 

3. 20m  Step left around the steep arete and climb a bulging crack-line (second crux) to a 

large ledge. 

4. 20m  Hand traverse right along a heathery break to reach easier ground on the right side of 

the crest. 

5. 30m  Move up a slabby groove and climb this to belay near the ridge crest. 

6. 50m  Climb left of the crest via ramps and chimneys to belay below a chimney leading up 

to a pronounced notch in he ridge. 

7. 50m  Climb up to the notch then up the ridge crest until it is possible to gain easier ground. 

8. 50m  Follow mixed terrain right of the crest to easier ground. A further 50m of scrambling 

leads to the top. 

 

Earn Craig: 

What Dentists’ Earn   190m   E1 5b. Mark Atkins, Duncan Tunstall. 31 Aug 2010. 

A pleasantly sustained line that leads directly up the cliff apart from the traverse connecting 

pitch 2 to 3. Start on the right end of the raised low angled grass in the centre of the crag 

about 10m up. Topo of the crag provided. 

1. 25m 5b  Climb from the right end of the grass up a steep crack. Where it ends, traverse left 

below the steepening until a belay is reached. 

2. 30m 5b  Continue straight to a grass ledge. Traverse easily right for 20m. 

3. 25m 5b  Climb the corner on the right of the ledge, then a hanging ramp that leads 

diagonally left. 

4. 40m 5b  Climb to a roof; traverse down to its left end. From here the wall can be followed 

up and right. A tricky move gains the left edge which leads to a tree. Bash through the 

undergrowth for another 10m. 

5. 40m 5b  Climb straight up for 30m to a tree. Use this to climb steep grass before drifting 

right to a good crack. 

6. 20m 5a  Surmount the initial overlap, then traverse  left to overcome an overhang beside a 

corner. Traverse immediately back right to above the belay, then follow easy ground to the 

top. 

 

 



NORTH EAST OUTCROPS 

 

DEAD MCIVOR GULCH: 

Arachnophobia Direct   10m   E5 6a *. Russ Birkett (on-sight solo). 16
 
Oct 2009. 

A serious and more sustained variation. From the good break after the boulder problem start, 

go direct through the overlap and wall above with thin moves to gain excellent holds below 

the top. Bold and committing. 

 

MUCHALLS, Brown Jewel Stack (NO 905 920):    

This is the fine stack which can be reached at low tide by boulder hopping. 

North-East Face   25m   VS 4c. Simon Richardson, Duncan Tunstall. Jun 2010. 

Climb an obvious crack on the north face on good rock to a ledge. From here the top can be 

reached. Abseil off a sling. 

 

STONEHAVEN, Downie Point  (NO 883 853): 

These climbs are on conglomerate and with limited protection if roped. From the path leading 

to a war memorial, go NE to Downie Point. Just before the path drops to the gap, head east 

and soon a large stack can be seen. There is a scramble down to the sea on the left. 

 
Bridie Arete   15m   Difficult. Duncan Tunstall. Aug 2010. 

Climb the clean arete south of the descent overlooking the stack. 
 

Donald Arete   15m   Difficult. Duncan Tunstall. Aug 2010. 

The slightly less clean arete on the right of the descent. 

 

Downie Point Stack (NO 884 851): 

Reached from the foot of the climbs above by a 3m swim. 

North-East Face   10m   VS 4b. Duncan Tunstall. Aug 2010. 

Climbs the steepest face. DWS. The easier angled north face was also climbed. There is an 

easy descent down the south face. 

 

Castle Haven (NO 884 844): 
There are some impressive cliffs on Castle Haven. At low tide they can be traversed 

eastwards until a stack is overlooked. The rock is solid and forms a clean arete. 
 

Constantine Arete   20m   Severe. Duncan Tunstall. Aug 2010. 

Climb the arete overlooking the Stack. 

 

ARTHUR FOWLIE, South Wall: 

Merlin   25m   E2 5b *. Russell Birkett, Tim Rankin (on-sight). 12 Sep 2009. 

Climb the obvious left-trending ramp line left of The Bouncer to pull into a diagonal crack. 

Climb the left side of the alcove above to gain a thin horizontal break leading to easier 

climbing above. Head direct over the overlapping slabs above to pull through the final roof 

via a break on the right. 

 

RED TOWER AREA: 

Kaa   15m   F6c+ S0/1 *. Julian Lines. Jun 2009. 

Takes the left arete of Mowgli on its left-hand side. Climb into a scoop and move right to the 

arete; tackle it before making a final urgent move through a bulge. 

 

LONG HAVEN CRAIG (NK 122 402): 

This crag overlooks Little Dummeath Stack. It has three distinct buttresses separated by sea 

caves. All are accessible at high tide. The buttresses are close to 50m in height and it is 



advisable to leave a rope attached to a fence 20m back from the top of the cliff for belays. 

There is one post for belaying at NK 122 403. 

Approach:  Walk down to the coastal path and follow it down to prepared steps down a flat 

platform. Descend blocks at the seaward edge of the platform to the base of the cliffs. The 

buttress is reached by an easy traverse left. It is slightly tidal. 

 

Drake’s Buttress: 

The first feature one approaches from the descent is a cliff that steepens dramatically as 

height is gained. The angle eases 5m from the top and some vegetation remains. 

 

Marigold Slabs   50m   VS 4c. Duncan Tunstall, Paula Feerey. 16 Oct 2008. 

This route takes the simplest line on the left of the wall. 

1. 35m 4c  Climb the narrow slab on the left edge of the buttress. A tricky move is passed to 

reach good cracks that lead you up and right to the arete. Follow this fine slab to the ledge 

below the final steepening. 

2. 15m 4b  Take the left-hand crack in the slab on the left. 

 

Pelican Rib   50m   HVS 5a. Simon Richardson, Duncan Tunstall. 25 May 2009. 

A direct version for the arete of Marigold Slabs. 

1. 35m 5a  A direct start to the slab.   

2. 15m 4c  Climb the crack that curves elegantly leftwards above the ledge. The best rock is 

kept by a step right below the roof at the top of the crack. 

 

Sea Hawk Crack   50m   E1 5b. Duncan Tunstall, Simon Richardson. 8 Jun 2009. 

The leftmost feature of the main wall on the right. 

1. 35m 5b  A tricky move enables the natural line to be followed up and left to reach a steep 

crack. This is followed to a good ledge. Above the ledge the wall steepens and the leftmost 

crack is followed direct. 

2. 15m 4c  Climb the wall above direct. 

 

Continuing the traverse right, the slab is less clean but is capped by a significant roof. It is the 

one of bit of the cliff that is tidal. 

 

Pasha Crack   60m   HVS 5a **. Simon Richardson, Duncan Tunstall. 16 Aug 2009. 

Start just to the right of the tidal zone. 

1. 30m 5a  Climb up on to the slab and left to its edge. From here go straight up past a tricky 

move to a ledge. 

2. 30m 5a  Move left below the roof which is climbed at its left end. Above a nice slab gains 

the broken ground and the top. 

 

Hell Burner   60m   E1 5b. Simon Richardson, Duncan Tunstall. 16 Aug 2009. 

Start at the far right side of the slab. 

1. 30m 4c  Start as for Pasha Crack but climb the cleaned slab direct. Above the slab the 

angle eases and becomes very grassy. A short steep crack takes one to the ledge of Pasha 

Crack. 

2. 30m 5b  Traverse right and make a tricky move to good holds. Move up and right to gain 

the right hand arete and follow this to the top. 

 

Buff Pinnacle:  

High on the wall a sea cave splits the cliff. The next buttress after the sea cave forms a very 

distinct needle, the cliff’s most prominent feature. 

 

The Old Buff   60m   Moderate. Duncan Tunstall. 14 Oct 2007. 



The easiest ascent of the needle. Climb the left-hand ridge of the distinct needle on the east 

face of the cliff. Grassy to start, the last 15m are on good rock. Descend by the short west 

ridge to a col and easy ascent to cliff top. 

 

Buffon’s Needle   60m   VS 4c. Chris Pasteur, Duncan Tunstall. 14 Nov 2008. 

Start at the first clean section of rock as you traverse right under the tower. 

1. 50m 4c  Climb a steep pillar to the distinct roof-like edge. Above is a steep crack that joins 

the good rock of The Old Buff. Either belay here or follow it up to the needle summit. 

2. 10m 4b  As per pitch 3 of Buffed Up 

 

Buffed Up   55m   E1 5b. Duncan Tunstall, Simon Richardson, Nigel Bankhead. 3 Nov 2007. 

A fine route that goes surprisingly easily through a roof to the needle. 

1. 40m 5a  Start under a distinct nose. Climb easily for 10m to below the nose. Starting on the 

right, climb up and then traverse left in an improbable position on good holds. Belay at a 

good ledge straight above. 

2. 10m 5b  A tricky step left allows holds to be reached and the needle is soon ascended. 

3. 10m 4b  Descend the far side of the needle and climb easily to the top. 

 

To the right of the needle, the wall forms a slightly shorter but clean wall with a distinct 

platform in the centre. 

 

Price’s Pillar   40m   Very Difficult. Simon Richardson, Duncan Tunstall. 23 Sep 2007. 

Climb the pillar to the right of The Old Buff needle. 

 

Duke of Cumberland   40m   E1 5b. Duncan Tunstall, Stephen Venables (2PA). 29 Sep 2007; 

FFA: Simon Richardson, Duncan Tunstall. 14 Oct 2007. 

In the centre of the buttress is a very distinct pillar with a good ledge on top. 

1. 20m 4c  Start below and right of the pillar. Climb a steep wall making a tricky move to join 

cracks that traverse up and right to a good ledge. Ascend easily leftwards before a short steep 

wall gains the right side of the central pinnacle. Belay on top of the pinnacle. 

2. 20m 5b  Climb up to the roof. A tricky move through the left end leads to a corner which 

gives access to the wall above. Use cracks to climb up and left to finish. 

 

Hanover Hand   40m   HVS 5a. Simon Richardson, Duncan Tunstall. 14 Oct 2007. 

Start below a very obvious corner 10m above the initial wall. Climb the wall and traverse 

right to foot of the corner. Climb this to a ledge on the left. Tricky moves up the wall gain a 

right-leaning groove leading to the top. 

 

Cobhams’s Corner   40m   Very Severe 4c. Duncan Tunstall, Stephen Venables. 29 Sep 

2007. 

Climb the corner on the right of the main buttress. 

 

Sweet William   35m   Very Severe 4c.  Simon Richardson, Duncan Tunstall. 26 Oct 2008. 

Climb the crack on the wall to the left of the Tommy Lobster crest. Clean rock leads to the 

corner which is passed with difficulty to reach easier ground above. 

 

Tommy Lobster   35m   Very Difficult. Duncan Tunstall, Simon Richardson. 3 Sep 2007. 

A fine route which takes the crest of a distinct ridge on the far right of the cliff. 

 

CLACH NA BEINN: 

Giardia Groove   25m   III,4. Gwilym Lynn, Caroline Lynn. 20 Feb 2010. 



Climbs the groove line bounding the right-hand edge of the slabs between Cave Crack and 

Outside Right. Climb the groove until forced slightly right to climb a series of turfy steps and 

slabs. 

 

VAT BURN: 

The climbs are described as if walking the Vat Burn stream from above The Vat. On each 

cliff, the routes are described from left to right. The main climbing area is on the right-hand 

side of the river in a very pleasant small rocky bay about 5-10 minutes walk from The Vat car 

park. (NO 421 998). Only the leaders have been listed with first ascents. 

The best approach is to follow the constructed path that leaves the car park up a short steep 

hill to the viewpoint of Loch Kinnord. From here the path continues past a junction sign 

posted to The Vat. Take the next path down to the right which steeply takes you down to the 

stream. All the climbing is upstream from here.  

 

Initial Slab: 

The first significant rock feature on the right hand side of the valley is a small but fine slab. 

Alas does not get the sun in winter and a haven for midges in the summer. 

 

Fraser Crack   8m   Hard Severe 4b *. Duncan Tunstall 15 Jun 2010. 

Climb the arete on the left that leads to the crack above. 

 

Ceratopogonidae   8m   E2 5c. 

Climb the fine slab. Still only been top-roped.  

 

Chironomidae   11m   E1 5b. Mark Atkins. 27 Jun 2010. 

Climb the cracks that form the right side of the slab followed by the wee buttress above. 

Bold. 

 

Clean Arete and Wall 

A few metres further downstream a very clean buttress can be seen up and to the right. Not 

continuous and with a distinct isolated tower, the buttress comes very close to the river at its 

highest point. Starting from here:  

 

Left Wall   20m   Very Difficult. Jonathan Hartnel. 2 Aug 2010. 

Climbs the left hand arete. After an easy few meters make a tricky move up and right. From 

the ledge, step down and traverse left past the tree to the top of the buttress.  

 

Saga Slab   10m   E2 5c ***. Duncan Tunstall. 20 Aug 2010. 

Climb the clean slab, followed by a short traverse right. From there a short slab leads to an 

awkward bulge.  

 

The buttress continues to the right starting at a higher level. 

 

Percy’s Crack   10m   E1 5b *. Mark Atkins. 27 Jun 2010. 

Takes the striking steep crack/ ramp to the left of the slab. Short and sweet. 

 

Dixie Arete    10m   Very Difficult 4b. Duncan Tunstall. 22 Jun 2010. 

A tricky move gets you established onto the slab/arete which leads pleasantly to its apex. 

From here an easy escape can be made up and left. 

 

Right Buttress:  

The first buttress on the right-hand side once the rocky bay has been reached.  

 



Swift Slab   12m   VS 4c.  Duncan Tunstall. 26 Apr 2009. 

Climb the central crack direct. 

 

Pinnacle Buttress: 

The small compact crag up and left of the pinnacle and bounded on the left by a small stream.  

 

Combo Left-Hand   12m   Very Difficult. Simon Richardson. 10 May 2009. 

Climb the left-hand crack to the tree. Step left and follow a slab to the summit. 

 

Combo Right-Hand   12m   Severe. Justin Irvine. 9 May 2008. 

Climb the crack direct to the right of the tree.  

 

Crathes Crack   12m   VS 4c **. Pablo Federico Hlavnicka. 26 Feb 2009. 

The central crack.  

 

Drumock Crack   12m   VS 5a *. Duncan Tunstall. 26 Feb 2009. 

The wide crack right of the central crack. 

 

Pitmedden Arete   12m   Moderate *. Duncan Tunstall. 9 May 2009. 

Climb the arete right of the last crack. 

 

There a distinct tower in front of the buttress on the left side. 

 

Brodie Arete   12m   Hard Severe 4a *. Justin Irvine. 9 May 2008. 

Climb the curving arete behind the boulder. 

 

Central Buttress: 

The clean south facing buttress in the centre of the corrie.  

 

Wu Han Crack   12m   MVS 4b. Ian Davidson. Aug 1984. 

Climb the crack just left of the nose. 

 

Mey Arete   14m   HVS 5a **. Ian Davidson. Aug 1984. 

Climb the crest of the buttress by the crack just to the right of the nose. 

 

Bamboo Curtain   14m   VS 5a **. Ian Davidson. Aug 1984. 

Climb the crack on the right of the nose. 

 

Yellow Peril 2    12m   Severe. Ian Davidson. Aug 1984. 

Climb the dirty crack to the right.  

 

Main Buttress: 

The biggest cliff in the valley. East facing and rising up the valley from the river. Starting 

from the river. 

 

Welch Buttress   20m   E3 5c ***. Duncan Tunstall. 9 May 2009. 

Climb the compact buttress that marks the left edge of the cliff.  

 

Welsh Crack   20m   VS 5a. Duncan Tunstall. 14 Apr 2010. 

Climb a crack that defines the right edge of the buttress. 

 

Kismet Crack   20m   Severe *. Helen Rennard. 18 Aug 2010. 

Climb the next crack to the right.   



 

Gaba Wall   25m   E1 5b. Duncan Tunstall. 14 Apr 2010. 

Climb the wall between Kismit and Durie Cracks. Finish up the left arete of the top buttress. 

 

Durie Crack   25m   VS 5a *. Duncan Tunstall. Jun 2008. 

Climb the wide crack on the left side of the highest part of the buttress. 

 

Montydon Wall   25m   E2 5c ***. Andy Nisbet. Jun 2008. 

Next is an impressive south facing tower. A crack can be followed up and left before 

breaking back right to a good ledge. Climb up and right to reach the arete which is followed 

to the top. 

 

Left-Hand Finish   E1 5b. Duncan Tunstall. 27 Dec 2010. 

From the top of the first crack, break left to gain the wide crack above. An easy traverse left 

then joins the top of Durie Crack. 

 

Martha’s Crack   20m   HVS 5a. Duncan Tunstall. 9 May 2009. 

Climb the first crack after the face reverts to facing east. 

 

Pippa’s Crack   20m   VS 4c. Duncan Tunstall. 4 Oct 2009. 

Climb the central crack direct. 

 

Pippa’s Crack Left-Hand   25m   VS 4c. Duncan Tunstall. 17 Sep 2009. 

After the short hard section, traverse left above the tree to join Martha’s Crack. Finish up 

this, slightly nicer. 

 

Bunny Guinness   20m   E1 5b **.  Simon Richardson. 4 Oct 2009. 

Climbs the wall to the right of Pippa’s Crack. Start by climbing the crack on the right, 

moving left as wall steepens. Break right through the small overhang and follow direct to the 

top. 

 

Flowerdew Wall   VS 4c ***. Justin Irvine. 4 Oct 2009. 

Climb the crack 5m to the right of Bunny Guinness. Start up the crack and as the angle eases 

traverse left accross the wall at the top of Bunny Guinness and to reach the top of Pippa’s 

Crack. 

 

Cushnie Slab   20m   E1 5b. Duncan Tunstall. 4 Oct 2009. 

Climb the crack as for Flowerdew Wall. From the foot ledge, traverse right to gain the crack 

in the slab. Move up to the ledge. Climb the slab above. 

 

Robson Crack   20m   Severe. Andy Nisbet. 17 Sep 2009. 

Climb the crack on the right. 

 

West Buttress (NO 418 998): 

A few minutes upstream is a very clean south facing buttress marked by steep faces split by 

sharp gullies. Starting from the left looking in. 

 

Verey Crack   15m   VS 4c. Simon Richardson. 10 May 2009. 

After a scrappy start, the leftmost cracks provides access to the top. 

 

McColl Wall   18m   E1 5b **. Simon Richardson. 10 May 2009. 

Climb the wide crack for a few metres, then traverse left to the arete. Climb up to reach the 

next break and cut left before finishing direct. 



 

Monymusk Crack   15m   VS 4b *. Duncan Tunstall. 10 May 2009. 

Climb the central chimney before escaping left when possible. 

 

Ley Crack   15m   Severe. Simon Richardson. 10 May 2009. 

Climb the right-hand chimney. 

 

Far West Buttress (NO  416 997): 

Continue following the river upstream and just before the valley opens and the main track is 

reached, a series of short compact buttresses are passed on the right. Starting from the far left 

and working downstream. 

 

Far West Arete   6m   Very Difficult. Duncan Tunstall. 21 May 2009. 

Climbs the leftmost arete. 

 

Thin Slab   7m   VS 4c. Justin Irvine. 21 Jun 2009. 

Climb the clean thin slab to the right of the wall. Using the wall on the far side of the gully 

reduces the grade significantly. 

 

Tumbledown Correction   7m   Severe 4b. Duncan Tunstall. 21 Aug 2010. 

A short steep crack leads to easier ground to the top. 

 

Nix Wall   6m   Severe 4b. Duncan Tunstall. 20 Aug 2010. 

Climb the square groove left of the arete. 

 

Central Slab Left Arete   8m   Severe 4a. Duncan Tunstall. 21 May 2009. 

Climb the left edge of the clean buttress just left of the pinnacle. 

 

Central Slab   8m   VS 5a. Duncan Tunstall. 21 May 2009. 

Climb the face direct. 

 

Slab Crack   8m   Hard Severe 4b*. Duncan Tunstall. 21 May 2009. 

Use the crack to climb the right edge. 

 

Central Pinnacle   9m   Hard Severe 4b. Duncan Tunstall. 21 May 2009. 

Climb the left edge of the free standing tower. Descend the far side and climb the corner 

behind and on the left. 

Direct Exit 5a: Climb the wall direct where a long reach helps. 

Right Hand Exit 4a: Climb the crack on the right. 

 

Short But Sweet   7m   HVS 5a**. Chris Pasteur. 14 Jun 2009. 

Climb the front face of the pinnacle. 

 

Central Wall   10m   HVS 5b *. Chris Pasteur. 14 Jun 2009. 

Climb the wall to the left of the right-hand crack. 

 

Right-Hand Crack   10m   VS 4c *. Duncan Tunstall. 23 May 2009. 

Climb the crack. 

 

Right-Slanting Fissure   8m   Severe. Duncan Tunstall. 14 Jun 2009. 

Climb the right-slanting offwidth. 

 

Right-Hand Wall Route 1   5m   VS 5a. Duncan Tunstall. 20 Jun 2009. 



Climb the wall just right of the large crack. 

 

Right-Hand Wall Route 2   5m   VS 5b. Duncan Tunstall. 20 Jun 2009. 

Climb the wall to the thin crack. 

 

Wasp   7m   E2 5c *. Duncan Tunstall. 20 Aug 2010. 

Climb the short steep square to a flake where a tricky move gains the slab above. A sting in 

the tail follows. 

 

Right Arete   6m   VS 4b. Justin Irvine. 21 Jun 2009. 

Climb the arete on the buttress on the right. 

 

CUMMINGSTON: 

Two deep water solos to the left of Sidle. At the time there was a sandy (ish) base and about 

2m of water. 

 

Bunny Boiler   10m   F7a+ S2/3 **. Julian Lines. 24th May 2009. 

From the base of Sidle move out left and go along the lip of the roof on ‘pancakes’to gain the 

hanging prow. Finish up the prow in a fine position.  

 

Evilness   8m   F7b S2/3 *. Julian Lines. 24th May 2009. 

Where Bunny Boiler, heads out left, climb directly up the overhanging wall on crimps, to 

reach a good crimp, then frantically head up and left to good holds just right of the arete near 

the top. 

 

COVESEA, Covesea Crag (NJ 188 711): 

A small crag facing east and north, with the north end being tidal. 

 

Preston South End   8m   Hard Severe. Tom Sharp, Pete Amphlett. 30 Aug 2009. 

On the left of the crag is a large overhang with a short rib leading to a sloping shelf to its 

right. Climb the easy rib to the ledge and pull through the steep flakey groove above.  

 

Prestonpans   8m   Hard Severe. Pete Amphlett, Tom Sharp. 30 Aug 2009. 

10m to the right of Preston South End is an obvious overhanging groove with a narrowing 

crack in its back. Climb the crack to a ledge and finish straight up. 

 

Preston Regardless   8m   Hard Severe. Pete Amphlett, Tom Sharp. 30 Aug 2009. 

The next groove to the right, slightly harder than the last route. Climb the groove and step left 

to a large ledge and make an awkward pull up the final undercut short wall. 

 

Preston North End   8m   Very Difficult. Pete Amphlett, Tom Sharp. 30 Aug 2009. 

On the seaward face of the crag is a deep wet chimney. This route climbs the steep wall to its 

left. Start from a larger boulder and step onto the face. Steep jugs lead to the top. 

 

REDHYTHE POINT, Overhanging Wall: 

Sir Bedevere   8m   Difficult. Jonathan & Diana Preston. 28 Jun 2010. 

From the base of the Y-groove of Rachel’s Rescue climb up the middle of the attractive pink 

slab right of Sir Lancelot. 

 

For the following two routes, traverse left from the base of the Y-groove along the narrow 

ledge of Rachel’s Rescue to belay on a blocky pinnacle. 

 

Grave Peril   10m   VS 4c. Jonathan & Diana Preston. 28 Jun 2010. 



Attain a standing position on the pinnacle. Step up and slightly right before following a line 

of flat holds steeply up diagonally leftwards to finish at the slot of Sir Galahad. 

 

Brave Sir Robin   10m   HVS 5a *. Jonathan & Diana Preston. 28 Jun 2010. 

From the top of the pinnacle traverse left to the base of a prominent corner (bold; or for the 

not so brave, possible flake runner on Grave Peril). Climb the corner past a blocky flake 

(which looks scary but seems solid) to nice finishing jugs. Good positions best savoured at 

high tide. 

 

ROSEHEARTY, Murcurry Walls: 

Limbo Dancer   30m   HVS 5a **. Russell Birkett. 16 Aug 2009. 

A sea-level traverse of the north wall giving sustained well protected climbing on good rock, 

high tide required for the full experience! Would not be possible with a big swell running. 

Start on the large boulder below The Wreck and step onto the wall with feet just above the 

high-tide mark. Continue right at this level to make some technical moves to gain the crack of 

Feed the Ego. Move up this a couple of moves to cross the short wall to the right at mid-

height, finishing on stepped ledges. 

 

GLEN CLOVA,  South-East Crag: 

Darkness   40m   E1 5b *. Michael Barnard, Hannah Gibbs. 14 Jun 2010. 

This route would lie to the left of Flake Route. Start at the far left end of the terrace. Move up 

leftwards to a shallow groove in the left side of the arete. Climb this using a series of flakes 

to a short corner below the large block of Flake Route. Climb leftwards using the crack 

underneath the block to gain the top of it. Finish easily up and left. 

 

Lemmings   40m   E3 5c *. Michael Barnard, Matthew Thompson. 20 Jun 2010. 

Good climbing up the short but steep wall between Central Crack and Parapet Route. Start 

up the small corner as for the latter and move up to an obvious crack. Climb the crack and 

wall above to a balancy top-out onto the slab (bold). The rest of the pitch is easier, 

unfortunately a bit licheny at the top. Continue straight up to near the left groove of Parapet 

Route. Step left and back right up a diagonal flake-line to finish directly. Pre-practice used. 

 

Pilgrims   40m   HVS 5b **. Michael Barnard, Matthew Thompson. 20 Jun 2010. 

Start 4m right of Parapet Route at a short left-facing corner. Climb this and the fine vertical 

cracks above to the foot of a hanging corner bounding the right side of an overhanging wall. 

Climb this with the aid of a jammed flake, moving up left at the top to join Parapet Route 

near its huge flake. Finish as for that route. 

 



HIGHLAND OUTCROPS 

 

CREAG ARDCHULLARIE BEAG: 

(NN 580 141)   Alt 300m   South facing 

Short schist buttresses overlooking Loch Lubnaig offers single pitch trad climbing and 

bouldering on good quality rock with interesting features. 

Approach:  Park at the head of the footpath into Glen Ample, walk up to the farm, and 

instead of following the path, cross the stream on the left to find an overgrown forestry track. 

Follow this up out of the woods, then curving back down to the left round to the west side of 

the hill, then head up hill towards the crags and boulders, 20-30mins. 

Holly Tree Wall has a strikingly blank overhanging wall on its right-hand side, a heathery 

slab on the left, and a holly tree growing out of a slabby ledge halfway up in the middle. 

Round the corner to the left is a large slabby rock with an overhanging roof feature. 

 

Marmaduke's Meander   10m   Severe. Keith Alexander, Jelle Muylle. May 2010. 

Climb the heathery slab to the left of Holly Tree Wall, starting from the large crack on the 

left, traversing up and left over to finish up the corner-crack on the right. 

 

Marjorie Marmalade   20m   HVS 5b. Keith Alexander, Graeme Diack. May 2010. 

Climb a strenuous right-trending crack leading to a slabby ledge with a holly tree at the back 

corner. Squirm between the holly tree and the rock to climb both directly upwards. Mantel 

tentatively over the large hollow sounding block overhanging the tree, or escape airily left. 

 

Slab Roof Rock is a large slabby rock round the hill to the left of Holly Tree Wall, with an 

overhanging head high corner one-third of the way up). 

 

24 Ticks Later   20m   HVS 5b. Graeme Diack, Keith Alexander. May 2010. 

Make a slabby start below the obvious roof, then climb the corner-crack to an awkward move 

directly over. Finish trending left over a 10m slab. 

 

POLLDUBH, Sheep Fank Wall: 

Tickattack   15m   E1 5b *. Steve Abbott, Ed Grindley. 8 Sep 2005. 

Climb a large corner to the right of Sheep Fank Direct to a first roof. Move left under this 

and pull over at a large rectangular block. Entertaining moves lead up and right of the next 

roof to gain a shallow groove and slabs. 

Note:  Tickattack has lost a large block and may be less safe. 

 

The Ashes   12m   E2 5c *. Steve Abbott, Ed Grindley. 11 Sep 2005. 

Climb the initial corner of Tickattack to the first roof. Climb this directly above the initial 

corner until a step left can be made into the groove of Tickattack. 

 

Brown Slab   10m   E1 5b *. Steve Abbott, Ed Grindley. 8 Sep 2005. 

Start 3m left of Bardhinaghi at a pointed block. Step off the block on to a short rib before 

moving right to a small niche in the slab. Climb the slab just left of a thin crack (which can 

be reached direct – harder). 

 

Hangover Buttress: 

As Time Goes By   10m   E4 6a/b ***. Steve Abbott, Ed Grindley. 2 Apr 2005. 

The hanging gangway and overhanging crack between Friends and Gangway. 

 

Dundee Buttress: 

McCroning   20m   E2 5b. Steve Abbott, Ed Grindley. 1 Sep 2005. 



Climb the steep crack and groove just left of the left rib of the buttress (right of Red Wall) to 

a ledge which runs across the face. Move left for 2m and climb the steep wall and break. 

 

Heading for the Howff Direct Finish   E2 5c/6a. Steve Abbott, Ed Grindley, Rona Grindley, 

Joe French, Linda Taylor. 9 Sep 2004. 

Finish up the right-facing open corner. This ascent pre-dates that in SMCJ 2009 p451. 

 

After Crag: 

After a While   20m   E2 5b *. Steve Abbott, Ed Grindley, Rona Grindley. 16 Jun 2003. 

Pleasant bold climbing up the main slab between Afterthought and Rubberface. Start at a 

corner between the two. Climb the corner, step left into a shallow groove, then step back 

right on to the slab. Climb this slightly leftwards to cross the bulge at a small flake. Go 

slightly leftwards ain to the top. 

 

Styx Buttress: 

Tobe Hooper   30m   E4 6a ***. Steve Abbott, Ed Grindley. 21 Aug 2004. 

Start at the diagonal break as for Black Friday (at the left side of the left wall). Climb up to 

and over the overhang, then make difficult moves over a second overhang until it is possible 

to step left into a recess above an overhanging corner. Move up and right across a short slab 

before making a committing pull into the shallow corner system below and left of 

Ascention.Finish up this. 

 

Jericho Rose   30m   E3 5c *. Ed Grindley, Chris Philipson. 8 Jun 2004. 

Start just to the right of Damnation and climb the overhanging wall to the foot of a narrow 

gangway. Follow this leftwards and cross the widest part of the roof between Damnation and 

Iche to a small ledge. Make a thin step up left to a pocket and climb the slab directly. 

 

Blacks Buttress: 

Seven Fours   30m   E1 5a ***. Ed Grindley, Rona Grindley. 31 May 2009. 

Start just left of tree at foot of crag. Climb up to and onto the nose between 

Knucklebuster and Shergar, and go up to the overhang. Step right and climb the 

slab finishing straight up the middle of the slab between the arete of 

Knucklebuster and the recess of Shergar. 

Note:  This ascent pre-dates that by Steve Kennedy & Bob Hamilton on 10 June 2009 

and claimed as Avalon in SMCJ 2009 p452. 

 

Note: Description for Land Ahoy. 

Start below a small L-shaped hold at 4m (i.e. as for Centrepiece). Climb up to 

the hold then go slightly leftwards before climbing directly to the crack. 

 

Soho   20m   E2 6a. Ed Grindley, John MacLeod. 17 Sep 2009. 

Where Heulsuse traverses left into Crybaby, climb direct up the thin crack to the 

ledge. Climb the crack above to slabs. Move right and up from a small foothold 

to finish – bold. 

 

Poème à Loup   20m   E3 5c **. Ed Grindley, Rona Grindley, John MacLeod, 

Peter Duggan. 13 Sep 2009. 

Climb slab just right of Heulsuse to a pale streak of rock coming down from the 

right side of a shallow overlap. Poorly protected after the overlap. Finish by 

moving left to mantel onto a wide ledge. 

 

Oraisons   20m   E3 5c *. Ed Grindley, Rona Grindley. 3 Jun 2009. 

Start at fallen tree near the RHS of buttress. Climb the slab (delicate) to reach a 



thin vertical crack about 3m left of the rib. Follow this and easier slabs. 

 

Microwave Buttress: 

200m left of Wave Buttress is a wide open gully which goes right up the hillside 

to crags near its summit. 50m right of this gully is a short grassy gully containing 

a tree. Microwave Buttress is the dome-shaped buttress to its right, i.e. 30m left 

of Wave Buttress. It is characterized by a chossy corner-crack on its right side. 

 

Slum Dog   20m   VS 4c. Steve Abbott , Ed Grindley. 26 Jun 2009. 

Climb a short corner crack on the left-hand side of the buttress, then follow twin 

cracks up the slab. At their top step right and pull over the bulge. 

 

Running Dog   25m   E1 5a. Steve Abbott, Ed Grindley. 26 Jun 2009. 

Climb the short crack of Slum Dog and step onto the slab. Go diagonally 

rightwards crossing G Dog and quartz bands to the rib. Finish by the slab. 

 

G Dog   20m   E2 5b. Steve Abbott, Ed Erindley, Rona Grindley. 14 Jun 2009. 

Start 2m right of Slum Dog and climb a thin crack just left of the overhanging 

prow. Move right at a bulge to a continuation crack. 

 

Mad Dogs and Englishmen   20m   E4 6a. Steve Abbott, Ed Grindley. 28 Jun 

2009. 

At the right side of the buttress and 5m right of G Dog is a grassy ramp leading 

up to a tree stump. Climb part way up the ramp and take the thin overhanging 

crack direct. Well protected by small wires. 

 

GLENFINNAN, Dome Buttress: 

Clementine   25m   E5 6a ***. Ed Grindley, Rona Mackintosh, Paul Brian. 25 Aug 1998. 

The central rib. Rather bold, but good. Start 2m left of Manic Laughter and climb slightly 

rightwards to the rib on the left of that route. Step up left and climb the steep wall to a ledge 

on the rib. Step high left onto the face and go slightly rightwards to the rib. Step left again 

and continue to easy ground. There are good peg belays in the slab near the top of the cliff 

above Clementine. 

 

DUNTELCHAIG, The Main Crag: 

The Broch Inspector   10m   E3 5c. Andy Tibbs, Roger Webb. 28 Jun 2010. 

From the optional belay on Misty Crack, climb the crack just left of the original finish. 

 

Ride on the Side   20m   VS 4b. Davy Moy, Dave Allan. 22 Jun 2010. 

Start 2m right of Edir. Go up two slabs to an overlap, go through a weakness on the left, then 

traverse right along the lip to the edge of a third slab. At the top of this, step right onto a 

fourth slab, then straight up to the top. 

 

ASHIE FORT: 

Deprivation   10m   E3 5c. Davy Moy, Guy Robertson. 3 Sep 2010. 

Climb directly up the fine prow just left of Kenny’s Revenge. Sustained and poorly protected; 

head pointed. 

 

CRAIG A’ BARNS, Upper Cave Crag: 

The Stoned Gnome Connection   E2 5c **. Ian Jones, Roger Benton. 28 Sep 2009. 

Climb the crack of Tombstone and follow it diagonally on undercuts and side pulls to the 

finishing jugs of Gnome. 

 



BEN NEVIS, AONACHS, CREAG MEAGAIDH 

 

BEN NEVIS, The Little Brenva Face: 

White Fright   350m   VII,6. Iain Small, Simon Richardson. 7 Feb 2010. 

The line of grooves running up the right side of the steep headwall on the Little Brenva Face. 

A serious route, climbed on thin ice with spaced protection. 

1 to 3. 150m  Climb Frostbite for 100m, then bear straight up to the foot of the headwall 

below a right-trending ramp. This lies about 30m right of the break taken by Wall of the 

Winds and is just right of a smooth blank wall. 

4. 30m  Move along the ramp to belay below a steep left-facing corner. 

5. 60m  Climb the corner and follow a left-slanting ramp to its apex. Make a difficult move 

into a steep open groove above, and follow this on thin ice to a snow bay. 

6. 50m  Continue up the groove-line above to beneath a prominent overhanging chimney. 

Ignore the tempting through route (too small) and climb the outside of the chimney and exit 

right at the top. Move up to a terrace. 

7. 60m  Move left and climb the steep front face of the final wall moving right into a left-

facing groove near the top. Follow this to easy ground. 

 

Ramsay Gray   350m   VI,6. Dave Hesleden, Simon Richardson. 11 Dec 2009. 

A varied mixed expedition based on the steep pillar between Route Major and North-East 

Buttress. 

1. and 2. 80m  Start as for Route Major and climb halfway along the first left-trending leg of 

the zigzag to belay below a line of ice that runs through the mixed ground above. 

3. and 4. 100m  Climb the ice and exit onto a snowfield. Climb this and move through mixed 

ground to the foot of the steep pillar. 

5. 40m  The pillar is cut by two grooves. Enter the right-hand groove from the right and 

surmount two steep steps to easier ground. 

6. 50m  Continue up snow and ice steps above to below the final tower. 

7. 30m  Climb the impending chimney-groove on the let side of the tower. 

8. 50m  Finish up the prominent groove left of the final section of North-East Buttress. 

 

The Minus Face: 

Differentiation   150m   VI,6. Simon Richardson, Roger Webb. 13 Mar 2010. 

The rib between Wagroochimsla and the gully-line taken by Platforms Rib. Start 20m left of 

Platforms Rib below a left-trending scoop. 

1. 60m  Climb the scoop and exit steeply onto a snow patch. Move up right to a left-trending 

groove. (The dirty groove avoided by the summer line of Wagroochimsla). Climb this to 

where it steepens (good protection on the right wall) and exit delicately over the bulge onto 

steep ground. Move up right to gain easier ground overlooking the gully of Platforms Rib and 

follow this to belay below a steep wall on the left. 

2. 50m  Step right and climb the shallow depression just left of the gully of Platforms Rib. 

This leads to a belay below a roof under the steep bulging section of the rib. 

3. 40m  Step left and pull through the overhang into a shallow niche. Move right into twin 

cracks and follow these to easier ground and the crest of North-East Buttress. An excellent 

pitch. 

 

Integration   240m   VIII,8. Simon Richardson, Iain Small. 7 Mar 2010. 

A direct line up Minus One Buttress linking North-Eastern Grooves with Subtraction. 

1. 25m  Start up North-Eastern Grooves (Minus One Buttress winter) and climb a left-facing 

groove to an easing. Belay on a large block overlooking Minus One Gully. 

2. 50m  Move up and left and climb a line of discontinuous ice smears on the crest of the 

buttress (to the left of the ice sheet taken by Minus One Buttress winter) and move up to a 



first band of overhangs. Move left past a series of blocks to belay by a large block (the 

Plinth). 

3. 40m  Continue up the chimney-groove above for 25m to a roof (Minus One Buttress steps 

up and right here onto the buttress crest). Instead, step down and left to enter a left –facing 

corner overlooking Minus Two Gully. 

4. 25m  Climb the groove (thin) and exit onto a large ledge. North-Eastern Grooves traverses 

down and left from here onto Minus Two Buttress, and Subtraction joins here from the left. 

5. 25m  Climb the second groove on the right (as for Subtraction) to an exposed turfy ledge 

on the right. 

6. 60m  Move back left into the main Subtraction groove and climb this through a bulging 

section to enter a long V-groove. Climb this to a ledge system girdling the buttress. 

7. 60m  Follow the easier continuation line (the parallel groove on the left was followed on 

this ascent due to unconsolidated snow) to join the right branch of Minus Two Gully that cuts 

up behind the buttress. Follow this to the crest of North-East Buttress. 

 

Minus One Direct   VIII,8 ****. Nick Bullock, Guy Robertson, Pete Benson. 14 Mar 2010. 

A superb and uncompromising line; the lower slabs provide exacting and poorly protected 

thin ice and the upper buttress five pitches of sustained mixed. Spectacular positions. Follow 

Minus One Buttress to the in-situ thread and sling belay just after the difficult step right 

(100m). Climb up, then diagonally left using an undercut crack to gain a peculiar tooth of 

rock, then use this to swing left into a square-cut groove (peg). Go up this to a large 

overhang, then hard back right across the wall above the belay (crux) to move up to the belay 

below the first pitch of the Arete Variations (20m). Climb the cracked wall directly above 

into an icy groove which leads boldly to the pile of stacked blocks and junction with the 

Arete Variations below its second pitch (30m). Climb directly up the blocks to gain and 

follow a groove to an overhang. Turn this on the left by a crack which is followed with 

interest to belay on the left below another overhang (40m). Turn the next overhang boldly on 

the right and continue to below the next steepening (20m). Continue up the narrowing, 

exposed crest to belay at a junction with the gully coming up from the right (40m). A final 

easy pitch leads to the crest of North-East Buttress (20m). 

 

Orion Face: 

Orion Grooves   350m   VI,5. Tony Stone, Iain Small, Simon Richardson. 21 Mar 2010. 

The line of grooves bounding the right side of Orion Face. A good expedition up the face but 

some sections climbed before. 

1. to 3. 150m  Climb the first three pitches of Zero Gully (until level with the „big boulder‟ on 

Slav Route) to reach the easier upper gully. 

4. to 6. 150m  Move up and left into the groove system and follow this for three pitches to 

below the steep headwall between Orion Directissima and Slav Route. 

7. 30m  Climb up a steep icy groove (just left of Slav Route) and continue up the right-facing 

corner-groove just right of the right edge of the buttress. 

8. 20m  Continue easily to the top. 

 

Observatory Buttress: 

Final Fling   150m   VI,5. Guy Robertson, Simon Richardson. 20 Apr 2010. 

The upper part of Observatory Buttress (above the Girdle Traverse terrace) rears up into a 

steep headwall cut by three narrow parallel grooves. 

1. 60m  Start midway between Left Edge Route, Direct Finish and Observatory Buttress, 

Direct Finish, and climb steep right-facing grooves to below the headwall. 

2. 40m  Climb the leftmost groove and exit left at its top to reach the crest of Observatory 

Buttress. 

3. 50m  Continue along the crest to the plateau as for Left Edge Route, Direct Finish. 

 



Tower Ridge East Flank: 

Faith Healer   170m   VIII,7 *. Iain Small, Ian Parnell. 21 Jan 2010 

An absorbing and delicate icy mixed climb based around the striking groove line just to the 

right of Rolling Stones. Culminating in a superb but savage sting in the tail. Ice on the ledges 

and slabs was found very useful on the first ascent, but the final corner will always be hard 

and serious. Avoiding this last pitch by taking easier alternatives to join Tower Ridge would 

give a worthwhile VI,7. Follow the ledge of East Wall Route to a belay (in-situ) below the 

start of the Echo Traverse groove/chimney.  

1. 50m  Climb the groove/fault of Echo Traverse for a few metres before a delicate traverse 

left around a steep nose gains a prominent ramp which is followed leftwards for 30m. Move 

up to belay at a sideways pointing spike at the base of the big left-slanting corner. 

2. 50m  Climb the corner to a large snow ledge. 

3. 50m  Follow the snow ledge diagonally up left until below a steep corner on the left of a 

rock prow. Climb the first section of the corner for 10m on helpful turf to reach a ledge on 

the left. Follow this leftwards and step down a short corner to belay on insitu threads. 

4. 20m  Step back right and climb the steep corner to reach the large snow ledge of the 

Eastern Traverse of Tower Ridge. 

5. 150m  Follow Tower Ridge to the summit. 

 

The Comb: 

Mumbles   80m   E3 *. Tony Stone, Blair Fyffe. 30 Jun 2010. 

This route climbs the left arete of The Comb via a fine hanging groove on the second pitch. 

The rock is generally clean and solid. 

1. 45m 5b  Start on the diagonal fault line of Pigott’s Route just to the left of a large compact 

brown slab. Pull into and climb a short left-slanting groove, then pull over a bulge on to a 

ledge. Step up and right and climb the arete (this is the left arete of the brown slab) on some 

great rock, until able to step left into a larger groove. Climb boldly up this and continue more 

easily to the ledge of Don’t Die of Ignorance. 

2. 35m 5c  Walk right along the ledge to where Don’t Die gets hard. Climb the wall above 

(crux) to a small inset groove in the arete. Pull round the arete, and continue up into an inset 

groove. Climb this and the arete past a roof to a fine belay perch on the arete. 

Continue up much easier and slightly loose ground, or make one abseil (abseil point left in 

situ) to the ledge and scramble down.  

 

Anubis   200m   XII,11 or 12 ***. Dave MacLeod (unsec). 20 Feb 2010. 

A winter ascent of the summer line giving sustained, strenuous and technical climbing of a 

very high standard. Guaranteed to produce a memorable lead. The main roof is very 

strenuous but the section above leading to the niche is very thin and technical. Above this, 

some ice in the back of the tapering corner was useful on the first ascent, but probably 

possible without. On the first ascent the ropes were pulled up from the belay ledge at 40m, 

tied together and dropped back down to allow a double length pitch to be climbed. From the 

belay move up on ice and then rightwards on an icy ramp to gain icy mixed ground on the 

edge of The Comb‟s front face leading to the easy upper ridge. Climbed ground up, third 

attempt, with knowledge from the summer ascent. 

 

Creag Coire na Ciste: 

Tinkerbell Direct   120m   VI,6. Dave Hesleden, Simon Richardson. 12 Dec 2009. 

A series of steeper variations on Tinkerbell. 

1. 40m  Start midway between Wendigo and Tick Tock Croc and climb the left side of a small 

pillar to a good belay in the snow depression below the large platform of Wendigo. 

2. 40m  Climb the steep icefall left of Tinkerbell to reach the terrace below the final tower of 

Central Rib. 



3. 20m  Move right along the terrace to below a bulging corner cutting through the front face 

of Central Rib. 

4. 20m  Climb the corner to the plateau. This exit is likely to be severely corniced later in the 

season. 
 

South Trident Buttress:  

Polyphemus Pillar   120m   VI,6. Simon Richardson, Iain Small. 29 Nov 2009. 

A mixed line up the bulging pillar on the right side of the face. 

1. 25m  Start 25m right of Triton Corners and climb a broad right-slanting ramp to its end at 

a good stance directly below a prominent shield of rock. 

2. 30m  Pull up and right onto a small ledge then step across a groove. Continue up the 

shallow corner above (bold) then trend left to climb a steep corner. Belay on the slab above 

below a prominent V-corner with an offwidth at its back. 

3. 50m  Climb the offwidth and continuation groove to reach a small snowfield. Cross this 

and climb the easiest line in the triangular wall above. Belay below the final wall on a huge 

block on the left. 

4. 15m  Move left and climb the depression to the top. 

 

Note:  The Clanger was climbed by the original summer finish on 23 Jan 2010 by Doug 

Hawthorn & Iain Small at VI,7. 

 

Number Five Gully Buttress: 

Lysystrata   VI,8. Andy Benson, Rich Cross. 30 Nov 2009. 

As for the summer line. Steep and technical climbing with excellent protection. 

 
Carn Dearg Buttress: 

Calgacus   60m   E6. Iain Small, Rick Campbell. 12 Sep 2009. 

 Pitch 1 by Rick Campbell, Sep 2006. The stunning arete right of The Sassanach chimney; 

well seen from the base of The Bat corner. The climbing is balancey, intricate and (apart from 

the initial arete) overhanging. Small nuts and as many tiny cams as you can carry. Bold. 

1. 15m 6b  From the belay at the base of the Banana Groove step left onto the slabby arete. 

Move precariously up this with runners placed (even more precariously!) in a seam on the 

right to where a bulging wall bars access to easier ground above. Hard moves are made up the 

wall to belay. 

2. 30m 6b  Deceptive climbing up a slightly lichenous faint weakness right of the edge leads 

up to a scarred niche just left of Banana Groove. The bulging rock above is avoided by bold 

and hard moves leftward around the arete onto the slabby left face of the arete. Continue 

delicately up this to a ledge on the edge itself. 

3. 15m 6b  Move back onto the left-hand face again where more hard moves lead onto a step 

on the arete; side-step the final bulge in the same manner to a belay well back near the top of 

Sassanach chimney. 

 

North Wall Carn Dearg: 

Note:  The Cone Collectors reported in SMCJ 2009 should be named The Cone Gatherers. 

 

The Past is Close Behind   200m   VIII,8. Iain Small, Blair Fyffe. 18 Feb 2010. 

A fine sustained journey up the wall to the left of The Shroud. Start at an obvious easy angled 

left-rising ramp. This is about 20m left of the base of The Shroud. 

1. 40m  Climb an easy snow ramp with one short step to move back and left to a ledge below 

a right-facing corner. 

2. 35m  Go up a thin wall and step left into a technical groove. Climb this to a ledge on the 

left. 



3. 15m  The obvious rightward traverse. Step back right into the groove, and across a 

technical wall and a rising right-sloping ledge. Go along this to its right end below a large 

right-facing corner. 

4. 35m  Quality climbing up the big corner locking off on solid chockstones. 

5. 30m  Bold, slabby climbing up and rightwards into an inverted V-groove. Pull out of this 

on thin ice and go up to a ledge. 

6. 45m  More thinly iced slabs and easier ground. 

Another 100m or so of grade I/II climbing leads to Ledge Route. 

 

Raeburn’s Buttress: 

The Great Corner   340m   VIII,8. Iain Small, Simon Richardson. 24 Jan 2010. 

The awe-inspiring clean-cut corner on the right flank of Raeburn‟s Buttress. 

1. and 2. 100m  Climb the first two pitches of the Compression Crack icefall to reach the 

Girdle Traverse terrace. 

3. 50m  Move left along the terrace to belay below the chimney cutting up into the corner. 

4. 40m  Climb the chimney to a small exposed ledge at its top. 

5. 50m  Continue up the imposing corner above and exit into the upper groove. Follow this 

(sustained) to the top of Raeburn‟s Buttress. 

6. to 8. 150m  Continue up easier ground to the summit of Carn Dearg NW. 

 

MAMORES, Stob Ban: 

Swimming for Seconds   110m   IV,4. Alan Halewood, Richard Parker, Jamie Bankhead. 21 

Dec 2009. 

Left of Summit Groove about three-quarters of the way up South Gully is a horizontal ledge 

traversing towards a short open book corner of clean rock. 

1. 50m  Follow the traverse for 10m but climb up into a small bay before the corner is 

reached. Exit this by a rock wall on the right (crux) and emerge on a long broad right-leaning 

snow ramp. Exit the ramp on the left after 20m to a hanging belay just above on good rock 

gear. 

2. 60m  Follow a turfy groove onto a smaller parallel snow ramp and emerge at the summit 

cairn via a short rocky wall. 

 

AONACH MOR, Twins Area: 

Tenacity   100m   VI,6. Sandy Allan, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 16 Dec 2009. 

Based on the rib left of Golden Promise. 

1. 10m  Climb up into the bay with Pepperpot. 

2. 50m  Take a shallow groove leading up from the top right corner of the bay, hopefully 

iced, to its top after 20m. Either traverse right from here on to the rib or place runners and 

descend 5m back down the groove before traversing right and going up to the same place (the 

longer version is slightly easier). Trend rightwards up the rib before pulling back left over an 

overlap, then going straight up to a terrace and a block at its top. 

3. 40m  Climb steep broken ground above to a difficult cornice, potentially not possible. 

 

North Buttress: 

Soupreme   55m   IV,5. Matthew Munro, Simon Taylor. 19th February 2010. 

Start as Foosyerneeps turning right and entering a wide gully. Climb straight up a series of 

steep steps until a headwall at 40m. Climb right over another step heading back down to the 

same belay seat as Custardream. 

Note:  Perplexed (SMCJ 2006) is the gully left of Foosyerneeps. 

 

Custardream   45m   III. Matthew Munro, Simon Taylor. 19 Feb 2010. 



This rib is the furthest right on North Buttress and just before the Climbers‟ Col. Climb this 

until 10m short of the cornice where a good belay seat on the arete exists. If the cornice is 

impassible traverse right underneath cornice. 

 

CARN DEARG MEADHONACH: 

Family Affair   80m   IV,5 *. Andy Nelson, Lewis Harrop. Mar 2008. 

Climbs a groove and then a wall on the arete visible on approach to the buttress.  

 

Casablanca   80m   IV,5 *. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 7 Mar 2010. 

Climbs the right edge of the north-west face of the upper buttress well right of Perilous 

Journey (SMCJ 2008) overlooking an easy gully on the right. Start in the gully just right of 

the toe of the buttress and climb up just left of the buttress edge to reach a level arete (above 

a snowy ramp coming up from the left). A short awkward wall above the arete (crux) leads to 

an icy groove on the left. Climb the groove, then move back right to belay on the edge (50m). 

Continue by following a system of grooves up left then back right to finish on the top of the 

pinnacle (30m). 

 

Note:  The description for Like Father, Like Son in SMCJ 2008 should refer to the route 

being left of Perilous Journey rather than left of Picket Line. 

 

AONACH MOR, WEST FACE: 

The following routes are on a tier of cliff low down and about 500m to the north of the main 

area (Summit Ribs) – photodiagram provided. 

 

The Last Gondola   70m   III. Halli Gudmundsson, Lee Curtis. 17 Jan 2010. 

An icefall which runs up an natural waterway gully towards the right of the tier. Two ice 

pitches of 45m and 25m. The slope above the route levels out. 

 

Icesave   70m   III. Halli Gudmundsson, Lee Curtis. 17 Jan 2010. 

A shallow ice gully about 100m left gave two pitches of 55m and 15m. 

 

AONACH MOR, West Face, Summit Ribs: 

The following routes may have been climbed before but no record has been found. 

 

Dogleg Gully     500m   II/III. Andrew Moore, Mike Dunn. 14 Feb 2009. 

Climbs the gully between Daim Buttress and Solitaire which,  especially when seen from 

north, makes a right-left dogleg at mid-height. Keeping left at the start leads to a short ice 

pitch up a narrowing; this can be avoided on the right. Slant diagonally right towards the foot 

of a subsidiary buttress at mid-height. Do not climb this but trend up and left into the upper 

gully which leads to the final ridge of Daim Buttress. Worth a star or two. 

 

The Black Eye Routine    500m   II. Andrew Moore, Mike Dunn. 12 Apr 2010. 

Climbs the gully between Solitaire and Red Eye Routine. Start up Red Eye Routine and 

traverse left into the gully. At about one-third height, the main gully begins to lie back and 

trends left (I); the more direct, right fork is steeper (II) and leads to the upper slopes of the 

Red Eye Routine. 

Note:  A direct start would need a good build-up and be harder. 

 

AONACH MOR, An Cul Choire: 

Infinite Ridge   150m   II. Sandy Allan, Andy Nisbet. 29 Mar 2010. 

The nearest buttress to the Aonach Mor/Aonach Beag col. The buttress with Bishop‟s Rise is 

the next one away from the col. Start up steep snow left of the crest before gaining it (50m). 



Climb the crest, then just right of it to pass the steepest section, before regaining and 

following it (50m). Finish up the crest (50m). 

 

AONACH BEAG, North Face: 

Nymph   200m   III. Sandy Allan, Andy Nisbet. 29 Mar 2010. 

A big shallow scoop in the rocks right of Dragonfly. Climbed on hard snow. Climb steep 

snow and a short ice pitch to enter the main scoop. Follow this to where it steepens below a 

short vertical rock band. Work up leftwards to pass the rock band by an iced groove. Reach 

North-East Ridge more easily. 

 

AONACH BEAG, Central West Face: 

Beyond the Call of Duty is a prominent icefall on the face. In April 2010 icefalls formed 

either side, as shown on the diagram on p261 Ben Nevis guide. 

 

Sublimation   150m   IV,4. Andy Nisbet. 7 Apr 2010. 

The icefall some 60 to 80m left of Beyond the Call of Duty. Start below it and climb two 

patches of ice (which may bank out) to gain a snow bay below the thickest ice, which is high 

up. There are three exits out of the bay; the right was taken. This led to a left-slanting ramp 

which led back to the base of the thick ice. Climb the thick ice (crux) to snow slopes. 

 

Osmosis   150m   III. Andy Nisbet. 7 Apr 2010. 

The icefall some 30m right of Beyond the Call of Duty. Start just right of that route and move 

up right on ice to the main icefall. Climb this through a short steep section to easier angled 

ice which led to a much longer steep upper section. Above this a shallow snow gully led to 

the top. 

 

AONACH BEAG, West Face, Skyline Buttress: 

The Apprentice   70m   VS 4c **. Andy & Robbie Nelson. May 2008. 

The arete and open corner on the left edge of the crag. Scramble over a boulder into the gully, 

then climb up and right to gain the arete and follow with sparse protection to belay on the big 

heather ledge. Climb the open book corner and chimney above. Scramble easily up a fine 

short arete to the top. 

 

AONACH BEAG, An Aghaidh Garbh: 

Klondike   100m   III *. Steve Kennedy, Bob Hamilton. 12 Dec 2009. 

The first prominent slabby buttress reached on the usual approach from the ridge south-east 

of the summit. A ramp which forms a right-facing corner runs up the right side of the 

buttress. Start at the foot of the ramp and follow the corner throughout with a move out right 

round small buttress at about mid height. Move left at the top of the buttress and finish up 

easy snow slopes. Much can bank out later in the season. 

 

Diagon Alley   280m   II **. Steve Kennedy, Bob Hamilton. 12 Dec 2009. 

The long gully between Jericho Ridge and the “Goblet” Buttress. The route has a serious feel 

being overhung by a massive cornice. Fortunately, the cornice can be outflanked by an 

exposed leftwards traverse on steep snow to a break (joining the top of Jericho Ridge). 

 

STRATHOSSIAN, Strathossian Crag: 

(NN 408 725)   Alt 500m   East-North-East facing 

Named as Creagan nan Nead on the 1:25000 map but since the crag on the east of the strath 

also has the same name and this is the less significant crag, it has been given a new name. 

Both crags are granite. 

 

Neds’ Arete   70m   E1 5b. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 2 Jun 2010. 



The route is at the top left side of the crag and follows an arete which is not seen on the 

approach from the north. The route is very vegetated and the grade would be lower if 

cleaned. Scramble up broken ground left of the crag until below the arete, then steep 

vegetation to reach a tree above and right of the base of the arete. 

1. 25m 5b  Climb a short overhanging corner to a ledge on the left. Move left and climb a 

slab to the arete proper. Follow the arete to a ledge. 

2. 45m 5b  Climb a crack near the arete to easier ground and follow this to the top. 

 

Creagan nan Nead: 

(NN 416 734)   Alt 480m   North-North-West facing 

This impressive slabby wall can be seen to the east of Loch Ghuilbinn when approaching 

from the north. A lower 50m slab can be seen with a smaller slab higher and left of this. The 

lower slab has two black streaks running down its length which look wet on the approach, 

and possibly often are, but the rock on them is darker and clean. The crag was in the sun after 

3pm. All the routes are serious but there are runners and a good selection is needed. Descent 

will normally be by abseil from a tree to the left but a finish to the top can be done (see 

Oisin). Oisin was checked on abseil but the other lines were led on-sight. 

 

Lower Slab: 

Fionn   50m   E1 5a *. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 2 Jun 2010. 

Takes a line up the left side of the slab, left of both streaks. Start just right of a short ramp. 

Climb to the top of the ramp, then a short flake-crack and step left to a ledge with some grass. 

Climb the slab just right of a roofed corner, then go slightly rightwards to a flake. Go up the 

slab above keeping right of heather ledges. Either finish rightwards to a belay above Oisin or 

go left near the top to the abseil tree. 

 

Oisin   48m   E3 5c ***. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 3 Jun 2010. 

Climbs the pale slab between the two black streaks, often nearer the right streak. A top 

quality line marred only by having to zigzag to find runners and holds. Start at the right end 

of the slab base and climb to a horizontal crack. Continue above on flake holds easing in 

angle to another horizontal crack at the left edge of the right streak (serious but 4c/5a). Go up 

to twin horizontal bands (peridotite?). Go out left along them to a crucial Friend 2.5 in a deep 

pocket above the higher band and left of centre on the pale area. Return to the left edge of the 

right streak. Go up towards a prominent flake in the centre of the slab which is tantalisingly 

out of reach. Go right into the streak until a move up gains a smaller horizontal band. 

Traverse back left along it until a very thin move gains the flake (good runners). Continue 

fairly direct above. The difficulty eases but protection is limited and there is a very serious 5a 

move high up. 

True Finish   150m   VS 4b. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 3 Jun 2010. 

Only recommended to purists, although a link to Final Slab would give a nicer finish. Dry 

conditions recommended. Continue on lower angled but unprotected slabs to a steep tier. 

Traverse right to near the end of the tier, gain its top and return left to a big tree (45m). Go up 

a crack to gain a narrow ledge and crawl left along it to a wider terrace. Continue left (40m). 

There may be a way up here to Final Slab but a further traverse left gained easier vegetated 

ground which was climbed to the top. A scramble down found the top of the slab and abseil 

approach. 

 

Sadbh   50m   E2 5b **. Brian Davison, Andy Nisbet. 3 Jun 2010. 

Climbs the right side of the slab, mostly right of the right streak but finishing up it. 

Start as for Oisin to the first horizontal crack. Step right on to a right-slanting ramp and either 

follow it until right of a grass ledge, or gain a higher ramp and follow it to the grass ledge. 

From the right end of the grass ledge, make a difficult move up to a rock ledge on the left. 

Climb the unprotected slab above to a ledge below a bulge. Pass it on the left by a flake-crack 



which is in the black streak. Continue up with occasional excursions into the black steak on 

the left for protection. Cross the black streak near the top to finish up the last few metres of 

Oisin to the same belay. 

 

Upper Slab: 

The upper slab is shorter easier angled and broken by a horizontal grass ledge at one-third 

height. 

 

Final Slab   35m   HVS 4c. Andy Nisbet, Brian Davison. 3 Jun 2010. 

Obvious from the approach to the cliff but hard to find. From the left side of the base of the 

slab climb up and diagonally rightwards to the centre of the slab. Finish direct, passing a 

bulge on its right side near the top. 

 

CREAG MEAGAIDH, Bellvue Buttress: 

The Safe Side   300m   VI,7 **. Dave MacLeod, Michael Tweedley. 3 Feb 2010. 

1. 40m  Start below the huge roof and climb an icefall in a large corner to a belay some way 

below the roof. 

2. 55m  Traverse left on the obvious turf ledge to large flakes. Climb the slabby wall above 

direct on turf to meet the roof near its left end. Traverse left with difficulty to a good ledge 

and climb the steep turfy recess above to below steep rock. 

3. 40m  Move up and left from the belay in a groove leading to a turf ledge. From the left end 

of this step left around a small arete to gain steep flakes leading through the overhangs above. 

Follow the line of weakness leftwards. 

4. 65m  Step left and climb easy snow, ice and turfy ground to underneath a sheltered roof 

just left of the buttress crest. 

5. 70m  Step left and continue on mixed ground and snow to the buttress crest. 

6.  Easy slopes lead to the plateau. 

 

Last Day in Paradise   200m    VII,8 ***. Pete Macpherson, Martin Moran, 9 Mar 2010. 

This enjoyable route climbs the slabby face between Smith’s and Ritchie’s Gullies and holds 

conditions longer than the climbs further right across the Pinnacle Face. The climb gives four 

sustained pitches, sections of thin ice alternating with technical mixed sequences, and is high 

in the VII grade. Start in Raeburn’s Gully 50m up from the start of Smith’s below an icy 

bulge and short left-facing corner. 

1. 15m  Surmount the bulge and belay at the top of the corner under a big overlap. 

2. 25m  Go out right and gain the sweeping slab above the overlap. Cross the slab rightwards, 

delicately linking tufts and belay out right at a wide crack. 

3. 25m  Climb the left-facing corner bounding the right side of the slab, making overhanging 

moves on cracked pink rock to gain a niche. Swing left on to a small ice fang then climb turfy 

steps, moving up then left to regain the right edge of the iced slab. Belay at a diagonal crack 

in a steep wall. In conditions of exceptional icing it might be possible to combine pitches 2 

and 3 by climbing direct up the big slab on ice, although a grade of VIII,7 would be 

inevitable! 

4. 40m  Climb thinly iced slabs and tufts to gain Apollyon Ledge. Belay up left under a steep 

wall and roof. 

5. 55m  Climb the wall via its central depression for 12m to the roof, then traverse out left 

and swing on to thin ice smears on the left edge. Climb the ice to easy ground and belay 30m 

higher. 

6. 40m  Go easily up the final ridge which overlooks the exit of Smith’s Gully. 

 

Note:  Alasdair Buchanan avoided the shallow gully of the second pitch of 1959 Face Route 

by a turfy groove to the right and leading to near the base of 1959 Direct. This was thin so he 



climbed a parallel turfy groove and a short ice pitch high up. Two independent pitches at V,4 

but no claim to be first. 
 

Postal Strike   250m   VII,6 ***. Steve Fortune, Chad Harrison. 30 Jan 2010. 

A classic addition to the Post Face with varied climbing in a great position. Start up and right 

of Postman Pat at the obvious large icefall below a large black roof. The steep ice pitch on 

Staghorn Gully Left-Hand Start proves a suitable warm up. 

1. 40m  Climb the much steeper than it looks icefall by either the left-hand groove (tricky to 

pass a cave) or the right-hand sustained pillar. Belay on or below an obvious turfy ledge 

below the roof. A harder variation looks possible directly over this roof from the belay. 

2. 50m  A sustained pitch with spaced protection in places. Climb up and rightwards to an 

obvious turfy traverse left to a large hanging groove above the roof, passing a smaller groove. 

The crux is the last move to gain the smaller groove when the turf runs out. Continue up and 

leftwards to the large groove and follow the left rib of this on good turf and in a great 

position. Belay when the angle finally eases up. 

3.  Follow the left-facing corner on good snow and ice to a big ledge and traverse left to join 

Postman Pat. 

4.  Follow Postman Pat up more snow-ice grooves and bulges, with a small mixed section at 

start of pitch 4. 

 

BEN ALDER AREA note: 

Malcolm Airey & Nick Kaczynski climbed three 10m routes on the on the Falls of Pattack 

(NN 557 883) on 15 Jan 2010. A 40mins walk from Ardverikie estate office up past Gallovie 

Farm; the falls of Pattack are signposted on the left from this Landrover track. Requires 

exceptionally cold conditions. 

Sayonara   III,4. Takes the left edge of the main flow. 

Soggy Tobis   III,4. Takes the short steep icefall formed by a small separate dribble 5m left of 

the main flow. 

Jimbo’s Fall   III. On the east bank of the river about 50m downstream of the main falls is 

another easier angled icefall, a couple of variations possible. 

 

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS, Fort Augustus Area, Culachy Falls (NH 375 057): 

Approach: The falls lie in Glen Tarff, just off General Wade‟s Road. Park at the fire station 

on the south side of Fort Augustus (NH 373 083). Walk east along the A82 for 50m to reach 

a side road on the right, which leads to the burial ground. Follow this road to the burial 

ground, where a farm track leads left. Go through two gates and up a wee hill until another 

single track road is reached. Walk straight over this road and into the woods, following an 

track until a deer farm is reached. A wooden sign (Falls/Corrieyairack Pass) will lead you 

round the deer farm alongside a high fence. Follow this track for just over 1km until the falls 

are reached. 35 to 45mins from car to falls. 

 

Left Side   40m   III *. Martin & Julia Stubbs-Partridge. 29 Dec 2009. 

Climb ice bulges and mushrooms up the left side of the falls to a tree at the top on the left. 

 

Right Side   40m   III **. Martin & Julia Stubbs-Partridge. 29 Dec 2009. 

Climb a thin ramp on good ice, then steeper bulges to the top and the same tree. 

 

CREAG DUBH: 

Golden Shower   VI,6 ***. Scott Muir, Andy Gatenby. 11 Jan 2010. 

Climbs the rarely formed pillar above Oui Oui. Exceptional winter conditions are required for 

the pillar to touch down. It was in good but very chandeliered condition with poor protection 

in places and vertical mush - route very wet - but providing superb technical and vertical 

climbing. Loads of cleaning was necessary. Started at 7.30am to get better conditions before 

a thaw. 



 

Line Dancing   100m   IV,5. Andy Nisbet, Helen Rennard. 27 Feb 2010. 

The fault and huge recess right of Line-Up. This is the second main fault line left of Great 

Wall (Men Only). Start right of the ivy covered lower wall and climb up left above it. Gain 

and go easily up the recess to a fallen tree (30m). Climb out the top left side of the recess, the 

difficulty depending on the amount of ice but well protected, to a tree (15m). Climb the rib 

above to a tree (10m). Abseiling from here would reduce the grade to III,4. Continue straight 

up a slab, then finish right by going up under an overhang and udging right to easy ground 

(45m). 



GLEN COE 

 

BUACHAILLE ETIVE MOR: 

The following routes are on the on the buttress containing the route Iron Cross. This lies 

just up to the left from where D Gully Buttress meets Curved Ridge, and can be reached 

by ascending either. The routes terminate on an obvious grassy ledge. From this point an 

abseil can be made from a huge block (large sling needed). Alternatively scramble up to 

the top of the crag before descending to the left. 

 

The Full Whipper   25m   HVS 5a. * Michael Barnard, Hannah Gibbs. 13 Aug 2009. 

A few metres right of the crack of Iron Cross is a thinner crack. Climb this directly, 

moving left higher up to join the right-hand finish to Iron Cross. 

 

Iron Curtain   25m   VS 4c. Michael Barnard, Hannah Gibbs. 13 Aug 2009. 

Just left of the right end of the buttress lie two parallel grooves. Climb the left (less 

blaeberry filled) one, gradually trending left to finish directly. Quite loose in places. 

 

Iron Bru   25m   Hard Severe 4b. Michael Barnard, Hannah Gibbs. 13 Aug 2009. 

Climbs the steep sidewall of the buttress on excellent jugs. Start to the right of the 

previous route and scramble up easy ground to the foot of the right-hand gully. Step left 

into a short corner, move up to a small roof before stepping out right to follow cracks to 

the top. 

 

Rannoch Wall: 

Restless   70m   VI,7 *. Andy Nelson, A.Townsend, Lewis Harrop. 7 Feb 2009. 

Climbs a wall and groove/cracks at the far left end of Rannoch Wall. Climb the wall 5m 

right of the left arete of Rannoch Wall to a turfy ledge/ramp. Go up this then up another 

short steep wall, towards the obvious ledge and detached block/pedestal. Climb steep 

cracks above directly into a chimney where the angle eases.  

 

Line Up   VII,8. Andy Nelson, Kenny Grant. , 21 Dec 2009. 

A winter ascent. No details available. 
 

Creag a’ Bhancair note: 

Heike Puchan notes that Flying Scotsman is a nice wee climb of three pitches on 

amazingly thick turf, well worth a star or two and IV,4. 

 

THREE WATERS: 

Shilling Rabbit Slabs   75m   IV,4 **. Colin Wells, Penny Clay. 31 Dec 2009. 

A prominent two-tiered cascade of ice just to the north of the easternmost of the two 

Meeting of the Three Waters car parks on the A82 at NN 1715 6800. Gear up in the car 

park and walk for about 5mins across the road to the beginning of the ice at NN 170 571. 

Ascend a series of ice bulges trending slightly left to right to an easing in angle (40m). 

The ice steepens in a broad sheet; climb it direct to the top (35m). Belays at the top may 

be problematic - drive-ins may be useful. An awkward descent to the right (looking out) 

can be made with careful route finding and a couple of awkward steps, otherwise one 

can abseil from trees on the left. 

 

BEINN FHADA: 

Tres Hombres   65m   IV,4. Jim Beaton, Bill McMillan, Fraser Rankin. 30 Jan 2010. 

An icefall located approximately NN 162 547. A 30m ice pitch followed by another 30m 

of easy angled ice and snow, then a 5m headwall. 

 

GEARR AONACH: 



Rev Ted’s Gully Direct Start   70m   IV,5. Zac Poulton, John Pickles. 13 Jan 2010. 

Start down and to the left of the easy ramp line leading in to Rev Ted’s Gully. Climb the 

obvious icefall to the first narrowing of the gully. This consists of a 25m steep icefall, 

35m of easy ground with an awkward step and finally a 10m icefall on the left to reach a 

tree at the foot of the gully proper. 

 

Slithy   VI,7. Blair Fyffe, Gareth Marshall. 7 Jan 2010. 

By the summer line, under powder (no ice). 

 

LOST VALLEY BUTTRESS: 

Bush Paddy   80m   IV,5. Laubie Laubscher, Pete McCourt. 6 Apr 2008. 

1. 55m  From the foot of a rocky rib on the right side of Right-Hand Gully, cross the 

latter to the main buttress to below a corner. First climb snow until it steepens to mixed 

ground and a steep left-facing corner. Climb the corner to below an obvious jammed 

block. Move slightly left to pull up onto the block. 

2. 25m  Climb the steep corner right and above. This may have little or no ice depending 

on conditions but good hooks are available (crux). Climb easier ground above to exit 

route. 

 

STOB COIRE NAN LOCHAIN: 

Schoolboy Finish to Innuendo   40m   V,6. Michael Barnard, Hannah Gibbs. 20 Dec 

2009. 

Start at the block belay of the normal route, below the upper wall. 

3. 20m  Climb the obvious cracked corner directly above, exiting left. 

4. 20m  Finish more easily up the grooves above. 

 

Not Strath Nethy   30m   V,5 *. Michael Barnard, Marcus Scott. 14 Jan 2010. 

Climbs the short steep buttress avoided by Langsam. Approach and finish as for that 

route.Follow the obvious steep chimney on the left side of the buttress. Climb the 

chimney, quite bold initially, until level with a ledge on the left edge of the buttress. 

Traverse left to the ledge; move up the crest before stepping back right to finish up the 

top section of the chimney. 

 

Far Eastern Buttress: 

Eastern Straight   60m   VI,7 **. Andy Nelson, A.Rafferty, R.Parry. 6 Mar 2009. 

A direct finish to Eastern Slant, climbing the obvious steep corner and offwidth crack. 

Start as for that route, up easy vegetated ground to belay at the foot of the steep 

chimney/corner system. Climb the chimney/corner above, stepping right to a ledge at 

15m - optional belay. Continue in the same line up the vertical wall, through a small roof 

and finish up the offwidth crack, with interest to the top. 

 

AONACH DUBH, East Face, Lower Walls: 

Dangerous Curves   25m   VII,8 *. Dave MacLeod, Blair Fyffe. 14 Jan  2010. 

The overhanging grooves left of The Excellerator form thin ice smears in exceptional 

conditions. Move right under a small roof to gain the steep corner. Climb it on thin ice to 

another roof (protection can be reached out left in another corner). Move rightwards 

below the roof to gain a right-trending ramp leading to the top with good protection. 

 

Jane’s Weep   25m   VII/VIII,8 ***. Dave MacLeod, Blair Fyffe 12 Jan 2010. 

The very thin and tenuous icefall which forms down the wall between Lady Jane and Sir 

Chancelot. Move up very thin ice smears to the stepped ramp on Sir Chancelot. Move 

boldly past this on thin ice until it is possible to reach left to a good crack and 

protection. Follow the crack for a few moves before stepping back left onto improving 

ice which is followed to the abseil tree. Very dependent on the ice thickness. 



 

Reasons to Leave   25m   VI,6 **. Blair Fyffe, Dave MacLeod. 12 Jan 2010. 

The icefall which forms most of the way down the right end of the wall, close to the line 

of Grochan Grooves. Start up a steep crack to pull onto a small ledge (as for Grochan 

Grooves). Arrange rock protection above and step left across the iced slab to climb the 

final ice pillar. Abseil from the tree. 
 

AONACH DUBH, North Face: 

Eragon   40m   E6 6b ***. Guy Robertson, Blair Fyffe. Jun 2009. 

A stunning and at times bold pitch up the big wall between Yo Yo and The Clearances; 

protection is there when needed most. The route aims for and passes through the obvious 

niche, finishing up the slim groove in the upper part of the wall. Start as for Yo Yo, but 

continue left to the end of the initial break (protection). Continue diagonally up and left 

until good flat holds lead more directly up to a rest a few metres below the niche. Go up 

through the niche (crux), step left, then trend back right for a few moves before heading 

back up leftwards to a better rest below the final groove. A precarious wobble up the 

groove leads to the big ledge and junction with the other lines hereabouts. 

 

AONACH DUBH, West Face, No.2 Gully Buttress: 

The God Daughter   70m   VI,7. John Lyall, Andy Nisbet. 24 Dec 2009. 

The Glen Coe guide has Oz and Rose Late on the wrong sides of Rose Innominate. Oz is 

right of Rose Innominate and the big groove which is the following route is immediately 

left of it. 

1. 35m  Gain the groove via an overhanging chimney and climb it to the halfway ledge. 

2. 10m  Walk left to where the cliff turns the corner and climb a steep cracked corner. 

3. 25m  Move rightwards up two short walls to gain a big fault leading up left to the top. 

 

Steptoe   60m   VI,7. John Lyall, Andy Nisbet. 22 Dec 2009. 

Start as for the summer route (deep chimney-groove) but climb the groove until moves 

can be made out right to behind the pinnacle on The Verger. Climb good cracks up left 

(probably as for Verger) to a ledge. Follow pitches 2 and 3 of the summer route in one 

pitch. 

 

No.2 Gully Buttress Arete   100m   Difficult. Alex Roddie. 4 Jul 2009. 

The obvious arete forming the right side of this buttress. The lower slabby part has good 

rock and involves a tricky move in an exposed position. An easier start, Moderate, 

traverses in from the gully to the right. 

 

2B Scoop   100m   II. Alex Roddie. 20 Jan 2010. 

A small gully to the right of No.2 Gully Buttress Arete. Used as a finish to No.3 Gully 

(after going left along the Rake), given that the usual Upper Tier finish was bare at the 

chockstones. 

 

AONACH DUBH, West Face, F Buttress (Upper Tier): 

The upper tier directly above F Buttress contains three narrow ridges separated by 

gullies. The central ridge is the best defined and forms a sharp arete. The first route 

described follows the left ridge which contains some small pinnacles in the upper 

section. The routes are easily reached from the top of No.6 Gully by a left traverse along 

The Rake. Descend by traversing easy slopes back right into Coire nam Beitheach. 

 

Archie’s Ridge   85m   III,4 *. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy. 20 Feb 2010. 

The left ridge. Interesting mixed climbing leads to a small pinnacle. Surmount the 

pinnacle and drop into a gap (50m). A groove and short chimney on the left lead to the 

easy upper slopes (35m). 



 

Whistler Gully, Left-Hand   85m   II/III. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy. 20 Feb 2010. 

The gully dividing the left and central ridges, following the left fork where it divides 

near the top. Finish up an easy snow gully.  

 

Whistler Gully, Right-Hand   85m   III,3 *. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy. 20 Feb 2010. 

The right fork comprises a nice groove-line leading to the easy upper slopes. 

 

Shrike Ridge   90m   Very Difficult **. Alex Roddie. 17 Sep 2009. 

The central knife-edged arete offers an excellent climb, the second pitch (crux) being 

thrillingly exposed. Not to be confused with the easier finish to the B-F Buttress 

scramble, which is further to the left. 

1. Climb a slab, steep crack and wall to a small gap. This pitch may be avoided to the 

left by easy scrambling up a vegetated scoop. 

2. An excellent pitch! Climb the overhanging front wall of the arete directly on positive 

holds. Step up onto the knife-edge and climb steeply for about 10m up the arete, 

extremely exposed, with a couple of bold moves. 

3. After reaching a small ledge, the angle relents and pleasant easy climbing leads to the 

last obstacle, a short tower formed by a detached boulder. Move right, layback up a short 

rib, then bridge up the final groove. After the groove, scramble easily to the top. 

 

STOB COIRE NAM BEITH, North Face: 

Artemis   115m   IV,4 *. Steve Kennedy, Bob Hamilton. 23 Jan 2010. 

This route follows an obvious break in the buttress left of the bifurcation in the upper 

reaches of North-West Gully (just right of the summer route Sunset Slab), on the buttress 

beyond No.5 Buttress. The length doesn’t include the approach via North-West Gully. 

Climb North-West Gully to the point where the gully forks. Follow the left fork for a 

short distance. A break will be seen in the buttress above which develops into a shallow 

right-trending gully. Start at the left side of the break in a small recess and climb steep 

mixed ground just right of the recess to reach the shallow gully. Climb the gully to a 

large spike belay at a pedestal overlooking The Mummy on the right (60m). The broken 

buttress above has two grooves in the upper part. The left-hand groove was climbed to 

easy ground (55m). 

 

Stob Coire nam Beith, Summit Buttresses: 

The suggested name for the previously neglected buttresses situated directly beneath the 

main summit. Best accessed by climbing a route on the lower face such as North-West 

Gully or Arch Gully then traversing left along the upper terrace. The terrace leads into 

the large basin looking across to Bishop’s Buttress. The Summit Buttresses are situated 

a short distance above the end of the terrace. Alternatively, approach the basin by 

following slopes just beyond Zero Buttress. The routes are located on two north facing 

buttresses divided by a deep gully (Nutcracker) which is hidden from most approaches. 

The upper part of the south-east face of the left-hand buttress contains a short prominent 

gully (Grade I) leading to the summit which has been climbed many times. Gear can be 

left on an excellent gearing up ledge below the overhung base of the left-hand buttress 

and retrieved by descending the easy snow slopes on the left. 

 

Corkscrew   100m   III *. Steve Kennedy, Bob Hamilton. 30 Dec 2009. 

Climbs the upper part of the steep left-hand buttress. Climb Nutcracker for about 30m to 

the right end of a snow terrace leading out left onto the crest of the buttress (30m). Move 

left and follow the terrace to a chockstone belay on the crest (25m). Climb mixed ground 

close to the crest to the finish up easy snow slopes (45m). 

 

Nutcracker   85m   II/III *. Steve Kennedy. 28 Mar 2010. 



The deep wide gully dividing the two buttresses. Climb mostly on the right side of the 

gully passing a couple of icy steps to reach the easy upper slopes. Possibly climbed 

before. 

 

Breakdance   80m   IV,4 *. Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 24 Jan 2010. 

Situated on the right-hand buttress. Start near the foot of Nutcracker about 10m above 

the base of the right-hand buttress. Climb a short slab on the right, then directly up an 

open groove. Move right below a steep wall to reach a small col next to a prominent 

pinnacle (50m). Skirt the upper buttress on the right for 5m, then climb a short steep 

groove before moving back horizontally left into a groove on the buttress crest. Continue 

up the crest to finish up easy snow (50m). 

 

Bongo Thunder   85m   IV,5 **. Geoff Cohen, Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy. 13 Feb 

2010. 

A more direct line up the right-hand buttress. Start just left of the foot of the buttress a 

few metres below the start of Breakdance. Follow a line of snow shelves out right to the 

crest. Continue up just right of the crest to an easier section then move back left and 

spiral around the buttress left of the crest to join Breakdance at the prominent pinnacle 

(35m). Climb the ridge directly above the small col by pulling steeply out left into a 

small undercut recess, then continue directly up a groove which leads to easier ground 

and a small cornice (50m). 

 

Side Spin   85m   I/II. Steve Kennedy. 25 Dec 2009. 

The shallow gully immediately right of the right-hand buttress leading directly to the 

summit cairn. 

 

CHURCH DOOR BUTTRESS: 

Flaked Out   85m   V,6. Alasdair Buchanan, Pat Ingram. February 2010. 

Start 5m left of Flake Route. Climb over a small steepening to the base of three parallel 

cracks. Climb the middle one initially, then move steeply right to finish up the right 

crack to a big ledge (30m). Climb a short well protected groove on the right to pinnacles 

and easier ground (15m). An easier long pitch leads leftwards to a junction with West 

Chimney (40m). 

 

AONACH EAGACH, Chancellor Gully Area: 

The following two routes climb icefalls on the steep wall right of The Slit. They need a 

very good freeze to form and suffer from sun even early season. Descend my moving up 

the slope above the routes and then traversing rightwards to open slopes. 

 

Liquidator   40m   VI,6 *. Dave MacLeod, Donald King. 8 Jan 2010. 

The left-hand ice line on the wall. From a spike belay in the gully bed move up and left 

to a steep pillar and follow this to ledges. Continue into the narrow ice chimney above, 

exiting left to a tree. 

 

Frozen Assets   40m   VII,7 **. Dave MacLeod, Sam Wood. 9 Jan 2010. 

The right-hand ice line is steeper and more technical, moving between thin ice fangs, but 

with some good rock protection. Peg belay at the base of a detached pinnacle (to avoid 

bombardment when the sun comes out). Move round into the gully behind the pinnacle 

and climb this for about 6m before steppping onto steep ice on the left wall. Climb this 

boldly to a footledge on the right below overhangs and good rock protection. Traverse 

left past thin ice daggers with difficulty and up to spikes on the left below the final ice 

curtain. Finish up this and belay well back on pegs and cams. 

 

AONACH EAGACH (Sgorr nam Fiannaidh): 



The Clachaig Icefall   150m   III *. Steve Kennedy. 9 Jan 2010. 

An icefall occasionally forms low down above Clachaig Inn where the ground steepens 

above and left of Banana Buttress. Roughly midway between Banana Buttress and 

Clachaig Gully. About 20mins walk from the hotel car-park. Traverse off right to 

descend. 

 

SGOR NA H-ULAIDH: 

West Buttress   300m   I/II. Alex Roddie. 29 Nov 2008. 

The open buttress directly right of West Gully. Climbed in icy conditions and begun by a 

detour out of West Gully near the bottom. Large icy grooves lead to a rambling upper 

section with a wide choice of line. A useful route when the gullies are lean. 

 

BEINN FHIONNLAIDH, South Face: 

Icicle Buttress Gully   350m   II **. Ian Stennett. 1 Jan 2010. 

An interesting winter route with great atmosphere in a truly wild setting. This hidden 

gully appears as a slanting ramp below and right of the big buttress that sits 75m left of 

Rapunzel. Start beneath the pointed foot of the buttress (NN 089 494) and follow the 

gully up to the right. The gully is mostly of an easy angle (Grade I) but there are a few 

small ice steps and a large awkward chockstone before the gully splits. At this junction 

follow right on easy snow to the summit slopes. 

Note:  A harder (100m III **) but more interesting finish follows the steep narrow gully 

left that after 40m meets a 4m vertical step (crux) followed by a shorter similar move. 

Go straight up to the summit slopes. 

 

BEINN FHIONNLAIDH, Coire a' Chait, Alasdair’s Buttress: 

(NN 093 500)   Alt 800m   North Facing 

This remote corrie located high on Beinn Fhionnlaidh’s steep north face remains out of 

the sun all winter, has superb views to Ben Nevis and beyond and offers visitors a real 

feeling of solitude. Alasdair’s Buttress sits central in the vast coire bowl and has four 

prominent ice lines that flow over the top. The climbs are all single pitch with an easy 

descent back to the foot of the buttress so it is possible to complete three or four climbs 

in a day. 

The ice requires a good prolonged freeze to form thoroughly and previous snow melt 

may help. Large amounts of snow will make access very arduous and a clear day is best 

to enjoy the wild surroundings and choose the easiest access line along the mountain's 

undulating south-west flank. 

Approach:  From the car park at Elleric in Glen Creran take the private road down to 

Glen Ure and then go left behind Glen Ure Farm house and on into the trees. Take a 

right fork up hill and when out of the trees strike off left to gain the obvious south-west 

flank of Beinn Fhionnlaidh. On reaching Lochan Cairn Deirg (alt 640m) start a north-

east traverse round to Lochan Caorainn (alt 690m) beneath the subsidiary top of Caoran. 

From here traverse round into Coire a' Chait, 2.5 to 3hrs. 

Descent:  The easiest route back to the base of the climbs is to the left as you face the 

buttress. Ascend the slopes above the climbs to the summit plateau for the quickest route 

at the end of the day.  

 

Proximo   45m   III *. Ian Stennett. 4 Mar 2010. 

The leftmost ice line that sits in a V-shaped groove. Fun climbing and better after a build 

up. 

 

Maximus   45m   III,4 ***. Ian Stennett. 4 Mar 2010. 

A big groove just to the right gives the best ice on the buttress with good thick quantities 

flowing top to bottom creating some interesting shapes and features. Finish directly up 

the steep right-hand side near the top for maximum value. 



 

Commodus   40m   IV,4 **. Ian Stennett. 4 Mar 2010. 

Further right is a large slab with ice flowing down a corner which forms its right side. 

Continually steep ice of uniform angle covering this large slab. A good climb. 

 

Caesar   30m   III *. Ian Stennett. 4 Mar 2010. 

A thinly iced slab-corner just to the right. Steep at the base and easing towards the top. 

This iced slab is often thinner than the other climbs but still entertaining. 

 

Slave   60m   I. Ian Stennett. 4 Mar 2010. 

A gully some 40m right of Caesar. An ideal quick route up to above the climbs. Can 

hold some ice on rocks near the top. 

 

ETIVE SLABS: 

Note:  It is noted that Hamish Henderson & Gordon (Curly) Ross climbed the Direct 

Start to The Pinch in May 1977, before the recorded first ascent. It wasn’t recorded as 

they abseiled off when they joined the original route. 

 

BEINN A’ BHEITHIR, Sgorr Bhan, East Face: 

Hide and Seek   210m   IV,4. Donald King & partner. 

Sgorr Bhan is the 947m outlier of Sgorr Dhearg on Beinn a’ Bheithir. Two short steep 

steps at 680m lead into a narrow gully which curves round to the left and opens out. Pass 

below a ribbon of ice on the right, and climb the main icefall slightly further along. 

There is a belay on the rock island halfway up the icefall. Worth a star or two. 

Note:  The route and this description was recorded as Hidden Streak by Jamie Hageman 

& Guy Steven, 8 Jan 2010, but had been climbed before. 

 

Hide and Seek Direct Start   20m   IV,5. Alan Halewood, Sally Ozanne. 10 Jan 2010. 

To the right of the Grade I start is a freestanding ice pillar some 8m high. Above this 

easier ice leads to a short steep mixed step before you rejoin the normal route just below 

the first steepening. 

 

Erica Roe Gully   190m   IV,4. Alan Halewood, Sally Ozanne. 10 Jan 2010. 

Climb Hide and Seek past the first ice step and through the gully narrows. 

1. 30m  Traverse the easy snow ramp approx 30m to the first obvious ice gully on the 

left. 

2. 30m  Climb the ice gully to a belay on the right 

3. 50m  Climb another pitch of ice to the snow bay where the gully turns left and ends. 

4. 30m  Directly above is a right-angled rock corner. Climb this on rock and turf to 

easier ground and a spike. 

5. 50m  Climb easier snow to the top 

 

KINLOCHLEVEN: 

Little Canada   150m   III *. Colin Wells, Penny Clay (alt). 31 Dec 2009. 

The streams which descend from Coire an t-Sionnaich coalesce into a larger body of 

water in a small wooded ravine below about 350m which debouches into Loch Leven. 

Start at a small bridge at NN 1756175. Follow the stream over a series of small bulges 

until a larger waterfall presents itself. Climb this (25m III), the left side being slightly 

steeeper than the right. The stream carries on above but at very easy angle so walk off to 

the left and descend to the road. 

 

Iced Jem   80m   II. James Hatfield, Kate Drugan. 3 Jan 2010. 

A frozen stream which falls in steps down a gully. NN 163 636. Approach from parking 

at the McDonald hotel, along the West Highland Way and 15mins up from the path 



(1hr). Short vertical ice formations interspersed by less steep ice and neve. After a 35m 

pitch, a good 50m pitch with the crux at the very top. 

 

GLEN ETIVE, STOB COIR’ AN ALBANNAICH, North Corrie: 

Note:  The references to Alan MacDonald in SMCJ 2009 (p463) should be Andy 

MacDonald. 

 

BEINN SGULAIRD (GLEN CRERAN): 

Note:  Back to Work (SMCJ 2009) has been regraded as III. 

 

GARBH BHEINN (ARDGOUR), South Wall: 
Pinnacle Ridge   170m   III. Ewan Lyons, Ewan Olivarius. 20 Feb 2010. 

The sun will strip any snow from the steep east facing walls of the ridge. Start round to 

the right of the steepest rocks at a vague turfy/ heathery groove. This continues up into a 

more defined right-facing turfy corner line (50m). Continue up for 20m to easy ground. 

Follow crest of the first pinnacle easily until it narrows at a horizontal arete. This is 

gained via a ramp on the right until a belay at the bottom of final steep section (60m). 

Either work up left to gain the crest of the second pinnacle or better still take a steeper 

right-facing groove on the right (IV,4). Follow this to the end of the groove (40m, 

possible belay) and then an open slope to a final V-notch on the crest (20m). Easy 

ground is followed to the final summit slopes. 

 

MORVEN, Maol Odhar (Creach Bheinn), Coire Dubh: 

Walk the Plank   100m   IV,5 *. Steve Kennedy, Bob Hamilton, Andy MacDonald. 28 

Feb 2010. 

Takes a line up the front (east face) of the buttress left of Voodoo Gully linking a system 

of discontinuous ledges. Start at the lowest point and climb straightforward ground for 

about 40m to a steepening. Climb to the left end of a narrow overhung ledge which is 

traversed awkwardly right (crux). From the right end of the ledge move up and leftwards 

onto an exposed pedestal on the left edge. Easier ground leads out left then directly up to 

the easier upper section. 

 

The Zeppelin Face: 

The suggested name for the sprawling north-east face containing The Rover (SMCJ 

2008, p177) visible from the main road in Glen Tarbert. The Rover is the leftmost of 

three corner systems. The best descent is by Voodoo Gully on the south side of the 

buttress. 

 

Ramble On   130m   III. Pete Harrop, Nigel Wombell. 28 Feb 2010. 

Climb The Rover for about 40m (beyond the initial steepening) then pull out right into a 

groove system. The groove was lean so the buttress on the left was followed to the top.  

 

The Crunge   130m (excluding approach)   III. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy, Andy 

MacDonald. 28 Feb 2010. 

Climbs the buttress immediately right of The Rover. Approach by scrambling to the 

middle ledge below the upper face. An easy right to left snow ramp leads to the buttress 

edge overlooking The Rover. Follow mixed ground just right of the edge taking the 

easiest line. 

 

Houses of the Holy   110m (excluding approach)   IV,4 *. Steve Kennedy, Andy 

MacDonald. 10 Jan 2010. 

This route is based on the rightmost of the three corner systems. Approach by 

scrambling up broken ground to a slabby left facing corner. Climb the corner on thin ice 



to a bay on the right. Move up left and climb short grooves left of the main corner to a 

ledge (60m). Finish up a groove line (50m). 

 

Communication Breakdown   180m   IV,5 *. Bob Hamilton, Pete Harrop. 10 Jan 2010. 

A short distance right of Houses of the Holy is an easy looking gully. This route climbs 

the next prominent gully to the right featuring a prominent icefall near the top (about 

100m right of Houses of the Holy). Climb continuous easy angled ice for three pitches 

with the final steep icefall proving to be the crux. 

 

MORVEN, Maol Odhar (Creach Bheinn), Coire nam Frithallt: 

The following routes are situated on or adjacent to the twin buttresses below the main 

summit which are divided by a deep gully (Phantom Gully). Voodoo Buttress (SMCJ 

2005, p165) is situated on the larger left-hand buttress. The best approach from the main 

road is to follow a vague track leading up the west side of the glen into the corrie. 

 

Delta Wing   80m   III. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 8 Feb 2009. 

The large left-hand buttress containing Voodoo Buttress is bounded on the left by a 

shallow gully (Shamen). Left again is a small slabby buttress with a right-facing corner. 

Climb the corner, entering by a groove on the right, then climb a short chimney in the 

upper part to reach easy ground and a small cornice. 

 

Shamen   130m   II. Gary Caswell, Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 21 Feb 2010. 

The shallow gully on the left side of the left-hand buttress, ignoring an easy left branch 

about mid-way. 

 

Witch Doctor   130m   V,5 **. Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 4 Jan 2010. 

A fine companion route to Voodoo Buttress, climbing the face immediately to the right 

of that route by a series of grooves and narrow turf ledges. Well protected but solid turf 

desirable. Start near the foot of Phantom Gully and climb the initial ramp of Voodoo 

Buttress to belay at a small fir after about 25m. Traverse out right onto the face by some 

turf ledges, then climb directly up a steep groove to reach a prominent ledge system. 

Traverse the ledges rightwards, then pull into a snowy bay below the upper headwall 

(50m). Finish up the most prominent groove with interest to the top (50m). 

 

Phantom Gully   120m   III,4 *. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 8 Feb 

2009. 

The deep gully separating the two buttresses, starting close to the foot of Voodoo 

Buttress. The main gully finishes on a small narrow col. A short section of steep mixed 

ground directly above the col leads to easier finishing snow slopes. 

 

Phantom Gully, Left-Hand Finish  120m   III,3 *. Gary Caswell, Steve Kennedy, Andy 

MacDonald. 21 Feb 2010. 

The prominent groove-line leading up left from the col, gained by a short left traverse, 

and leading to the easier upper slopes. 

 

Screaming Virgins   140m   III,4 *. Gary Caswell, Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 21 

Feb 2010. 

The wide groove/gully running up the right side of the right-hand buttress onto the crest. 

An easy ramp leads rightwards into the groove (35m). Climb the groove to the crest of 

the buttress, then continue up mixed ground just left of the crest to belay above a small 

col (junction with Phantom Gully) - 50m. Continue up steep mixed ground directly 

above the col as per the upper section of Phantom Gully (or follow the Left-Hand 

Finish) and finish up easy snow slopes (55m). 

 



Black Widow   110m   III,4. Bob Hamilton, Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 8 Feb 

2009. 

Climbs the right edge of the right-hand buttress. Start just left of the base of the gully on 

the right side of the buttress. Climb the buttress to a snow bay, then continue up steeper 

mixed ground following a vague groove system to reach the saddle at the top of the 

initial gully of Phantom Gully. Finish up Phantom Gully by climbing the steep mixed 

ground directly above the saddle. 

 

Papa Shango   145m   I *. Gary Caswell, Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 21 Feb 

2010. 

The gully running up the right side of the right-hand buttress with a steep finish. A nice 

way to the summit ridge finishing close to the cairn. 

 

MOIDART, Glenuig, Eas an Forsay (NM 691 780): 

Eas an Forsay   75m   III. Alan Halewood, Gill Culshaw. 13 Jan 2010. 

Park in the layby just north of the caravan site. Cross the road and head up the frozen 

watercourse or right bank until in the pool at the base of the steep first pitch. Climb the 

20m icefall up the steep black wall to the pool above. The next pitch is 15m of easier ice 

possible on either the left or right. Above a 40m long easy angled icefall (some 15m 

wide at the base, narrowing at the top) takes you to the top of the falls. There is also a 

short easy ice step some 100m further back from the top of the route. 

 

MOIDART, Beinn Odhar Bheag, Coire nan Clach: 

The following climbs are found on the obvious north facing crag. 

 

South-East Gully   200m   II/III. David Ritchie, Neil McGougan. 4 Mar 2006. 

This climb follows the right-slanting gully starting at the left end and lowest point of the 

crag. Two pitches of interest near the top. 

 

Deep Chimney   140m   V,6. David Ritchie, Neil McGougan. 4 Mar 2006. 

Climbs the obvious chimney right of South-East Gully. 

1. 20m  Scramble up to the start of the difficulties in a cave below the first chockstone. 

2. 30m  Climb the steep chockstoned chimney to below an overhanging chockstone 

barring access to the gully above. An excellent pitch. 

3. 50m  Bypass this chockstone using turf on the right wall, regain the gully above and 

then climb through further chockstones exiting left. 

4. 40m  Climb more easily up the gully to finish close to the top of South-East Gully. 

 

Estwing   150m   IV,4. David Ritchie, Neil McGougan. 2 Feb 2008. 

Right of Deep Chimney lies an area of slabs bounded on the right by a well defined gully 

with a steep icy start. The following route climbs the shallow left-trending groove lying 

to the right of this gully. 

1. 50m  Gain the groove by climbing the buttress on the right for 10m, then follow it to a 

spike. 

2. 50m  Climb the buttress directly above following the line of least resistance, slanting 

right to reach the end of the difficulties. 

3. 50m  Easier ground leads to the summit. 

 

ARDNAMURCHAN, Meall An Fhir-Eoin Beag: 

Tambora   20m   E3 5c **. Steve Kennedy, Bob Hamilton. 11 Apr 2010. 

A serious and bold route on the left side of the upper section of the crag. Approach by 

scrambling up the far left of the crag then move back right to reach the small grassy 

gully at the start of the second pitch of Crater Comforts. This is a few metres left of the 

ramp on the second pitch of Volcane. The route generally follows the rounded rib left of 



the upper section of Volcane (C. C. goes up the side wall on the left). From the gully 

climb twin cracks up left, then pull awkwardly onto a small ledge below a steepening. 

Place good wires at the back of the ledge then pull up rightwards using a flange on the 

edge. Step back left onto the rib, then continue by thin and unprotected moves to an 

easier slab and an obvious left-trending crack. Finish easily up the crack. 

 

Temptress   25m   HVS 5a *. Steve Kennedy, Bob Hamilton, John Anderson. 11 Apr 

2010. 

A good but eliminate line up the edge immediately left of the corner of Greta Gabbro. 

Climb the lower slab directly to the base of the edge. Palm the edge all the way with the 

left hand (no stepping right into the corner for gear!) with gear in the crack just right of 

the edge. 

 



SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS 

 
STOB GHABHAR, North-East Spur (NN 231 456): 

This may only offer “short scrambles” in summer but provided three winter routes. 

 

Munrovin’   140m   III. Andy Nisbet. 29 Dec 2009. 

Start on the front face (overlooking the loch) at the left end of the unbroken section (left 

again an easy ramp leads up left). From here, a ramp leads up right on to the main face. Start 

just right of the ramp and climb turfy ledges up to the top of the ramp. The angle now eases 

to reach the top of the dome which forms the lower buttress. Continue to the plateau on a 

pleasant ridge with small pinnacles. 

 

Billy   130m   III. Andy Nisbet. 23 Feb 2010. 

A line on the right side of the face, starting about 10m left of the following route. Work up 

left on snowy ledges, using some consolidated snow, passing just under a right-slanting but 

steeper line of weakness, until possible to climb straight up and join Munrovin’ near the top 

of the dome. Finish up the common upper ridge. 

 

Red Gully   120m   III. John Lyall. 29 Dec 2009. 

The right end of the main face (facing north) is formed by a gully. Climb this through a steep 

section to reach the common upper ridge. 

 

STOB GHABHAR, Coire Dhomhnaill (NN 233 469): 

The cliff containing The Great Divide (SMCJ 2000). With snow down to the road but 

reasonable walking conditions, an approach was made up Coire Toaig, descending into 

Coirean Lochain at a level section at NN 239 462. A right-slanting line on snow led to Sron 

nan Giubhas at NN 241 465. The north side of the ridge was then descended, turning left to 

traverse the cliff base to below the cliff (4hrs with light sacks; later 3hrs 30mins with heavier 

sacks but in very good conditions). 

Left of The Great Divide is a concave face with two fault lines, a groove line direct up its 

centre and one on the left which forms thicker ice and takes a bend left at half-height to finish 

up a ramp leading to the upper left side of the face. 

 

Clan Donald   200m   IV,4 ***. Chris Pasteur, Andy Nisbet, Duncan Tunstall. 23 Feb 2010. 

The left fault line. Follow this on ice to where it steepens and forms a big bulging icefall. 

Two separate lines were taken, one initially on the left to follow a groove on the front of the 

bulging icefall and another trending right to climb the bulging icefall by a groove on its right. 

Climb the left-slanting iced ramp, then steep snow to the top. 

 

Campbells’ Buttress   250m   IV,5. Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston, Duncan Tunstall. 9 Mar 

2010. 

The buttress between the two fault lines. Start either at the right edge of the Clan Donald 

icefall or on the buttress just right. 

1. 50m  Climb ice leading right or up the turfy buttress to reach a snow ramp leading right to 

steeper ground. 

2. 50m  Climb turfy ground above (or an iced corner on the left if formed) before moving left 

into a stepped right-slanting fault. Go up this and move left again into a parallel fault below a 

short steep chimney. 

3. 50m  Climb the chimney (crux) and continue rightwards up the fault before going up to a 

spike overlooking the central fault (Donald’s Direct). 

4. 50m  Go up, then right on steep snow to near the top of a bay. 

5. 50m  Continue more easily to the top. 

 



Donald’s Direct   250m   IV,4 **. Andy Nisbet, Duncan Tunstall. 19 Feb 2010. 

The central groove line. Climb this over several ice pitches to a bay high up. Climb a groove 

slanting slightly right to gain the crest of a ridge overlooking The Great Divide. Follow this 

ridge becoming progressively easier until walking (not included in length) leads to the 

plateau. 

 

The following routes lie on a wall above a high bay situated up and left (east) of the previous 

routes at NN 235 467. It can be approached by descending Sron nan Giubhas to the first ease 

of steepening at approx. NN 238 465. Or by walking up it to the base of the final steepening. 

Descend north for about 100m height and traverse snowy terraces left, slightly descending at 

times and crossing a long gully (which runs the full height of the face) to gain the bottom east 

end of the bay. Alternatively, after doing one of the previous routes, make a descending 

traverse left (east) on steep exposed snow to the bay. 

 

Seduction   150m   II. Andy Nisbet. 9 Mar 2010. 

A gully rising out of the top left corner of the bay has one ice pitch high up and steep snow 

leading to upper convex snow slopes. 

 

Clandestine   140m   III **. Jonathan Preston, Duncan Tunstall. 9 Mar 2010. 

A great wee route for the grade. Climb a narrow gully some 20m to the right passing two 

short steep sections to reach the upper slopes.  

 

Mystery Cleft   120m   IV,5 *. Andy Nisbet, Duncan Tunstall. 19 Feb 2010. 

A deep gully hidden from most angles but exiting from the top right corner of the bay. 

Increasingly steep snow gains a right bend into its deepest section and the expected short ice 

pitch becomes a much fiercer one. The cornice was passed on the left. 

 

Stingle   120m   IV,5 *. Andy Nisbet, Duncan Tunstall. 23 Feb 2010. 

An icefall and ramp forming a V with  Mystery Cleft. Start up Mystery Cleft to below an 

icefall on its left wall. Climb this into a ramp, followed to a “sting-in-the-tail” short chimney 

(65m, but intermediate belay possible). Climb easing snow to the top. 

 

BEINN AN DOTHAIDH, North-East Corrie: 

Kudu   60m   III. Laubie Laubscher, Ken Moore. 5 Feb 2009. 

Start 70m left (east) of the bottom of North Buttress (the spur directly left of Taxus). The 

start is at a corner directly after steep rock that forms a 15m ice pitch. The start is the crux 

with steep ice first which becomes slabbier higher. After 20m the ice slabs meet a snow gully 

which bends slight left. Follow the gully to its top. One can either walk off east or continue to 

the summit as described below. 

Note:  The grade is from a 2010 ascent when the ice was thicker. This ascent then climbed 

two 50m pitches of easier ground slightly left then up past a small rock step. Two more easy 

pitches of 50m lead rightwards below a rock face to join the arete near the top of Taxus 

ordinary route (240m to Taxus). Taxus is then followed for about 80m to the plateau. Mark 

Dashwood, Nigel Suess. 25 Jan 2010. 

 

BEINN UDLAIDH Notes: 

Sunshine Gully is Grade II and has a right fork at III, also slabs to the right of the right fork 

that allow lines to IV. Between the right and left fork there is an obvious rib which gives a 

series of iced steps at Grade IV; these finish at a small rock outcrop with cornice exit above 

(Karl Spierling, Chris Hine. 11 Feb 2010.). 

 



Tinkerbell is placed in the guide under Coire Ghamhnain. It is actually the rightmost climb in 

Coire Daimh, about 100m right of The Smirk, and was climbed several times at Grade III,4 in 

2010. 

 

BEN UDLAIDH, Lower Tier: 

Behind the Sun   30m   VII,7 **. Andy Turner, Dave MacLeod. 21 Feb 2010. 

Near the centre of the lower tier is a collection of steep icicles forming just left of a large left-

facing overhanging corner. Climb the corner on turf and move left onto the ice. Traverse 

leftwards along ledges on ice to below the final roof and hanging ice curtain. From an 

exciting position in the roof, bash a hole in the precarious ice curtain and climb it to the top. 

 

The Grin   80m   VI,7. Greg Boswell, Tim Blakemore. 3 Mar 2010. 

A prominent hanging icicle to the left of The Smirk. 

1. 40m  Go up an ice bulge in the right corner, then traverse left under a small roof to gain the 

hanging icicle. Move up and enter a thin icy groove to the left of a large flake. Make a tricky 

step right at the top of the groove onto a good foothold on the blank face. Move up and right 

onto thin finishing icicles to gain an open chimney fault. Move up 10m over a steep turfy 

bulge to a large ledge beneath a second icy corner. 

2. 40m  Climb the prominent icy corner and continue to finish up the snow gully for 30m as 

for The Smirk. 

 

BEN UDLAIDH, Coire Ghamhnain: 

Busy Bee   90m   II/III. Birgit Hauffe, Phil Lee, Alex Smith. 7 Mar 2010. 

There is a quartz vein is on the Coire Ghamhnain side of the north ridge of Beinn Udlaidh 

and which runs over the crest of the hill to Quartzvein Scoop in Coire Daimh. This route 

takes the first obvious wide icefall on the right after the quartz vein ridge. NN 285 338. The 

first 7m provides very steep climbing up a curtain of ice over an overhang. This would be 

shorter with a banking of snow. Easy ground then leads to the main icefall. A 40m pitch gains 

the top. The line taken can be varied. 

 

BEINN A’ CHAISTEIL, (Auch Glen):  

Aquila   110m   IV,4. Robert Kincaid, Roger Parry. 21 Feb 2010. 

Two hundred metres left of Jimmy Dewar’s Icefall is a drape of ice coming from high up on a 

right-sloping ramp through the crags. Gain access to the main icefall by grass ledges to a 

large block below the main ice mass. 

1. 35m  Go up slabby ice to an ice pillar. Pass behind this trending right, then up a steep iced 

corner to an ice belay on the ledge above the pillar. 

2. 40m  Go straight up short steep ice sections (or two 20m pitches). 

3. 35m  Easier angled icy ground to the ramp (which can be descended with caution). 

 

BEINN CHUIRN: 

Note:  The probable first ascent of Eas Anie was by Peter Hodgkiss & Davie MacDonald; 

Hamish Henderson & Curly Ross in February 1986. Both teams climbed by the steeper left-

hand finish. 

 

GLEN FALLOCH: 

Note:  Matt Munro suggests a better description for Eas Ruaridh, which is not on the main 

Dubh Eas burn: 

Situated a kilometre or so above Glenfalloch Farm is a large waterfall (NN 311 211) on a 

tributary of the Dubh Eas burn which forms a fine icefall after a prolonged freeze (at least 2 

weeks below freezing). It is well seen from the A82. Climb the icefall in two pitches. 

 

CRUACH ARDRAIN, East Face of Meall Dhamh  (NN 398 217): 



Stollen Grooves   120m   IV,4. Chris Hine, Karl Spierling. 12 Feb 2010. 

At the left end of the crag a large cuneiform buttress occurs above large boulders on the 

corrie floor. Immediately above and to the right of this buttress is a bay bounded on the left 

by a ramp and on the right by a steep wall. Icy grooves converge to feed an obvious 

chimney/gully leading directly from the top of the bay. Climb iced slabs that narrow at a 

chockstone that is passed to reach a bay where the gully forks. Continue straight up the gully 

on steepening ice to the top of an icy groove. A short ice wall leads to snow before the gully 

narrows again and a steep icy groove leads to the exit onto the summit snowfield. Finish just 

south of the summit.  

 

Meall Dhamh Ramp   120m   II. Willie Jeffrey, Chris Hine. 26 Dec 2009. 

A prominent right-slanting, overhung ramp can be found 150m right of the large cuneiform 

buttress. Continuous ice was climbed in a series of short steps giving way to turf and snow at 

the top. Finish just north of the summit. 

 

CREAG AN FHITHICH Note:  The Map Ref should read NN 204 043. That given in the 

guide (NN 193 043) is for Pole Farm , not the crag. 

 

THE COBBLER, North Peak, Chockstone Buttress: 

Chockstone Groove   80m   II. Phil Bonnett, Matt Griffin, Aengus McCulloch. 20 Dec 2009. 

Fifteen metres left of Chockstone Gully is a groove line that runs the full height of the crag. It 

provides two pitches, each with interesting steps, the hardest being at the start and the finish. 

The route would provide a good approach to routes on Great Gully Buttress. 

 

BEINN NARNAIN: 

Note:  Michael Tweedley climbed a route Machete in 2009 at E6 6b. No details available. 

 

THE BRACK: 

Great Central Groove, McFarlane’s Variation   25m   V,6. Stuart McFarlane, Sam Burns, 

Erick Baillot. 2 Jan 2010. 

From the belay below the top 5a chimney (which was bare), traverse horizontally right along 

a snow ledge for 6m. Climb a steep crack in the wall and where it buldges, step left to reach 

crucial turf, then pull through onto a ledge. Belay above the chimney. This enables the route 

to be climbed at a consistent standard with sustained lower pitches, when ice hasn’t formed 

in the chimney. 

 

Inglis Clark Arete, Direct Start   55m   III,4 *. Martin Holland, Jonathan Foden, Birgit 

Hauffe. 27 Dec 2009. 

1. 45m  Start just left of the toe of the buttress and follow a left-trending turf ramp to a turfy 

boulder (possible belay). Move up to and climb a short corner with a vertical fist width crack 

splitting the right wall (crux). Move up leftwards to belay. 

2. 10m  Step right to above a cleft and make an awkward move up a bulging corner on good 

chockstone hooks to gain easier ground. Move up and right to gain the original route. 

 

Four Minutes Past Hell   50m   IV,4. Martin Holland, Jim Bayliss. 25 Feb 2010. 

A direct start to Hell’s Teeth. Start at a quartz wall right of the normal start of Hell’s Teeth 

and left of a large corner. Climb the quartz wall on improving turf to pass a small evergreen 

tree. Move up easier turf to the base of an open book corner (chockstones). Climb the corner 

with interest to easy ground below a big wall (possible belay). Easy ground then leads to the 

chimney mentioned in the Hell’s Teeth description. 

 

Helter-Skelter   50m   III *. Martin Holland, Pamela Millar, Birgit Hauffe. 2 Jan 2010. 

A variation finish to Hell’s Teeth. 



1. 10m  Behind the top section of the "large block" of Hell’s Teeth is a small cave. Climb the 

stepped turf groove immediately right of the cave and then move right to beside a large 

fissure. 

2. 40m  Climb on to a turfy pedestal and step across the fissure to a perch on the outside face. 

Step back across the fissure to gain an overhung turfy ramp. Climb the ramp to a turfy block 

(possible belay). Step right and up to climb a final short slabby wall to easier ground. The 

final slabby wall would be avoidable by an easy traverse right. 

 

Note:  Martin Holland & Pamela Millar climbed the chimney which is passed by Hell’s Teeth 

on 6 Jan 2010. After 55m of Hell’s Teeth, climb the obvious chimney on the right, via two 

steep steps. Continue in the line of the chimney until a large cave is reached (possible belay). 

Enter the cave and finish via the skylight (40m, III **). Topo of the area provided. 

 

Chockstone Alley   165m   IV,5 *. Martin Holland, John Jackson. 1 Mar 2010. 

The gap between Hell’s Teeth and The Abyss. 

1. 45m  Start to the right of a short wall right of The Abyss and climb easily up to a dead tree. 

Move up and right to the obvious turfy corner with a tree at its base. Climb the corner to its 

top. 

2. 45m  Step up and right and climb easy turfy ground past a dead tree and up steps to below 

the blocks of Hell’s Teeth. 

3. 30m  Move 5m left and up turfy corners. Move back right up a turf ramp and up to an 

evergreen tree. Belay on the ledge above right of a large chimney feature. 

4. 45m  Move left along the ledge and enter the base of the cave/chimney feature. Traverse 

15m horizontally left on chockstones and full body jams. A series of chockstones now allows 

vertical height to be gained. At the top of the chimney step out on to the top of the massive 

flake forming the chimney, before stepping back across to the top. A fine crux pitch. 

 

BEN DONICH, Am Beannan (NN 206 032): 

The crags lie immediately above the tree line. Best access is via the forest edge. The upper 

and lower crags are separated by the fence line. 

 

Lower Crag: 

Sundown   50m   IV,4. Mark Leyland, Ross Cadie. 10 Jan 2010. 

Climb the narrow cleft following the cascade of Allt a’ Chocaire. 

 

Upper Crag: 

Knee Bother   70m   IV,4. Mark Leyland, Ross Cadie. 10 Jan 2010. 

Starting Left of the toe of the crag, icy slabs lead to two steeper steps. 

 

BEN LOMOND: 

Bonnie and Clyde   70m   III,4. Sonya Drummond, Andy Nisbet. 9 Jan 2010. 

A line up the right side of A Buttress. Start at the first break left of a shallow gully which 

divides A buttress with a minor buttress to the right. Climb straight up to a break in a steep 

band. Go left up this and straight over a bulge above (crux). Take the line of least resistance 

above, finishing just right of a steep upper band. 

 

Pole Dance   85m   IV,6 *. Sonya Drummond, Andy Nisbet. 9 Jan 2010. 

A line up the centre of the buttress but forced by the steep upper band to finish on the left. 

Well protected where it matters. Start in the centre at a crescent shaped weakness some 12m 

left of the previous route. Climb this, then trend right to a short capped chimney which is 

hidden from below but just right of a clean cracked corner. Climb this chimney (crux) and a 

steep turfy tier above before going right to a slabby corner (45m). Climb the corner and easier 



ground leftwards before being forced to traverse left below the overhanging upper tier to 

finish past its left end, at the left side of the buttress. 

 

BEN CRUACHAN, Binnein Brander Area: 

Sheep Creep   II/III. Andy Spink. 11 Jan 2010. 

Follow an easy iced up burn to an obvious steeper icefall in the centre of crag at approx NN  

053 283. This was climbed in two pitches past an obvious tree at half-height. 

 

Route 1   I. Andy Spink. 11 Jan 2010. 

An easy angled iced up burn starting at approx 100m and finishing at 250m (NN 052 283). 

 

Route 2   150m   I/II. Andy Spink. 11 Jan 2010. 

An easy angled iced up burn gave a series of small steps and bulges of approx 200m length. 

NN 058 280. 

 

Note:  A Canyoning descent of the Allt Brander Canyon, on the south side of Ben Cruachan 

(NN 050 284) was made by Andy Spink, Mike Clifford, Sam Harrison on 16 Sep 2009. 

Start at approx 350m above sea-level. An easy walk up along side from a good car park at 

40m. Descent was made in dry conditions with only small amount of water present in the 

canyon; no rain for three days. Above the canyon is an intake for the Hydro scheme, with a 

large catchment of burns at approx alt. 550m.  

Directions are looking down the canyon.  

Pitch lengths are approximate. 

1. 25m abseil. Tat around tree. 

2. 5m abseil. 

3. Thread abseil into narrow gully, past two pegs in situ, poss belay. steep section, down past 

spike into pool 

4. 25m abseil. Tat at on tree to steep wall to ledge. 

5. Climb out of ledge up grass corner on left and descend grass to tree and tat. 

6. 10m abseil to ledge. Peg in situ under / behind boulder on ledge. 

7. 20m abseil past large log. 

8. Narrow scramble over boulders, to tat around boulder into steep gully section to pool 

abseil into deep pool. 

9. [Approx 155m alt] step  /  descent in boulders, wood plank in gully bed and to tat thread. 

Steep descent, poss escape. 

10. Tree with tat around. Steep abseil into pool. 

11. Thread belay. Abseil onto slab 15m, into small water fall and ledge. 

12. Peg belay [2 in place on left wall], abseil down slabs corner 20m to small pool. Tat on 

tree high on right over steep ledge. 

13. Hand line or solo down 

14. tat on tree abseil down and walk past old walls to tat . Narrow choke section,  

15. tat on right thread in boulder and abseil into deep pool [caution if a lot of water]. 

16. Tat on tree high up on left for abseil or down climb and slide into pool. 

thread in boulders, 40m abseil down slabs and waterfall. 

17. Finish back at bridge and car park. 

 

MEALL NAN TARMACHAN, Creag an Lochain, An Innean: 

Last Past the Post   180m   III. Raymond Simpson. 28 Feb 2006. 

The leftmost snowy line on the buttress about 60m left of Blanche (SMCJ 2001). Climb a 

shallow snowy scoop with ice bulges for 60m to reach a diagonal snow bay. From the top 

right corner, climb an ice chocked chimney just right of a steeper fringe of icicles. Easier 

ground leads to the summit. 

 



An Caisteal: 

Note:  The left branch of Y Gully has a steep 15m slab in the constricted upper part. 

Raymond Simpson managed to climbed the slab with Rob Ferguson  on very thin ice on 21 

Feb 2010 at technical 4 though the rest of the gully is II. 

 

Girdle Traverse   II/III. A.Fox. 21 Feb 2010. 

Gain the upper bowl of Coire Tuath by a diagonal leftwards traverse. Cross broken ground 

above the junction of Y Gully and gain the terrace below the upper wall of An Caisteal. 

Descend slightly and follow ledges up and round (delicate) to contour into Coire nan Easan 

just above the icefalls. Cross Tote Gully and follow a snowy ramp on to An Innean. Continue 

diagonally left, then back right to surmount the corniced headwall below the summit. 

 

MEALL GHAORDAIDH, Creag Laoghain: 

No Pain Laoghain   200m   II/III. Graeme Kemp, Alan Gray, Catherine Zancanaro. 6 Mar 

2010. 

The obvious left-slanting gully on the face directly above the bridge at Stronuich. Climb 50m 

of ice, passing a steepening on the right. The gully above gives 150m of pleasant Grade I 

snow up to the broad north ridge of Meall Ghaordaidh. 

 

MEALL NAN TARMACHAN, Creag na Caillich: 

East Face Route   210m   II. Matthew Shaw, Adam Kassyk. 13 Feb 2010. 

This line links up routes described in SMCJ 2001. Start beneath the corner line of Great 

Gully and climb this for one rope length, to just below the obvious narrowing. From here a 

large ramp line trends diagonally up and left; this is “the lower diagonal rake” which crosses 

the entire face. Follow the ramp for about two rope lengths (For Whom the Bell Tolls crosses 

this ramp) to the base of a narrow gully cutting straight upwards. Climb this and its 

continuation to the top of the crag (as for Easy Way). 

 



LOWLAND OUTCROPS 

 

AYRSHIRE, The Quadrocks:Revenge of the Fallen   12m   E3 5c. Kev Shields. 3 Jun 

2010.Climb the right side of The Arete. 

 

Mauchline Gorge:Cup and Ring   14m   V,5. Dougie McIntyre, Martin Riddell. 9 Jan 

2010.The line was before the bouldering venue, as approached from the car park. The 

face is a vertical quarried wall, with a natural drainage line so formed an ice smear 

down the vertical face. 

 

Loudoun Hill:Spitfire   105m   V,6. Mike Dunn, Stuart Johnson. 10 Jan 2010.The route 

is no longer climbed in summer and is now a good natural winter line, following the 

summer line. Topo provided. Start 5m right of the large roof at the base of a right-

slanting ramp.1. 20m  Climb the easy ramp to belay below the obvious corner.2. 45m  

Climb the corner and thin cracks above (crux at the top). Climb easier ground to belay 

well back at an obvious tree.3. 40m  Continue up easy ground to the summit plateau! 

 

Glen Afton Note:  William McHendry notes that he has climbed icefalls in Glen Afton 

(NS 638 070). There is ice of Grade II to IV and a waterfall in a gully about Grade V 

which is harder to get in condition. The ice can be seen from the road and the approach 

takes about 15mins. 

 

GLASGOW AREA, Neilston Quarry:Ally’s Gash   10m   Hard Severe *. Alistair 

Lamont, Stephen McIintyre. 13 Apr 2010.The route sits between Kirsteen’s Crack and 

Polish Direct. Follow a big crack directly up and over the overhanging section. 

 

Spectacle E'e Falls:(NS 715 435)   Alt 175m   North-West facingSpectacle E'e Direct   

20m   II/III. Craig Lamb, Andrew Lamb, Stuart Ferguson. 10 Jan 2010.Start at the 

centre of the Falls where there is a 2m section of vertical ice. Climb this to a less steep 

ice ramp which gains to the halfway platform. From here there are various lines to the 

top. 

 

Spectacle E'e Chimney   20m   II/III. Craig Lamb, Andrew Lamb, Stuart Ferguson. 10 

Jan 2010.Start at the right side of the Falls on the platform which is beside the cave. 

Follow the shallow chimney up until it opens out onto the main ramp leading to the 

halfway platform. From here there are various lines to the top. 

 

CAMPSIE FELLS:Note:  Chris Sleight & partner climbed two routes in the Corrie of 

Balglass near Fintry in January 2010. One was a gully about Grade III and the other was 

a Grade V icefall. The icefall was recorded in 1979 as Moonlight Completion by Bob 

Sharpe & A.Morgan so the gully has probably also been climbed. 

 

THE TROSSACHS, BEN A’AN:Note:  Ken Crocket has provided a detailed 

argument as to why he disagrees with the note by Douglas Stewart (SMCJ 2009, p470) 

that Coriander was climbed by Tom Weir. 

 

CAMBUSBARRON, Fourth Quarry:Rockfalls have continued here to affect the 

finishes of some routes. 
 
THE MERRICK, Black Gairy:Black Rhino   145m   IV,4 **. Andrew Fraser, Ian 

Magill. 17 Jan 2010.This is the shallow icefall/chimney 15m right of White Rhino, 

which gives a cracking second pitch. The icefall does not reach the base of the crag so 

climb the first pitch of White Rhino then traverse up right to belay just before the start of 

the chimney (50m). Climb the icy chimney directly (45m). Move 3m right and climb 

the icy gully to easier ground (50m). 



 

The Elephant Man   125m   IV,4. **. Colin Wells Stephen Reid (alt). 10 Mar 2010.1. 

30m  From White Rhino, traverse up right along the first terrace to an easy angled gully 

and follow this until it steepens.2. 45m  The icefall on the right soon eases but gives an 

excellent pitch. 3. 50m  Climb the icy gully to easier ground. 

 

Lang Scots Easy Way   III,4 **. Stephen Reid. 10 Mar 2010.By following the first two 

pitches of Kyle Gully and then an easy snow ramp up leftwards, the route can be joined 

below pitch 4. 

 

Scarting on Thin Ice   110m   V,4 **. Stephen Reid, James Kinnaird (alt). 18 Feb 

2010.Start at the top of the first pitch of Kyle Gully. The first pitch is the crux and is not 

especially well protected.1. 30m  Climb a few metres up leftwards on turf from the 

gully to gain a large ledge. Climb the thin left-slanting ice ramp up the wall to a belay 

where it eases.2. 30m   Climb the ice pillar and a short section of easier ice to a good 

block belay.3. 50m   Follow the easier icefall above, then easy ground slightly 

rightwards to a large rock spike. A further 50m of easy ground attains the plateau. 

 

Retailers’ Therapy   125m   V,5 **. Stephen Reid, James Kinnaird (alt). 18 Feb 

2010.Start just right of Kyle Gully at a short but pronounced bulging icefall. 1. 50m  

Climb the icefall and follow its continuation leftwards up easy ground to a steep wall 

which is surmounted on thin ice to a spike belay near the chandelle of ice on the left 

side of the wall taken by Interstellar Overdraft. This is a few metres right of Kyle 

Gully.2. 30m  Climb the chandelle, exiting rightwards and move up to a belay in Kyle 

Gully.3. 45m  Spilling down the left wall of the gully are several short icefalls. Climb 

the uppermost one and then continue up easier ice above to a rock belay on the right at 

the end on the difficulties. 100m of easy ground attains the plateau. 

 

Kirshinnoch Corner   245m   V,6 **. James Kinnaird, Stephen Reid (alt). 23 Feb 

2010.This takes the thin line of ice and turf up the huge recessed corner/scoop some 

50m right of Interstellar Overdraft. The grade assumes that a full rack of cams (Friend 0 

to 3.5 size) is carried: without these the route would be VI. Start in a line under the 

scoop where 35m of easy ice leads to the first pitch.1. 50m  Climb the icefall to easy 

ground.2. 40m  Climb up into the scoop on turfy ice smears and belay in the hollow.3. 

15m  Climb a short but steep ice wall to a ledge. Traverse left into a shallow cave and 

belay down and left of it (necessary to avoid falling ice and to allow sufficient rope for 

the next pitch).4. 40m  Climb high into the cave and place a high runner in a crack in 

the roof. Down climb to the ledge and climb thin steep ice to a poor rest. Overcome the 

overhang on the right and traverse back left to the corner. Strenuous mixed moves up 

this lead to the end of the difficulties and a short scramble leads to a good belay.5. 50m  

Easy ground.6. 50m  Easy ice and mixed ground leads to the plateau. 

 

Kenny’s Folly – True Finish   III. Steve Currie, Ian Brown. 4th March 2010.Kenny’s 

Folly originally finished via Chippy’s Downfall (ordinary way). Carrying on up the true 

line of the left-slanting icefall is more in keeping with the rest of the route.Note:  

Chippy’s Downfall originally finished via what will be described as the Direct Finish 

(III/IV) in the next guide.  

 

A further 200m right of Chippy’s Downfall, and just left of a rock buttress, are three 

gullies all starting from much the same point – the Triplets. 

 

Fat Triplet   100m   II *. John Biggar, Stephen Reid (alt). 3 Mar 2010.The left-hand 

gully gives a good first pitch.1. 50m  Climb steep ice to snow and then another ice bulge 

to a rock belay.2. 50m  Step left and continue up the gully line to easy ground. 

 



Skinny Triplet   90m   III *. John Biggar, Stephen Reid (alt). 3 Mar 2010.1. 50m  The 

slim groove line up the left side of the buttress, exiting leftwards and climbing up to a 

terrace.2. 40m  Continue up steep ice in the same line. 

 

Thick Triplet   50m   II. Stephen Reid, John Biggar (alt). 3 Mar 2010.Start as for Skinny 

Triplet but follow the right-slanting gully to easier ground. 

 

On the right-hand side of the rock buttress are three more gullies. 

 

Path to the Sun   100m   III,4 **. John Biggar, Linda Biggar (alt). 4 Mar 2010.The line 

of ice up the right-hand side of the buttress.1. 40m  Climb turf and icy smears to a 

cracked bock belay.2. 60m  Climb ice step above then easy snow. 

 

Headtorch Gully   100m   II. James Kinnaird, Stephen Reid (alt). 4 Mar 2010.1. 50m  

Follow the short central gully to an exit left and go up easy snow to a rock belay.2. 50m  

Easy snow. 

 

Nice Finish   50m   I/II *. Linda Biggar, John Biggar. 4 Mar 2010.The right-slanting 

gully starting just right of Headtorch Gully. Easy snow slopes above. 

 

Right again is an obvious wide icefall. 

 

No Time for Lunch   120m   II/III. Ian Brown, Steve Currie (alt). 4 Mar 2010.1. 50m  

Climb the icefall and then heather/snow.2. 50m  Icy slabs followed by easier ground. 

 

Right again is the final gully of the crag. 

 

Kirremore Gully   120m   II. John Biggar, Linda Biggar (alt). 4 Mar 2010.The straight-

forward gully leads to icy slabs. 

 

Further right still are more short icefalls, the Right Rib o’ the Gairy (II/II, Stephen Reid, 

John Biggar, 3 Mar 2010) which can be climbed by various lines. 

 

DUNGEON OF BUCHAN, Cooran Buttress:King’s Kingle   120m   E1. Chris King, 

Stephen Reid. 13 Sep 2009.This series of eliminate variations on Bikerdike’s Buttress 

proves hard rock indeed. Start as for Cooran Buttress.1. 25m 5a  Just right of the 

prominent left-leaning crack of Bikerdike’s Buttress is a crescent shaped scoop. Gain 

the scoop, exit right and climb cracks in the slab above to belay in the grassy gully.2. 

30m 5b  Climb the rib on the left, then step back right into the gully. Go up a step to 

below jammed blocks then take a leftwards rising crumbly flake line up the wall on the 

left, making hard sustained moves to gain a shallow niche. Leave this direct and follow 

easier rock to a heather terrace and a huge leaning block belay.3. 15m 5b  A few metres 

left of the leaning block are two short steep cracks. Make a hard pull to gain a toehold in 

the right-hand one and climb it direct to a terrace below the headwall.4. 50m 4c  Cutting 

through the bulge above, just left of the roof are four cracks. Don blinkers and climb the 

third from the left until over the bulge, then traverse horizontally right across the lip of 

the roof (or just a bit higher) to finish up a short groove (the last few moves of Cooran 

Buttress Direct). 

 

DUNGEON OF BUCHAN, Dungeon Hill - The Cauldron (NX 461 852):Three cliffs 

are situated directly beneath the summit of Dungeon Hill, in its NE corrie. The left and 

central cliffs face north-east, receive little sun and provide good mixed climbing. 

 

Dark Skies   100m   III. Andrew Fraser, Ian Magill. 2 Mar 2010.The left buttress 

beneath the summit of Dungeon Hill is large and rambling. Start 10m right of the foot of 



the rightwards sloping gully which separates the buttress from the steeper and shorter 

central buttress, on the left side of a long low icy wall. Follow a shallow turfy gully via 

two steps then after a steep slot move 5m right along a wide ledge to belay under a 

mixed icefall (45m). Climb the icefall, then up a number of steps before moving right to 

climb a leftwards sloping ramp (45m). Continue to the top (10m). 

 

Constellation Prize   55m   III,4 *. Andrew Fraser, Ian Magill. 2 Mar 2010.A sustained 

and well protected mixed climb up the right side of the steeper central buttress. A 

prominent ramp slopes rightwards up the buttress and the route climbs a corner to gain 

the right end of this ramp. Start at the foot of the gully which defines the right end of the 

buttress, 2m left of an overhung alcove. Climb the turfy corner above to its top, then 

move right underneath a cracked arete to climb steps rightwards to belay in a corner 

(30m). Climb the corner then move left into the main right-sloping ramp. Follow this, 

finishing to the left (25m). 

 

POINT OF THE SNIBE, Grit Buttress (NX 465 815):Goatesque   8m   E2 5b. Chris 

King (unsec). 3 Apr 2009.The mossy central corner provides an epic and bizarre battle 

to gain every centimetre. 

 

Goatzilla   8m   E2 5c. Jonathan Hughes, David Jones. 8 Jul 2009.Just left of the mossy 

corner is a short and deeply undercut arete containing a knobbly spike.Swing out onto 

the spike, then puzzle out (quickly) how to stand on it in order to grovel onto the steep 

mossy slab above. Huff and puff your way directly up the upper wall to a horribly 

sloping finish. 

 

The Uncarved Block:The Arete Direct   40m   E3 6b **. David Jones, Jonathan 

Hughes, Stephen Reid. 8 Jul 2009.Superb climbing directly up the line of the crag. A 

climb with a definite crux. Start as for The Arete and climb the short wall to the right 

side of the arete. Gain the arete and climb it to a tiny foot ledge at a horizontal break. 

Make a series of desperate moves directly up the arete and flop onto a heather ledge. 

Step horizontally left onto the continuation arete and climb this boldly to the ramp of 

the original route. Stand up and move up and rightwards to a large wedged block on the 

arete (careful!) and so the top. 

 

Top Tower:Chook Run   9m   Hard Severe 4b. Stephen Reid. 2 Jan 2010. The right 

arete is climbed to half way where an escape rightwards leads to heather. Climb straight 

up the rock above on jugs.Direct Variation:   9m   HVS 5a. Chris King, Stephen Reid. 2 

Jun 2010.As for Chook Run, but finish boldly straight up, just right of the arete, on 

positive finger holds. 

 

The Slab of the Snibe:This small slab lies about 100m horizontally right of the Lower 

Slabs. The routes are all on the larger right-hand slab. 

 

Yllas   10m   Severe 4b. Stephen Reid, Sally Baxendale. 26 Jun 2010.The crack on the 

left, starting just right of a small overhang. Exit leftwards for the best finish. 

 

Gordon Bennett   10m   HVS 4c. Stephen Reid, Sally Baxendale. 26 Jun 2010.The clean 

slab just left of the central cracks is climbed boldly to a foot ledge. Finish directly up the 

featured wall. 

 

Nehpets   10m   Severe 4b. Stephen Reid, Sally Baxendale. 26 Jun 2010.The central 

crack system is harder than it looks. 

 

Goat for It!   10m   VS 4c. Stephen Reid, Sally Baxendale. 26 Jun 2010.The slab to the 

right of the central cracks, starting via a short crack and continuing directly. 



 

Sally Arete   10m   Severe. Stephen Reid, Sally Baxendale. 26 Jun 2010.The right arete 

(avoiding stepping into the crack on its right, which reduces it to Very Difficult). 

 

The Philosopher's Stone & Lower Slabs:If it’s Hard at the Bottom, it’s Turf at the Top   

20m   Severe 4b. John Biggar, Mike Gennaro. 30 May 2010.Start at the obvious clean 

white cracks on the left side of the wall. Climb these, move left to avoid a suspect pillar, 

then climb the arete above more or less directly. 

 

Bambi   60m   HVS. Stephen Reid, Chris King (alt). 23 May 2010.Takes the broken 

ridge bounding the right side of the bay containing The Philospher’s Stone. Pleasant 

climbing. Start under a short arete at the same level as the Lower Slabs.1. 40m 5a  

Climb the arete on its left side and gain a ledge. Traverse left onto the wall and climb a 

short crack to a large terrace. Follow the easy broken ridge to an upper terrace and belay 

under the final arete.2. 20m 5a  Climb the arete and cracks to belay on a huge boulder. 

 

The Pearly Goats:Jethro   30m   VS 4c. Stephen Reid, Chris King. 23 May 2010.This 

climb follows the left arete of the recessed cracked slab and starts just 1m left of Little 

Egypt. Climb the slab and crack in the arete, then step left onto stepped flakes and pull 

up onto a ledge. Finish up cracks above. 

 

The next routes start on a short lower tier. 

 

Wider by Faa   32m   VS 4c. Stephen Reid, Chris King. 2 Jun 2010.Climb the short 

offwidth crack on the left side of the lower buttress, stepping right at its top into the 

lower crack of Juniper Cracks to gain the terrace. Above, climb the offwidth crack 

direct to an awkward heathery finish and scramble to the top. 

 

Juniper Cracks Direct   E2 *. Chris King, Stephen Reid. 2 Jun 2010.2. 23m 5b  Avoid 

the juniper of Juniper Cracks completely by climbing the searing jam crack direct to the 

finish groove. 

 

The Faa Side:Faa Harder   35m   Hard Severe 4c. John Biggar, Linda Biggar. 23 May 

2010.Pleasant climbing making the most of the clean granite. Start on the left of the 

buttress, and 4m left of Faa Side, at a short steep wall leading to a ledge at the foot of a 

leftward slanting groove. Gain the ledge by a difficult boulder problem move, then 

climb the easy corner for 5m, until a tenuous toe traverse can be made rightwards back 

to the ridge, which is followed to a grass platform with a big boulder. Climb the slab 

above, starting on the left, just right of a crack, and finishing on the right.Variation: Faa 

Harder Still   E1 5a. Chris King, Stephen Reid. 2 Jun 2010.As for Faa Harder to the 

ledge but then make bold moves horizontally rightwards to gain the ridge and climb this 

directly to rejoin Faa Harder. 

 

BUCHAN WEST CRAG:(NX 421 814)   Alt 600m   West facing:The descriptions of 

the earlier routes on this crag do not seem to have appeared in any SMC Journal – the 

descriptions, grades and stars given here have been revised from the originals by the 

guidebook writer.This small greywacke crag on Buchan Hill is the leftmost of many 

craglets that can be seen from the car park, though it becomes hidden on the approach. 

Although short, the main face is sheer and compact, and the routes are sustained. Blind 

cracks are common and a full range of cams with doubles around the Friend 1.5 size is 

advised. It gets plenty of afternoon sun, but there are a couple of seepage lines so best 

visited after dry weather. Belays are well back so two ropes are useful. The base of the 

crag is tranquil, the view is excellent, and the walk-in, though uphill and tussocky, is 

considerably shorter than most Galloway mountain crags.From Bruce's Stone, take the 

signed walkers path north towards the Merrick. Where the path strikes uphill, at a sign 



advising walkers to take the higher path, cross the river and walk straight up the hillside 

until the crag can be seen in a hollow on the left, 30mins. 

 

Ball Ache   10m   E3 5c. Matthew Thompson. 8 Jun 2007.A poor route with poor gear. 

Start under the small overhang towards the left side of the buttress. Climb the lower slab 

leftwards towards a blunt rib (crucial small wire way out left, hard and blind to place). 

From the rib make delicate moves up leftwards to the arete and follow it to the top – all 

rather scary. 

 

Fiend’s Folly   11m   E1 5b *. Matthew Thompson. 8 Jun 2007.A good line up the 

corner and crack above. Climb the corner to a break and attain a standing position in it. 

Move up the crack to a good hold and make a precarious move to easier ground. 

 

Stolen Dreams   12m   E4 6a **. Matthew Thompson, Mark Davies. 8 Jun 2007.A fine 

but bold climb up the blank wall to the right of the small overhang; technically 

sustained with a hard crux. Climb easily to the lower blind crack (tiny high cam in face). 

Layback desperately to the break, then swing left to jugs. Make tricky moves into the 

upper crack and more tricky moves up it, past a jug on the left, to finish. 

 

The Slither   12m   HVS 5a. Matthew Thompson, Mark Davies. 8 Jun 2007.Follow the 

twin crack system just left of Pylon King Crack until forced rightwards to join that 

climb near the top – or make it harder by trying to see how few holds in PKC you have 

to use. 

 

Pylon King Crack   12m   HVS 5a. Mark Davies, Matthew Thompson. 8 Jun 2007.The 

main crack, just right of centre of the buttress, gives quite sustained climbing with an 

awkward finish up the grubby offwidth. 

 

Seal Photo Liberation Front   12m   E1 5b **. Mark Davies, Matthew Thompson. 8 Jun 

2007.The attractive face just right of Pylon King Crack gives a fine sustained route with 

crimpy bouldering moves or very long reaches between good breaks. Boulder directly 

up to the juggy niche and continue direct to the top. 

 

Of the Capsule we are, Lord   12m   HVS 5a *. Mark Davies, Matthew Thompson. 8 

Jun 2007.Climb onto the pedestal on the right of the face, move up the crack and then 

traverse left (can be done at two levels) to good holds. Follow the pleasant cracks 

directly to finish. 

 

To the right the crag becomes dirtier and lower before rising up a little as an easy angled 

slab split by a rising heather break. 

 

Pillar of the Sea   8m   Hard Severe 4b. Stephen Reid, Chris King. 30 Jun 2010.The 

clean leaning pillar just left of the subsidiary slab is followed to an easy finish. 

 

Beach Comber   8m   Difficult. Stephen Reid. 30 Jun 2010.Start at the lowest point of 

the heather break and follow juggy rock slightly rightwards to the top. 

 

On the Beach   8m   Severe 4a. Stephen Reid, Chris King. 30 Jun 2010.Start 1m to the 

right of the lowest point of the heather break and climb the slab rightwards to the top. 

 

Stranger on the Shore   8m   Hard Severe 4b. Stephen Reid, Chris King. 30 Jun 

2010.The central section of the slab is rather bold. 

 

Just Paddling   8m   Very Difficult 4b. Stephen Reid. 30 Jun 2010.The right-hand slab 

gives enjoyable climbing on good holds. 



 

CRAIGLEE, Sound Clint:Wee Pals Wa’   13m   E3 5c *. Chris King, Stephen Reid. 

17 Sep 2009.The superb blank wall 8m left of Hoo-Haa – as the name implies, take lots 

of micro cams. Boulder upwards via a short blind crack and gain a thin break up to the 

right. Carry on up rightwards to the next break and again to a better break and some 

decent gear. Traverse 1m left and pull through the bulge above via a scoop. 

 

Pecher’s Redemption  Direct Finish is 5c and not as nice; Chris King, Stephen Reid, 17 

Sep 2009. 

 

Stravaig Tippertaes   13m   HVS 5a *. Stephen Reid, Chris King. 17 Sep 2009.Start 

20cm left of Hoo-Haa at a left-slanting crack. Climb the crack (no Hoo-Haaing) to a 

break and stretch up to the next break. Tiptoe 2m left to a sticky out foothold and move 

up via a superb pocket. Step back right 1m and go straight to the top. 

 

Caw Canny Direct Finish is 4c; Stephen Reid, Chris King, 17 Sep 2009. 

 

Heidstane   12m   HVS 5a. Chris King, Stephen Reid. 17 Sep 2009.Two metres right of 

Keep yer Heid and 3m left of some ‘steps’ is a short crack that peters out. Climb the 

crack to the break (3.5 Friend) and climb the steep wall to the top. 

 

Bruce’s Buttress:The left-hand buttress is unfortunately rather grubby, a shame as the 

climbs would otherwise be very good. Towards the right-hand end of the crag is a tower 

that is higher than the rest. 

 

Bruce’s Chimney   15m   VS 4c. Stephen Reid, Chris King. 17 Jun 2010.The shallow 

impending chimney 10m left of the tower gives a surprisingly good sustained pitch. 

Steep, but fortunately the holds and protection are excellent. 

 

The Game of Death   22m   E2 5c. Chris King, Stephen Reid. 17 Jun 2010.Climb a 

crack at the left side of the tower to a horizontal break. Move up to a higher break and 

make hard moves to gain a standing position in this. Strenuous technical moves up 

cracks lead to the top. 

 

The Way of the Dragon   22m   E2 5b. Chris King, Stephen Reid. 17 Jun 2010.Climb a 

crack in the middle of the tower until it peters out at a clean slab. Teeter right and make 

a tricky move to gain the left end of a ledge. Climb the cracks above up and leftwards to 

finish as for the last few moves of The Game of Death. 

 

Enter the Dragon   22m   HVS 5a. Stephen Reid, Chris King. 17 Jun 2010.On the right 

of the tower are two cracks that form an elongated ‘A’. Start strenuously up the left-

hand crack but, as the holds disappear, traverse the horizontal break to the right-hand 

one and make thin moves up to a big ledge. Climb the easier groove above to a pinnacle 

on the right. Step back left and jug haul to the top. 

 

CRAIGDEWS, Kid's Buttress:This is the tiny buttress directly under the Ramp. The 

obvious central crack-line remains unclimbed despite several attempts. 

 

The Goatbusters   6m   E2 5c *. Chris King, Stephen Reid. 15 Oct 2009.The cracked 

arete to the right of the central groove gives superb sustained climbing. Finish leftwards 

to avoid the heather cornice. An in-situ rusting wire showed of at least one previous 

attempt. 

 



Fourpences are Soundless   5m   HVS 5b. Chris King, Stephen Reid. 15 Oct 2009.Start 

on the right side of the buttress, just left of a small cave and make a hard pull up to get 

established on a crack-streaked wall. Another awkward move leads to the top. 

 

The Dark Side:Silly Billy   25m   Severe. Stephen Reid, Chris King. 15 Oct 

2009.About 30m left of the fallen tree is an attractive-looking broken rib. Unfortunately 

it isn’t, and the climbing (via a scoop and the left-hand rib) is both poor and poorly 

protected. A more direct version looks suicidal. Belay by taking a firm stance in a 

hollow 25m back from the top of the crag. 

 

Just west of Craigdews, the Grey Mare’s Tail (the other one! NX 491 723) is easily 

accessed from the Murray’s Monument car park but requires an arctic freeze to form. 

The lower fall was climbed (25m II) by John Biggar, Colin Hossack, Linda Biggar, 9 

Jan 2010. 

 

CRAIG AN EILTE, The Minimarket:At the very left end of the escarpment is a small 

subsidiary corrie containing a tiny broken buttress of excellent clean rock. The left wall 

of the left side of the buttress is very overhanging. 

 

Traverse of the Goats   25m   VS 4c. Stephen Reid, John Biggar. 16 Jun 2009.A fun 

rising traverse up the leaning left wall. It eats cams and more are needed to belay. Start 

just left of the main arete of the crag at an open groove. Climb the groove to a huge 

ledge. Traverse this leftwards and carry on up and left following the obvious steep 

juggy line to the top. Belays are a long way back. 

 

Shopping Around   12m   VS 4c. John Biggar, Stephen Reid. 16 Jun 2009.Climb easily 

straight up the main arete of the crag to an impasse at a steep wall. Make an awkward 

move up this, then traverse rightwards until a ramp/crack-line leads back left. Better 

than it looks! 

 

On the right side of the buttress is a short wall capped by an easy angled slab. In the 

centre of the short wall is a V-groove/chimney.  

 

Trolley Wobbles   15m   Severe. Stephen Reid, John Biggar. 16 Jun 2009.Climbs the 

front of an enormous detached flake. Start just left of the V-chimney and climb onto the 

flake. Step left and make an awkward move up. Finish directly up the wall and slab 

above. 

 

Convenience Chimney   15m   Very Difficult. John Biggar, Stephen Reid. 16 Jun 

2009.The V-Chimney, exiting leftwards behind the huge flake, then easily up slabs. 

 

Check Out or Deck Out   15m   VS 4c. Stephen Reid, John Biggar. 16 Jun 2009.Climb 

the short wall in between Convenience Chimney and Wee Rib leftwards to a slim 

groove. Pull over the bulge above and finish easily up the slab. 

 

Wee Rib   15m   Difficult. John Biggar, Stephen Reid. 16 Jun 2009.Two metres right of 

the V-Chimney is a short broken arete. Climb the interesting arete on its right side, then 

rightwards up the big slab. 

 

The Flesh Market:Dinna Down Climb   75m   IV,5 *. John Biggar, Linda Biggar (alt), 

Stephen Reid. 4 Jan 2010.This takes the turfy Grade II looking open groove line in 

between the two towers of Minas Tirith and Minas Morgul.1. 45m  Climb the slab on 

the left to reach a large block and then the huge ledge above. Gain the upper section 

from the right (just left of a small roof) with a hard move, and follow the easier groove 

above, exiting rightwards. Run the rope out to a satisfying spike. 2. 25m  Climb easy 



ground to a short final groove and move up to a rock belay. The best descent is quite a 

long way right, to the right of Dinna Fall. 

 

Dinna Fall   35m   III. Stephen Reid, John Biggar, Linda Biggar. 4 Jan 2010.The icefall 

immediately to the right of Gorm. 

 

The Vegetable Market: At the far right of the escarpment is an area of slightly less 

vegetated rock, in particular a steep cracked wall high on the crag. Descend well to the 

right. 

 

Broken Chain   60m   II. John Biggar, Linda Biggar. 9 Jan 2010.Stepped icefalls form 

on the left of this area and can be climbed in several places with much variation 

possible. 

 

Blaeberry Buttress   80m   Hard Severe **. John & Linda Biggar (alt). 2 Jul 2009.Some 

very enjoyable moves, plenty of protection where it matters and very little vegetation 

(apart from the blaeberries at every belay) make for an excellent route. Start directly 

beneath the low-angled blocky rib and clean whitish slab, 4m right of a small black 

recess at a short mossy but juggy wall.1. 25m 4b  Climb the short juggy wall, move left 

to a crack and follow this and the excellent clean slab above, crux at the top. Belay 2m 

right of the blocky rib. 2. 25m 4b  Climb the rib, using zigzag cracks to an awkward 

mantelshelf on the nose. Go easily up the slab above to below the next steep step.3. 30m 

4b  Finish the rib with a great move off the top of a block on extreme left. Another steep 

pull leads to a heather ledge and a low-lying flake, then traverse 2m right to the steep 

corner. Pull up this and climb onto a block. Step dramatically right onto the juggy arete 

and a satisfyingly steep finish. 

 

Galloway Gallivant   115m   HVS. John Biggar, Stephen Reid. 16 Jun 2009.An 

interesting climb despite some heather pulling. It improves with height. To the right of 

the steep cracked wall is a smaller smooth wall with a stepped arete on its left side. The 

arete has a small niche near its top. Start directly below this arete towards the right-hand 

side of the initial slabs at a large flake.1. 30m 4c  Climb the flake leftwards and slabs 

above to belay at the foot of the stepped arete.2. 10m 4a  Climb the arete to just below 

the niche and belay on a large ledge on the left.3. 25m 5a  Monkey up the short crack in 

the centre of the steeply overhanging wall to an awkward exit onto slabs. Trend leftward 

up the first slab, then straight up to just left of a short arete.4. 50m 4c  Make a hard 

move up the arete then climb easily to a belay. Pad up slabs to the top. 

 

Niche Market   115m   E3. Chris King, Stephen Reid. 24 Jun 2009.The challenge of the 

niche direct. Start just right of the large flake on Galloway Gallivant.1. 30m 4c  Climb 

onto a small square turf ledge and make some steep moves to gain a slab. Go straight up 

heather and rock above to belay at the foot of the stepped arete.2. 35m 6a  Climb the 

right-hand of two crack systems in the wall to gain the stepped arete just below the 

niche. Gain the niche with a strange move and leave it via a tenuous swing to the right 

and even more tenuous mantelshelf (protection is from two or three Camalot 0.3s or 

equivalents). From the slab, climb leftwards up rock and heather to just right of the 

short rounded arete.3. 50m 5b  Make a series of bold moves up a short leftward-facing 

corner and scoop above. Then pad up slabs to blocks on a grass ledge at the top. 

 

The Levellers   110m   HVS *. Stephen Reid, James Kinnaird. 22 Apr 2010.A good 

series of variations on Galloway Gallivant. Six metres right of that route is a large 

horizontal flake lying on the ground; start 4m right of this.1. 25m 4c  Climb the steep 

wall to a horizontal break. Step up right and move up to grass. Climb the blocky cracks 

on the left then go straight up to a terrace and descend this leftwards to belay at the foot 

of the stepped arete of Galloway Gallivant.2. 25m 5b  In the wall to the right of the 



stepped arete are two cracks. Follow the shorter left-hand one and traverse up leftwards 

on grass to below the overhanging corner on the left. Try and work out how to leave the 

ledge and, if you succeed, continue up the rest of the corner with marginally more ease 

and belay just down and right of a short arete.3. 30m 5a  Move up and then traverse 

right on grass under the wall to its right-hand end where a wide quartz crack will be 

revealed. Climb this with interest and belay at the short corner above.4. 30m 4b  

Overcome the corner, then pad up slabs to the top. 

 

Salad Daze   110m   HVS. Stephen Reid, Chris King (alt). 10 Sep 2009.Some 25m right 

of the arete of Niche Market is a prominent cracked arete. Start below this at a vague 

groove that breaches the lower wall. Just below this a large pointed block sticks out of 

the heather.1. 23m 4b  Climb the groove and traverse left, then go up rock steps and 

heather to the cracked arete. Belay just left in a hollow.2. 12m 5a  Climb the easy rib on 

the left for 2m, then bridge right across the hollow and jam up a steep crack. Belay at 

the foot of the slab above.3. 25m 4c  Climb onto the rib on the right, then follow a left-

slanting seam up the slab to a short hanging arete with a wide crack. Climb the crack to 

a ledge and traverse left to a huge flake.4. 50m 4a  Surmount the flake and follow easy 

steps and slabs to the top. 

 

The Hanging Gardens of Galloway   95m   VS. Chris King, Stephen Reid (alt). 10 Sep 

2009.At the right end of the wall with the cracked arete is a fine clean pillar. Gain the 

base of this, either by scrambling in from the right via a heather ramp, or by climbing 

pitch 1 of Salad Daze and traversing right along a wide ledge.1. 45m 4c  Climb the 

pillar, mainly on its left. Above is a fine clean slab. Ignore this and climb instead the 

repulsive looking wall on its right, trending left slightly to a steep mossy crack, which is 

thankfully equipped with huge holds. Belay on the grass ledge above.2. 50m 4b  Follow 

a left-slanting ramp and overcome a nose. Easy slabs lead to the top. 

 

The Clints of the Spout, The Slab of the Spout:Senda das Cabras   25m   Difficult. 

Stephen Reid, John Biggar. 12 Jun 2010.Easy for the grade but enjoyable. Start on the 

far left, just left of a small low overhang. Climb up to some right-trending steps and 

follow these to heather. From the top right side of the heater, step right and take the 

easiest line directly up the clean slabs to the top. 

 

Muito Linda   25m   VS 4c *. Linda Biggar, Dave McNicol. 14 Sep 2010.Follow the 

central crack of Pao de Spout (SMCJ 2009) to the niche. Fingery moves lead up and 

right to the left end of a ledge, then climb the fine crack directly above to the top. An 

excellent pitch. 

 

The Shoe Horn Club   25m   E1 5b (A0) *. John Biggar, Linda Biggar (1PA). 14 Sep 

2009.Starts 1m right of the crack of Pao de Spout. Climb the excellent slab to a small 

stance in a niche at 3m. Place runners, pray and make hard moves to gain the left end of 

the big ledge. Climb the left side of the steep slab above then easier ground to the top. 

Poorly protected where it matters (and where it doesn't).Climbed free by Chris King, 

Stephen Reid, John Biggar, 12 Jun 2010 and thought to be E1 5a. 

 

Brasil   25m   Hard Severe 4a *. Linda Biggar, John Biggar, David MacNicol. 14 Sep 

2009.Start 5m right of Pao de Spout, under a (mostly) clean juggy rib between two 

damp streaks. Climb the rib with an awkward finish onto the big heather ledge. Climb 

the centre of the slab above to another ledge then the easy but unprotected finishing 

slabs. 

 

The Sugar Loafers   20m   Severe 4a ***. David MacNicol, Linda Biggar, John Biggar. 

14 Sep 2009.The best quality and best protected route here, an excellent climb up the 

clean rib right of the massive wet streak, with the crux right at the top. 



 

The Clints of Dromore, Black Streaker Slab Area:About 10m up and left of Left Rib 

is a short, steep juggy rib. There are two easy and well protected routes here, possibly 

Difficult. 

 

Far Left Rib   20m   Very Difficult *. John Biggar, Linda Biggar. 13 Sep 2009.Start at 

the foot of the juggy rib and climb it up and leftwards on satisfyingly big holds. 

 

Dark Slab Rib   20m   Very Difficult *. Linda Biggar, John Biggar. 13 Sep 2009.Much 

better than it looks. Start as for Far Left Rib, climb the slab for 5m, then the steep back 

wall on the left. 

 

Note:  There are four (entirely) different lines on the Black Streaker Slab itself – but 

only three are described in the guidebook. 

 

RHINNS OF KELLS & ENVIRONS, Craigneilder Gairy (Craigbroch):Central 

Gully   150m   II/III *. Cam Wheeler. 24 Dec 2009.1. 50m  Follow the gully over easy 

ground to a belay on a flake below a small cave. 2. 50m  Struggle through the roof of 

the cave on its left then continue up easier ground (stay direct for best climbing) to 

where the gully widens. Poor belay. 3. 50m  Swim up snow in till a final steep prow of 

rock is reached. Either exit left direct up steep rocks and turf (better) or escape up ice 

and turf to the right.  

 

NORTH-EAST SIDE OF CORSERINE, Summit Crag:The easy angled crag below 

the summit contains some springs that are the source of the Polmaddie River. These 

tend to freeze up quite quickly due to a good height and the fact that the crag almost 

never sees direct sunlight from January to the end of February. 

 

Polmaddie   70m   II **. Cam Wheeler. 21 Feb 2010.To the left of the crag is an 

excellent, easy angled icefall rising from right to left.1. 45m  Follow the best line up the 

icy slabs.2. 25m  Good climbing up steep snow and a small cornice lead to the top. 

 

Kilmore   50m   II *. Cam Wheeler. 21 Feb 2010.Links up the best of the broken ice and 

mixed ground to the right of Polmaddie in two pitches. Follow the line of best climbing. 

Escapable but pleasant climbing with some nice moves. 

 

The Doonfall   45m   III *. Cam Wheeler. 21 Feb 2010.The obvious icefall in the centre 

of the crag provides some straightforward but interesting climbing. Low in the grade.1. 

25m  Follow the best line up the icefall in two steps.2. 20m  Easy ground and steep 

snow lead to the top. 

 

Easy Gully   80m   I *. Cam Wheeler. 21 Feb 2010.To the right of The Doonfall is a 

wide easy angled gully that makes a pleasant scramble. Start down and left and move 

over easy ground with patches of ice to finish up steepening snow. Snow needs to be 

consolidated. 

 

MILLDOWN:Biggar Gully, Left Fork   100m   III. Andrew Fraser. 19 Feb 2010.This 

probably holds more ice than the right fork. Pleasant short icefalls lead into a small cave 

above which is a fine hidden top pitch, which can be technical to start. 

 

DALCAIRNIE FALLS (NS 466 042):These are just south-west of Dalmellington and 

can give a number of 20m lines in a hard freeze. William McHendry, G.Shirkie, 

K.Shirkie, R.Davidson, G.Davidson, 10 Jan 2010. 

 



THE BORDERS, Swatte Fell, Upper Coombe Craig (p210, Lowland 

Outcrops):Gamekeepers’ Gully   150m   II. Martin & Darcey Gillie. 1 Jan 2010.Start 

about 40m left and slightly above Paok! at the foot of the leftmost gully line on the face. 

Easy ground leads to stepped ice for 40m before the gully trends right and becomes 

more enclosed. Finish up easy ground.Note:  The other routes in the corrie appeared 

worthwhile and it may be worth future editions of the guide being slightly more 

enthusiastic! 

 

GALLOWAY SEA-CLIFFS, Sandyhills:Trust   20m   E7 6b. Dave & Mary Birkett. 

12 Sep 2009.This route is on the bouldering area described on p228 of the current guide. 

It climbs the obvious overhanging groove line in the centre of the amphitheatre past 

multiple old peg runners. It is probably advisable to place a rope at the top, belayed to 

the gorse bushes to avoid a horrible loose scramble to the top of the crag. E6 but for the 

state of the rock and the pegs. 

 

STIRLING AREA, North Third, Birds and Bees Buttress:Procrastinator’s Crack   

12m   E2 5c **. John Nelson, Euan Boyd, Jason King. 19 Apr 2010.A fine crack climb 

slightly marred by escapability in the lower section. Start just right of Beeline at a 

smaller left-facing corner. Climb to a small roof, then step right to a mossy ledge 

(possible to start from here). Leave the ledge with difficulty and follow a fine hand 

crack with interest to the top. 

 

RATHO QUARRY:Paramedics   15m   VS 4b. Liyen Nhuyen, Claire Holland. 5 May 

2010.A right-trending system of wide cracks just left of Corpuscle. Start at a crack with 

a smiley face at the bottom. 

 

Note:  There have been a number of accidents on Corpuscle, as the route has a risk of 

groundfall. 

 

BURNMOUTH AREA, Breeches Rock:Approach Breeches Rock from Burnmouth, 

then continue north along the shore for a very short distance. You come across a boulder 

(on the seaward side) on which lie the first two routes, and opposite it (on the landward 

side) a small wall containing the three crack-lines. Photo topos provided. 

 

Tres Cervantes   6m   Severe *. Krzysztof Gorgolewski, John Proctor. 12 Sep 2009.The 

large left-facing corner at the north end of the landward face of the boulder. 

 

Everybody Klaszcza w Hands   6m   Difficult. John Proctor, Krzysztof Gorgolewski. 12 

Sep 2009.Takes the easy crack in the middle of the landward face of the boulder. 

 

Przytwacz do Bulwatora   5m   Very Difficult. Krzysztof Gorgolewski, John Proctor. 12 

Sep 2009.The leftmost crack on the small wall. 

 

A Good Day of Yummickry   6m   Hard Severe 4b. John Proctor, Krzysztof 

Gorgolewski. 12 Sep 2009.The middle crack on the small wall. Slightly undercut so 

awkward to enter but easier afterwards. 

 

Beach of the Peas   7m   Very Difficult. John Proctor, Krzysztof Gorgolewski. 12 Sep 

2009.The rightmost crack on the small wall. 

 

Hurker’s Haven (NT 955 626):North of Berwick-upon-Tweed, halfway between 

Burnmouth and Eyemouth. Photo topos provided.Approach:  Walk along the cliff-top 

footpath from Burnmouth or Eyemouth. You can easily descend a grassy slope into a 

cove (marked on the 1:25000 map as "Hurker’s Haven"). Route 1 lies on the north face 

of a fin towards the south side of the cove. 



 

Lawrence of Arabia   9m   Very Difficult. Robert Taylor, John Proctor. 26 Sep 2009.A 

pleasant left-facing corner-crack. 

 

For the next two routes, scramble over this fin (or around the seaward side of the fin at 

low tide). Pass the next fin using a reasonably sized passage where the fin abuts against 

the main cliff. The routes lie on the next fin. Depending on the tide, the routes can be 

approached directly or by abseil from the top of the fin. The top of the fin can be 

reached by crawling through a narrow passageway between the fin and the main cliff. 

This passageway is suitable only for the thin. You emerge from the passageway on the 

south side of the fin, where you can scramble to the top. 

 

The City Restaurant   8m   Difficult. John Proctor, Robert Taylor. 26 Sep 

2009.Disappointing given the effort required to reach it. 

 

Dinner Jacket Corner   10m   VS 4c *. John Proctor, Robert Taylor. 26 Sep 2009.A 

really good route!  Climb the left-facing corner with increasing difficulty, then traverse 

out to the left immediately beneath the small overhang. 
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